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Mars, seen here as depicted in an Etruscan
sculpture of the fourth century B.C., be
came one of the principal deities of impe
rial Rome, especially one associated with
warfare. In earlier times he seems to have
been more closely associated with agricul
ture, a kind of protector of the fields. Thus,
in his several guises, Mars symbolized the
combat readiness and deterrent capability
requisite to a strong defense structure.
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Downstream, historically, we find that
V E R the centuries, powerful
period
in British history known as Pax Britanbf the world have sought
jiniccL,
when
Britain ruled the seas, and the very
an optimum strategy
jrçsence of British men-of-war deterred naas nearly as possible,
[ans from upsetting world stability. During
capability of deterring all foes
that tim e,ãii 1823, our own President Monroe
conflict. Optimum forces req
issued aJran ifesto which bears his name. The
power at any given point in time, then,
objective
of the Monroe Doctrine was deter
simply those which will insure that happy state
rence—to deter Old World nations from ex
of unqualified d eterren ce. With all foes de
tending their influence and control into the
fe rre d at all levels, political, economic, and
Western Hemisphere. The nations of Europe
territorial goals may be pursued with a fair
may or may not have believed that the United
degree of assurance of success^
feátes, alone, could deter them from advenHistorically, the ability
,_ires in the New' World. But, for whatever
to deter appears to have folio
reasons,
they were deterred; and effectiveness
pattern. Starting at any one of a ni
is the true measure of the success of any
points in recorded history, the Great Wall of
strategy.
China, for example, we observe an attempt at
In modem times between the two World
unqualified deterrence. The Roman Empire
was established and its pre-eminence main Wars, the Maginot Line provides another per
tinent element for this discussion. The objec
tained by a system that produced deterrence
in the form of the Roman legions and the tac tive of the Maginot Line was, of course, to
deter the Germans from attack on France. For
tics employed by those legions.
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a time, the Line achieved its purpose—but only
until H itler judged that he had a means of
overcoming the deterrent. H ere we have a
classic modem example of the cyclic and the
perishable nature of “unqualified deterrence.”
At the end of W orld W ar II and after
Korea, the United States adopted a policy of
strategic deterrence—a declaratory policy of
massive retaliation. As long as we possessed
an atomic monopoly, this strategy did provide
a deterrent; and for a good number of years,
it was a reasonable approach to the optimum
unqualified deterrent at all levels. T h e “un
qualified” and the “at all levels” portions began
to deteriorate as soon as someone else (the
Soviet Union) developed a credible counter to
the U.S. atomic monopoly. During the last ten
or twelve years, our massive retaliation policy
has further eroded or, perhaps more correctly,
has evolved into what is today discussed as
"flexible response.”
Essentially, the point we draw from his
tory is that throughout the years nations have
fought to establish the optimum strategy of
unqualified deterrence at all levels, and from
time to time they have succeeded momentarily.
Then, as the pendulum swung in the opposite
direction, the ability to deter at all levels was
lost and the process began again. T h e G reat
W all of China, the Roman Em pire, Pax Britan n ica, the M aginot Line, and our own de
claratory policy of massive retaliation in the
1950’s—all provided, for a time, a posture which
supported the optimum strategy of unqualified
deterrence. The forces available to the great
power in each instance were sufficient to sup
port the unqualified deterrent posture of the
day, and, therefore, they were optimum for
that world situation. But the myth of “stable
deterrence ’ was destroyed each time as the
cycle repeated itself.
The “flexible response” idea, as enunciated
in the 1960 s, provides ample evidence that we
are descending from one of those peaks along
the abscissa of time and that our current pos
ture falls short of that necessary to support the
optimum strategy in today’s world.
Usually coincident with those points in
history where one nation or another has been
able to maintain a posture in support of un

qualified deterrence, we have observed recur
ring attempts to achieve world domination.
Inevitably the human race again produces a
personality who judges that his position of un
qualified deterrence provides sufficient superi
ority over his foes to enable him to subjugate
all who oppose him. Alexander the Great, the
emperors of Rome, Napoleon, and Hitler are
but a few who figure in this category, and
history has dealt with each in turn. Some were
capable strategists and perhaps even brilliant
tacticians, while others had doubtful capa
bilities in either field but were possessed of
phenomenal motivation and monumental selfconfidence. N apoleon’s efforts, of course, come
immediately to mind. A master tactician, but
no global strategist, it is not clear that Napoleon
ever really deterred anyone. He had everyone
of his day frightened and for years proceeded
with brilliance to defeat all opposing military
forces each time he could fix them. The fact
that his overall strategy was unsound and his
judgm ent clouded appears amply substantiated
by his disastrous attem pt to conquer Russia.
Although not in the same category as the
strategies of these power opportunists, Gen
eral Nathan Bedford Forrest’s oversimplified
military formula, “G it thar fustest with the
m ostest,” is sometimes cited as an optimum
strategy. Here, again, is the tactician speaking,
and his precept represents a m ean s toward the
e n d of achieving the optimum strategy. On the
other hand, if unqualified deterrence is in fact
achieved, it may never be necessary to get
there “fustest with the m ostest.” Certainly,
when an opponent’s state of mind is such that
he b e lie v e s that superior force can and will be
brought to bear against him, then that state of
unqualified deterrence sought by powerful na
tions throughout history has been achieved.
Since our nation does not possess an un
qualified deterrent posture at this point in
time, current decisions on military force struc
ture and composition assume additional sig
nificance. Lim ited resources must be applied
judiciously to insure continuing free world
strategic superiority and to provide deterrence
at the levels of conflict most likely to disrupt
or destroy those elements of our society and
way of life that we seek to preserve. Since we
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proved a document known as the Basic Na
tional Security Policy, popularly referred to
simply as the b n s p . This document was in
tended to provide the strategic guidance within
which forces and contingency plans were to be
developed. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, assisted
by the Joint Staff and the military services,
then derived the forces required to support
the b n s p in a document known as the Joint
Strategic Objectives Plan ( j s o p ). The j s o p set
forth the required forces over a period of four
or five years and indicated the contingencies
for which these forces were to be used. It was
then up to the Secretary of Defense and his
staff, working with the financial branches of
. . . to structure and define the decision prob the military departments, to derive from these
lem and to identify and describe an appropri forces the annual defense budget required to
ate set of alternatives for judgmental choice;
support them.it is to collect and collate facts and informa
The method for bringing the defense
tion relevant to full understanding of the
budget into line with the fiscal policy of the
alternatives and for each alternative to de
administration, except for the Korean W ar
scribe the interrelations among these facts,
period, was to divide a total defense budget
as well as their relationship to policy issues,
objectives, and value judgments. It is to dis into “bogeys” among the three military depart
ments, leaving to each department the alloca
tinguish explicitly between fact and matters
involving judgment. It is to examine the im tion of funds within its ceiling among its own
plications of uncertainty and risk associated
functions, units, and activities. Under this sys
with each alternative and to evaluate the im tem, there was a separation between budgeting
pact of each alternative on options for future
and military planning: one, chiefly military,
decision on revised value judgments, on evolv
done by the Joint Chiefs of Staff; the other,
ing changes in policy and national objectives,
done primarily by civilians in the Office of the
and on follow-on courses of action.1
Secretary of Defense and the Bureau of the
Budget. Forces were described in military
Systems analysis can be many things to
terms—divisions,
air wings, squadrons, etc.
people engaged in the decision-making proc
Budgets were subdivided into so-called ‘ func
ess. But one thing it is not: by definition, it is
tional”
terms: procurement, personnel, opera
not a means of making the decision, of exer
tions and maintenance, etc. Force requirements
cising judgment, and making the final choice
were projected for four or five years into the
of the options or alternatives considered. Dr.
future,
while budgets were prepared for a year
Alain Enthoven said in December 1963, in an
at a time.
address before the Metropolitan Washington
This separation permitted the military
Board of Trade Science Bureau, “Analysis can
planner and the budgeteer to act with com
not supplant decision-making. Defense policy
parative
independence. The budgets bore no
decisions cannot be calculated.’ A "before and
explicit
relationship
to force levels or readiness.
after” look at the general method of determin
As a consequence, budgets could be set arbi
ing strategy and force structure may help to
trarily,
without specific reference to military
identify the true function of systems analysis
requirements, and designed to suit the fiscal
in the decision-making process today.
The system in effect prior to 1961 for de preferences of the government. This is not to
say there was no relationship between budgets
termining our military force structure differed
and forces. Actually, there was, but it was not
from the one prevailing today. Before 1961,
the National Security Council each year ap a particularly close one. The tendency then

cannot deter unequivocally at all levels, we
must insure that our opponents limit their at
tack upon us to levels of conflict which will not
destroy the nucleus of our national society.
Over the past few years a significant
revolution in defense management and force
structure decision-making has occurred in the
United States. One of the innovations con
tributing heavily to this revolution has been a
process now labeled “systems analysis.'’
Systems analysis is a management tool for
decision-makers. Its purpose has been well
stated by Paul A. Hower, Chief of Operations
Analysis, Hq u s a f :
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was toward establishing a project one year,
with the hope that, somehow or other, funds
would be provided for continuation of the
project in the years to follow.
In 1961, when Mr. M cNam ara becam e
Secretary of Defense, this method of doing
business began to undergo some significant
changes. The principal ones have been these:
(a) T he annual statement of Basic National
Security Policy has been discontinued. No such
document exists today. T he Joint Strategic
O bjectives Plan, however, continues as a basic
planning document, and it now contains,
among other things, force tabs which the Joint
Chiefs consider “reasonably attainable” with
respect to possible budgets of the coming years.
(b) T he determination of d o d force require
ments and annual budgets has been integrated
in the Programming System and the Five-Year
D efense Program.
T he organization of the Departm ent of
D efense and the military services has under
gone m ajor alterations to provide the respon
sive information required to feed the integrated
decision-making process.
In Septem ber of 1965, the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of D efense (Systems Analy
sis) was created for the purpose of assisting the
Secretary of D efense in his decisions about
force structure. T hat office, headed by Dr.
Alain Enthoven, is responsible for reviewing
quantitative requirem ents, including forces,
weapon systems, equipm ent, personnel, and
nuclear weapons. It also assists the Secretary
of D efense in the initiation, monitoring, and
review of requirem ents studies and costeffectiveness studies. One of Dr. Enthoven’s
specific responsibilities is “to encourage the
use of the best analytical methods throughout
the D epartm ent of D efense.”3
Early in 1965. Air Force headquarters, re
sponding to the increasing num ber and com 
plexity of studies, established the D irectorate
of Studies and Analysis under the D eputy
C hief of Staff, Plans and Operations. M ajor
General Howard A. Davis was named the
D irector of the new staff agency, whose func
tion it is to improve the Air Staff study capa
bility and the quality of Air Staff studies. This
directorate includes planners, operators, r & d

specialists, logisticians, and both “blue suit”
and civilian analysts.
T h e other services have responded in a
similar manner, and each has its own system
for providing analytical studies and data. In
the Air Force, the D irectorate of Studies and
Analysis is responsible for formulating a desig
nated studies program for review by the Air
Force Council and recommendation to the
C hief of Staff for approval. This directorate
conducts, or assists in the conduct of, all
Designated Studies. A Designated Study, one
approved as such by the C hief of Staff, is ac
corded the highest priority in study effort by
virtue of its importance to the Air Force, the
D epartm ent of Defense, and the nation. This
category of study may include projects directed
by the Office of the Secretary of Defense and
by the Office of the Secretary of the Air Force,
as well as by the C hief of Staff or the Vice
C hief of Staff.
Also in Air Force headquarters, the Office
of Operations Analysis—under the C hief of
Staff—has increased its study capability with
the addition of civilian and military analysts.
T h e military analysts who have been selected
are those with advanced degrees in the socalled “hard sciences” such as operations re
search, m athem atics, physics, and engineering,
and who have had a solid background in plan
ning or operations. This represents the first
real integration of the military officer with the
professional civilian analysts in the Operations
Analysis Office of the Air Staff.
T h e role of the Office of Operations Analy
sis has changed from an independent and
exclusively advisory function to one directly
associated in a practical way with the substan
tive work of the Air Staff. The capabilities of
the analysts are being integrated with the
Air Staff at the action level, with the analysts
sharing in the responsibility for study formu
lation and product.
T he Air Force, the other services, and the
unified and specified commands are becoming
increasingly responsive to the Defense D e
partm ent’s method of analyzing systems—
term ed by some as the “rational decision
making process’ and by others the “decision
theory.”
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R e s p o n d i n g to the nation’s and
the Air Forces needs in officer education, Air
University has expanded its curriculums ap
preciably. For some time, both resident and
nonresident schools of the Air Force Institute
of Technology have included formal study in
the disciplines related directly to the systems
analysis area. During the 1965-66 academic
year, the greater part of the Air Command and
Staff College’s 254 academic hours of “Military
Management” may be related to systems analy
sis. And, for the first time, the Air W ar College
included a block of 48 hours of instruction de
signed to respond to the requirement for offi
cers with increased understanding and appre
ciation of the analytical tools and techniques
available to the military decision-maker.
W hy this emphasis on management and
systems analysis? What impact has systems
analysis had on the selection of optimum strat
egies and forces? W’hat relationship does sys
tems analysis, in fact, have to military' experi
ence and judgment? Several points clearly
emerge in answrer to these questions:
(1) The strategic thinking of the United
States has been reasonably good and successful
over the past two hundred years. Each time
world politics or advancing technology has
challenged our country, we have scurried
around and, in most instances, have come up
with quite adequate and fitting responses.
Occasionally we have produced a break
through, such as the “ironclad” battleship, the
atomic bomb, and the proximity fuze.
(2) Since the introduction of systems analy
sis into defense management in 1961, there is
no indication of a dramatic change in this
nation’s strategic thinking. W e are following
the same “strategy curve” that wre would have
in any event, assuming the type of intelligent
and rational guidance which the American
public should be able to expect.
(3) The normal, though exponential, ad
vance of progress and technology, with instant
worldwide newrs, rapid communications, and
almost unlimited possibility of improving our
capabilities, has placed a strain on our limited
national resources never before experienced in
our history as a nation. The struggle for the de
fense dollar within a fixed budget has intensi
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fied, and with it has come a realization by
managers at all levels that we must know how
much the items we are buying this year are
going to cost us next year, the year following,
and the year after that.
(4)
About the time the Kennedy Admin
istration took office, many of our forward
thinkers began to realize that the degree of
unqualified deterrence enjoyed by the United
States under our policy of massive retaliation
was being eroded. The finite defense budget
confronting our planners might not continue
to provide the forces necessary to permit us,
as a nation, to maintain this optimum strategy,
and the credibility of our deterrent might be
questioned at any time. Shortly after the acces
sion of the Kennedy Administration, the com
plaint was voiced that the options provided by
the force structure of our armed services offerred only a choice between humiliation and
all-out war.
In this environment, the Secretary of
Defense served notice that no service “bogey
within the defense budget would be sacred.
A new' and searching examination of all mili
tary requirements would be made, and the
budget and the force structure would be inte
grated to insure the best defense for the dollars
available.
The Defense Department’s blueprint for
analysis and decision has evolved from that
beginning to the present time, when we find
that systems analysis is the major tool for the
d o d decision-maker.
In addition to the emergence of a major
new management tool for decision-makers, the
past five years have seen a decided change in
the level at which the decision is made. W e in
the military had been accustomed, in large
measure, to determining, within the service
“bogey” of defense dollars, the forces which the
service determined it needed most. Over the
years we had developed a system and proce
dure designed to accomplish the required force
structure cycle under these ground rules. But
the Military' Position Paper, used for many
years in estimates of the situation and force
determination, was no longer responsive to
the needs of the new level of decision-making,
i.e., the Secretary of Defense or higher. Con
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sequently it has been replaced by the “Study
for o s d . ” The following table, prepared in 1964
by Mr. Hower, will be helpful in understand
ing the newer orientation.
A great deal has been heard of the “intel
lectual arrogance” of some of the proponents
of systems analysis. The military, 1 suspect,
has at times been just as guilty of arrogance
in operational matters. Until fairly recently, the
Office of the Secretary of Defense adhered
firmly to decisions based primarily on the re
sults of systems analysis, whereas the military
continued to press for courses of action based
primarily upon operational experience. In other
words, each attem pted to seek a solution with
the tool he understood best. Actually, the ob
jective solution requires the best of systems
analysis, tempered by the best available opera
tional experience.
How, then, can the civilian decision-maker

achieve a proper blending of military experi
ence along with his own understanding of
“rational” decision-making techniques?
T h e first requirement in the process of
influencing someone to accept advice is, of
course, to submit it in a language he knows
and understands. If the decision-maker is to be
given the benefit of military and operational
experience, it would appear desirable to adapt
this experience to the “decision theory” method
of presentation.
Another important consideration must be
stressed here. Many in the military probably
have failed to recognize that systems analysis
based upon faulty assumptions may well be
used to guide the decision-maker unless the
faults are exposed. Any analyst, whether he be
military or civilian, must be expected to defend
his analysis vigorously and as convincingly as
possible: Although the analytic system is sup-

M ilitary P o sitio n P a p er

S tu d y fo r O S D

T S eek s approval o f a sp ecified cou rse o f action .
R ecom m en d ation s are an essentia] part.

1. Seeks lo in fo rm with respect to the relative
m erits o f altern ativ es. R ecom m en d ation s (ju d g 
m ental p re fe re n c e s) are in ap p ro p riate because
com m on criteria o f p referen ce are not im plicit.

2. Advocates a sp ecific p olicy, po sitio n , o r cou rse
o f a ctio n . N onpreferred altern ativ es have been
exam in ed and discarded by the staff.

2. E x p licitly id en tifies and exam in es appropriate
altern ativ es. None is discarded by staff. A lterna
tives in ends (o b je ctiv e s) as well as m eans are
ap p ro p riate.

3. O riented to d ecision -m ak er with m ilitary o p er
atio n al e x p erien ce and exten sive background
in fo rm a tio n in m ilitary (A ir F o rc e ) m atters.

3 . O riented to d ecision -m aker with exp erien ce in
fo rm al logic and the scien tific m ethod and with
an ed u cation al background in econom ics, m ath
em atics, o r scien ce.

4 . E valuates p roposal, u tilizing
and o p eratio n al criteria .

4 . C om pares altern ativ es,
and econ om ic criteria .

m ilitary

worth

u tilizing

effectiveness

3. Em phasizes o p eratio n al co n sid eratio n s o f p ro
posal and ju d g m en tal evaluation o f m ilitary
utility and flex ib ility .

5 . E m p h asizes logical fo rm u latio n and q u an tita
tive co m p ariso n s o f alternatives.

6 . Sensitive to in terservice co n sid eratio n s and Air
f o r c e in terests with respect to ro les, m issions,
and d octrine.

6 . Sensitiv e to n atio n al policy and to balan ce and
econom y in national d efense posture.

ALTERNATIVES AND OPTIMUM STRATEGY
posed, implicitly, to be neutral, it is not likely
that all analysts are completely free of some
preconceptions. This leads us to consider the
defensive aspect of systems analysis, which
functions in two ways. The analyst must be
able to defend his own analysis from attack
and, at the same time, be able to dissect the
assumptions and methods used in other analy
ses in order to expose weaknesses and miscon
ceptions which might lead the decision-maker
to a wrong conclusion.
I n s u m m a r y , there is only one real and mean
ingful optim um strategy—that of unqualified
deterrence. Unqualified deterrence is possible
at any level of conflict only if available forces
convince an opponent that he can be defeated
if he becomes engaged at that level. More im
portant. he must believe that the military power
available for employment against him will, in
fact, be used. Only then will he be deterred.
Today, the United States does not have
unqualified deterrence at all levels, but we are
able to deter our opponents at the upper levels
of the spectrum of war Whether an opponent
will believe that we will use our general-war
forces in any given situation is always open to
debate.
The aim of all the argument and compe
tition for the defense dollar is to determine how

Notes

1. At a briefing for the Air Staff, 10 December 1964.
2. Much of the material contained in this paragraph
and through subparagraph (b ) is based on remarks by Dr.
Alain C. Enthoven, then Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
( Comptroller >, at the conference on Applications of Operations
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we shall use this finite resource to buy military
forces. There are, of course, differing opinions
as to the composition of a force structure which
will allow us most nearly to achieve unqualified
deterrence within the framework of the budget
and within the Five-Year Defense Program for
the years to come.
In my judgment, the greatest single causeand-effect relationship of the new process of
management in the Department of Defense is
a shift of the level at which the decision on
forces is made. The level of decision is now
the Secretary of Defense, or higher, which can
be compared generally with the level of service
Secretary or Joint Chiefs of Staff prior to the
change of Administration in 1961.
Systems analysis has emerged as the pri
mary management tool for making qualitative
and quantitative decisions on military forces,
and consequently with respect to the manner
in which the defense budget is divided. Sys
tems analysis is a technique not beyond the
comprehension of any intelligent and indus
trious military man. It is the language of our
current decision-makers, and if we in the mili
tary are to influence national policy and the
military force structure, we must learn the
language and use it in communicating with
the decision-makers.
Air University

Research to Military Resource Allocation and Planning, Sandefjord, Norway, 23 August 1965. The discussion of defense
budgeting is based on remarks by Charles J. Hitch, then
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), at California
Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, 7 April 1964.
3. DOD Directive Number 5141.1, 17 September 1965.

TH E j o in t c h ie f s o f s t a f f a n d
D E F E N S E P O L IC Y F O R M U L A T IO N
M a jo r

L a w ren ce

B .

T atu m

Part II.
The Military Role

use of the force instrument—if for no other
reason than to give experience and operator
judgments on feasibility as plans and alterna
tives are being considered.
There is, however, more to the argument
for including the military voice in policy
making roles than the traditional reference to
experience.3 The military man spends a life
time managing the means of warfare. He is
constantly exposed to problems unique to his
profession—management of personnel and ma
teriel, mobility, mechanics of the use of force
control, etc. He gains a sense (both analytic
and intuitive) of what is possible and what
is not possible in given situations; and- -al
though he can be grossly wrong—he will nor
mally have a better idea about strict operational
feasibilities than will his civilian strategy team
mates.4
There is, I think, an additional reason why
the military professional needs prominent in
clusion in the defense policy-making process,
We have deliberately rubbed out the distinc although military men are themselves sharply
tion between planning and operation which
divided about this one. If national security
governed the administrative structure of the
policy-making involves, as it must, the inte
n s c [National Security Council] staff in the
gration of all of a state’s policy instruments
last administration. This distinction, real
(political, economic, psychological, and mili
enough at the extremes of the daily cable traf
fic and long-range assessment of future possi tary), w h o is to be involved in the “integrat
ing”? If we cannot separate political from
bilities, breaks down in most of the business
of decision and action. This is especially true military factors when we discuss strategy,
at the level of Presidential action. Thus it either there must be a “philosopher-king” at
seems to us best that the n s c staff, which is the top of the policy pyramid who sifts out
essentially a Presidential instrument, should be
the “truths” from the arguments presented by
com posed of men who can serve equally well various parochial advocates, or there must be
in the process of planning and in that of oper
a collection of responsible individuals repre
ational followup. (Italics mine.)2
senting operational organizations, and all try
If the distinction between planning (i.e.,
ing to take an integrated view. Under the lat
strategy-making) and operations is false at the
ter approach, with both military men and civil
national security level, it is no less so at the
ians officially providing defense policy advice,
defense and foreign policy levels—to whatever
the military man’s voice in strategy could be
degree these two areas can be separated and significant, not so much as a military man per
considered apart from the integrated whole.
se but as an intelligent and responsible con
Those who know the mechanics of applying
tributor to the national security policy process.
force or the threat of force ought to be in Inevitably, someone at the top of the decision
volved in the making of policy calling for the making process would have to make final de-

F IT IS true that strategic decisions are,
for various reasons, no longer the exclu
sive preserve of the military, is the con
verse also true? Has the military strategist gone
the way of the dinosaur? Professor Samuel P.
Huntington tells us that since 1950 all major
revisions in overall strategy have been due jto
concepts and initiative supplied by civilians.1
Must the military' professional accept only an
“operator” role in the force construct?
It would be dangerous for the military
not to continue to be one of the important
contributors to defense policy formulation.
Separation of strategic policy-making and op
erations is artificial.
The Johnson Administration, like the Ken
nedy Administration, believes that the same
people ought to be engaged in handling policy
and operations problems. As McGeorge Bundy,
Special Assistant to the President for National
Affairs 1961-65, said:
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The first part o f this article, which appeared in the M ay-June issue o f the A ir University
Review, dealt with the civilian role in defense policy form ulation. T h ere M ajor Tatum
concluded that the trend toward greater civilian participation in strategy-m aking is no
transitory phenomenon but is a perm anent fact o f life that is solidly founded.

JCS Staff Action
cisions; but he would not be operating under
the assumption that Pentagon officials give
him only military inputs, or that State Depart
ment superiors offer only political advice, or
that Treasury leaders comment only on eco
nomic matters, etc.
How well has the military professional
been playing his role in strategy-making?
Frankly, qu ite inadequately. I have tried to
demonstrate that civilians are bound to make a
significant input to defense policy formulation.
However, it is my principal thesis that the cur
rent voice of the officer professional is danger
ously weak because the military generally has
assumed, incorrectly, that its effectivepess is
best ensured if its advice is unanimous. The
system designed to secure the unanimity be
lieved necessary is the Joint Chiefs of Staff
planning process. And, I will argue, the jc s
process produces papers of such dubious sub
stance as almost to ensure the rejection of their
policy recommendations on important strategy
issues.
What are the jc s empowered to do?

&

Arm y

O p eratio n s Deputies'
or Jo in t C h ie fs'
m eeting

4 *

N avy

^ ^ M a r in e

Force

The Joint Chiefs of Staff are the principal mil
itary advisers to the President, the National
Security Council, and the Secretary of De
fense. They constitute the immediate military
staff of the Secretary of Defense, serving in
the chain of command that extends from the
President to the Secretary of Defense, through
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, to the commanders
of unified and specified commands. The chain
of command to the Chief or Director of De
fense Atomic Support Agency, Defense Com
munications Agency, Defense Intelligence
Agency also runs from the Secretary of De
fense through the Joint Chiefs of Staff.5
Perhaps the functions of the jc s can be
summarized as follows: (1 ) they do all stra
tegic planning, and (2 ) they direct and super
vise all military operations carried out by the
principal combat commands (through a dele
gation of authority from the Secretary' of De
fense). In this article I am not concerned about
the second of these responsibilities. I am con
cerned with the first function and what I be
lieve to be the inability of the jc s to perform it.
To put it bluntly: the military' are at a distinct
disadvantage regarding inputs to strategic
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planning because jc s planning procedure prac
tically ensures compromise at the lowest com
mon denominator.
Under these circumstances, the jc s can
make a valuable contribution only to the extent
that divisions on strategic thinking are civil
ian versus military. But, we are told, purely
civilian-military splits are a r a r i t y F a r more
frequently, defense policy issues find some mili
tary men and some civilians on contending
sides. When that happens, the jc s as an or
ganized planning entity has little impact on the
final decision simply because its papers nor
mally do not reflect existing differences of
opinion among military strategists. If diver
gencies are along service lines, the Chiefs may
furnish important strategic advice through in
dividual contact with the Secretary of Defense
and the President. Far more likely, however, in
creased civilian dominance of the defense
policy field is the result of a military planning
system organized for compromise.
But this is strong medicine. Before the
reader is likely to accept the contention that
military consensus-seeking ( as exemplified by
present jc s planning procedure) is primarily
responsible for diminution of the military's
voice in strategy-making, it is necessary' to in
dicate how the jc s as an agency tackles any
problem ( strategic planning or otherwise) as
signed to it. The various channels and stages
through which a jc s paper must proceed be
fore it receives approval as an official military
position are indicated by following the arrows
in the accompanying chart.
Requests for jc s staff action may come
from a variety of sources: the President, the
Department of Defense ( d o d ) , other executive
departments through d o d , the jc s Chairman or
the Chiefs as a body. However the request may
have been received, the Chairman of the jc s
( or the Chiefs as a body) indicates to the Di
rector of the Joint Staff that a paper should be
written on a particular problem. Because of the
multitudinous demands made upon the jc s ,
suspense dates on papers are usually two weeks
or less. Already a problem is encountered: the
military strategist is not given sufficient time to
turn out a quality paper, especially since so
much of his effort must be devoted to the
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bureaucratic processes through which he must
steer his “masterpiece.”
The Director decides which Joint Staff
directorate or agency (hereafter called agency)
is principally concerned and assigns that agency
primary responsibility for producing a fully
staffed paper. The Director also assigns sec
ondary responsibilities, if any, to other Joint
Staff offices having an interest in the particular
matter, including Defense Intelligence Agency
( d i a ), Defense Communications Agency ( d c a ),
and Defense Atomic Support Agency ( d a s a ) .
The primary agency appoints one of its officers
as primary “action officer.”7 Throughout its “de
velopment” life the paper is th e responsibility
of the primary action officer. While this action
officer has certain initiative options, the gantlet
through which he must run his paper is highly
restrictive, as will be seen.
The primary action officer’s first respon
sibility is to hold a meeting with all the Joint
Staff secondary action officers to outline work
load responsibilities and to agree to a Joint
Staff position. Another problem arises here: an
agreed Joint Staff position may be difficult to
obtain if the strategy problem is important and
the action officers represent different services.
A need to compromise, therefore, may arise
very early in the planning process. However,
the problem is seldom severe at this point, since
Joint Staff officers are not normally adamantly
service-oriented.' They know, moreover, it is
not their function to argue a service position.
The planning process provides plenty of op
portunity for others to do the arguing!
After the Joint Staff position has been de
cided, the primary action officer publishes a
“ f l i m s y . " This is a draft paper which is sent to
responsible agencies in each of the service
staffs. Each service agency appoints an action
officer for the paper, who scrutinizes the
f l i m s y and all revisions to it to ensure that, to
the best of his ability, the final paper reflects his
service’s doctrinal and budgetary positions.
The f l i m s y is the vehicle through which
the planning process begins. In about two out
of three cases, the initial f l i m s y remains a
workable framework to modify. In the third
case, however, the f l i m s y falls completely apart
under attacks by service staffs and an entirely
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new one must be written. The f l i m s y may be a
serious, thought-provoking effort by the Joint
Staff, or it may be a “straw man”—an initial
draft containing only enough information to
serve as a catalyst. In the latter situation the
Joint Staff action officer expects that consulta
tion with his service staff colleagues will ensure
the eventual inclusion of all important problem
elements. In either case, as the Joint Staff
primary action officer well knows, any resem
blance between the f l i m s y and the finished,
approved jc s position is almost coincidental.
T he next step is the action officers’ m eet
ing. T he Joint Staff primary action officer in
dicates on the f l i m s y when this m eeting is to
occur. All service action officers attend, after
they have decided what changes their services
want reflected in the f l i m s y /' If the paper in
volves serious strategic considerations where
varying service positions are present, action of
ficers meetings are real squabbles. Arguments
abound over such matters as the use of “will"
and “should instead of “m ight” and “could”
because changes in these small words can
radically alter doctrinal content.
Here the central problem involved in the
present jc s strategy-m aking approach is en
countered. This problem dominates the entire
jc s planning process, but it is most significant
at the action officers’ m eeting level. Because of
the currently prevailing unanimity assumption,
the harried joint and service staff officers know
there can be no mutual solution to their various
approaches to the f l i m s y — unless they do their
best to accom m odate everyone involved. E ach
service, of course, has its “stick points”—points
upon which it has decided it cannot and will
not compromise. However, these points tend
to be few in num ber, and action officers will do
all they can to ensure that new ones are not
created. T he services want “stick points” held
to a minimum because they have assumed that,
un less th e m ilitary s e r v ic e s a g r e e , civilians are
bound to make the crucial strategy determ ina
tions. Traditionally, military men have felt that
civilians were not qualified to make such de
cisions.
Therefore, at the action-officer and all
higher levels, the tendency is for service repre
sentatives to permit the inclusion of wordings

and ideas satisfying the wishes of the other
services—unless, by so doing, the interests of
one’s own service are damaged. On the other
hand, officers representing the Joint Staff act
principally as mediators, since in the final
analysis the jc s does not exist apart from the
services as far as the strategy-making process
is concerned. Consequently, the primary re
quirem ent of those engaged in planning at both
the service and joint levels becomes the attain
ment of a military position which does not in
jure the vital interests of any service.
The present jc s planning process operates
to achieve unanimous military agreement.
Until the present accommodation philosophy is
changed, I believe the military voice in defense
policy formulation will continue to be weak.
If, to attain quality military advice, unity on
jc s papers must be sacrificed, perhaps the sacri
fice is worth making. T h e civilian in any case is
going to play a major role in defense policy
formulation. He should and he must. He is
going to continue playing an inordinately large
role, however, as long as achievem ent of con
sensus is the force guiding military strategists.
Ironically, it seems that the military’s input to
strategy-m aking would be enhanced if it
adopted the slogan, “disunited we stand, un
divided we fall.”
After the hectic action officers’ meeting or
meetings, the primary Joint Staff action officer
publishes a “ b u f f ” edition which becomes an
official Joint Staff position. T o whatever degree
possible, the b u f f will reflect the views of all
the services as well as those of the Joint Staff.
T h e service action officers go over the b u f f with
a fine-tooth comb. In addition, concurring ini
tials on the b u f f must be obtained from all
those intraservice agencies that previously
com m ented on the f l i m s y . If the b u f f fails to
achieve appreciable consensus, additional ac
tion officers’ meetings are called so that all at
tainable agreem ent is secured before a plan
ners’ m eeting is scheduled.
Eventually the planners’ meeting is held.
Planners are designated senior officers (n or
mally of two-star rank) from the services and
the Joint Staff who represent their service
chiefs and the Joint Staff agency head. They
or their deputies m eet to ratify action officers
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activities and to improve the quality of the
paper. Planners may be able to accommodate
certain differences remaining in the paper be
cause they know, better than the action officers,
what their chiefs will or will not currently ac
cept. In addition, they are more experienced in
the jc s process and, therefore, more able to
exercise initiative than are the action officers.
Often, moreover, planners may avoid contro
versy because many of the points at issue have
been ironed out at the action officer level.
After the planners’ meeting, the primary
Joint Staff action officer publishes a " g r e e n ,” a
paper fully staffed and considered by the plan
ners to be the best paper they could produce.
The g r e e n , with accompanying p u r p l e s 10 if
any, goes to the Director of the Joint Staff, who
places it on the Operations Deputies’ (“Ops
Deps”) or Joint Chiefs’ calendars.11
During the Ops Deps' or the Chiefs’ meet
ings, the Joint Staff action officer is present or
“on call” in an anteroom adjacent to the Chiefs’
room (the “tank’’ ). He provides the Ops Deps
or the Chiefs with any additional information
requested during their consideration of the
paper. Also, each service action officer writes
a “Talking Paper’’ which informally leads his
Ops Dep and Chief through the entire staffing
process—the background, key issues, delicate
points, hearsay, personalities, politics, probable
outcome, and table tactics. Action officers re
gard this paper as potentially the most impor
tant one they write in connection with each
staff assignment. Once the Chief and Ops Deps
are on their own in the "tank,” their success in
dealing with the paper from a service view
point often depends upon their advance knowl
edge of facts mentioned only in the Talking
Paper. If any of the service controversies still
remain unresolved, the Chiefs often will return
the paper with new guidance to the planners
level for another attempt at accommodation.
Finally, the Ops Deps or the Chiefs, as
appropriate, approve the paper. A red stripe is
added to the bottom of the g r e e n , indicating
that the paper is an official jc s position. This
position is then taken from the “red-striped
g r e e n and sent to the Secretary of Defense.
Service p u r p l e s that have not been accom
modated are attached. A post-briefing is held
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at 1400 (or fifteen minutes after the end of the
Ops Deps’ or Chiefs’ meeting, whichever is
later), at which time the Director of the Joint
Staff reads final decisions to all action officers
who took part in the decision-making process.
I believe the quest for unanimous ad v iceobtained through the jc s strategy-making
process as I have described it—prevents the
military from making a significant input into
defense policy formulation. The system is or
ganized to ensure protection of each service s
short-term interests (through accommodation)
rather than to project upwards the logical, fully
analyzed—although probably divergent—views
of military strategists.12
The obvious questions follow. Why don t
those engaged in service and Joint Staff plan
ning realize that, while the compromises to
which they continually resort may initially
mitigate service differences, the resultant pol
icy proposals are so inferior that no top policy
maker is going to accept them? Do they not
realize that sendee differences on strategy mat
ters—if they reflect serious strategic issues—
w ill be reformulated outside official military
channels, either by civilians or military profes
sionals, or both? And, finally, do service and
Joint Staff planners not realize, in their short
sighted search for compromise, that ironically
they bring about a result which they do not
desire—the increased influence of civilians in
strategy-making?
The military strategist does realize the
consequences of an inferior defense policy
formulation process. But, I contend, the system
under which he must operate—the jc s planning
process—is so restrictive that it is practically
impossible for an input of value to run this
gantlet. The military strategist knows that,
through gaining more knowledge and system
experience, he may increase the percentage of
the final jc s team effort attributable to him.
But—at least subconsciously—he also knows
that most of the gargantuan effort which he and
his colleagues contribute to a paper will be for
naught because it will not influence top na
tional security policy-makers.
I think a description of the jc s strategy
making process explains quite well why the
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military are not making a maximum contribu
tion to current defense policy. However, per
haps a few comments concerning problems
peculiar to the system will better explain why
accommodation at the lowest common de
nominator is the typical result of the planning
process.
First, are such decision-making problems
inherent in large organizations? Colonel W il
liam M. Jones ( u s a f , Ret) had extensive active
duty at the service and Joint Staff action officer
levels. In a recent r a n d publication, Colonel
Jones had this to say:
To the outsider, you may appear to be in
volved in a daily mass of trivia, dialogues, and
meetings. From your viewpoint, however, your
numerous contacts are opportunities to influ
ence the direction of the organization effort.
Within this plethora of daily interactions and
decisions you are urged into certain patterns
of action by your sense of your responsibilities,
your responsibility to the nation, to your
Service, to your immediate superior, and to
the members of your own organization. Notice
here the existence of opportunities for internal
conflicts. Your resolution of such conflicts is a
personal matter and is dependent on the situa
tion under consideration.
Having had much experience on various mil
itary staffs, you are urged in your daily deci
sions toward a consistent pattern. You under
stand (possibly without consciously thinking
about it) that your staff cannot function in
support of you unless you are somewhat pre
dictable to them. (Your superior must be con
sistent in his expressed views concerning things
that influence your area of responsibility if he
is to give you freedom, within bounds, to
operate effectively.) To the outsider you may
present a picture of a confirmed bureaucrat
in your resistance to new and “better” ideas,
but to you this resistance is the result of bal
ancing a theoretical gain against the practical
necessity of keeping your staff functioning
effectively.
Another factor being urged upon you con
tinuously is the need to “keep it simple.” To
insure that your staff understands your views
toward certain policy matters, many subtle
variations that you may well understand will
have to be omitted from your formal commu
nications. A policy statement or published

plan that contain numerous “if this—then
that” considerations can produce confusion at
the time it is to be implemented simply be
cause of a wide divergence in view as to what
the situation really is at the time. To the out
sider this can result in the appearance of stu
pidity or “black and white” thinking, but to
you it is the only way to operate effectively.
In summary . . ., your job is one of decision
making in a management organization. The
normal pattern of activities is such that your
opportunities to make or influence obviously
important decisions are much less frequent
than your opportunities to make numerous
small decisions. Most of your influence on the
direction of the organization is the result of
these numerous, small decisions. Consistency
in the making of these decisions is, you feel,
necessary for effective staff work and coordi
nation. In addition, consistency enhances your
influ ence on the over-all organizational
decision-making since your beliefs as to what
should be done are best expressed by a con
sistent pattern.
Your decisions, as anyone’s, are based on your
prediction of the consequences if they are im
plemented. In the making of these predictions
an important factor is the effect it will have
on your organization and the probable reac
tions of other staff elements and associated
agencies. Your ability to predict, and therefore
influence, the probable attitudes and activities
of other staff elements and associated agencies
is degraded by your lack of adequate com
munications with them as compared with your
daily communications with your own staff.
Your communications with your staff are usu
ally at the subformal, interactive level. Your
communications with other staff elements tend
toward the formal level. The result is that your
predictions are based on mental images that
can be grossly inaccurate. Finally, and quite
important, you are not conscious of many of
these influences.13
In addition to phenomena generally asso
ciated with any large decision-making organi
zation, there are obstacles more peculiar to the
military. I call these “prisoner problems/
T h ere are four of these kinds of problems, and
they graphically illustrate why the present jc s
strategy-m aking system produces “waffled
papers—and why the individual caught up in
the process can do so little to improve matters.
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Probably these problems also are common to volved in a paper are an Army action officer,
most highly centralized organizations, but an Air Force deputy agency head, and a Navy
they get expressed in specific, clearly defined agency head.
Another prisoner problem that exists is one
ways in the military planning process.
not
so
immediately apparent. Service action
There is the great possibility that service
staff officers may become prisoners of their officers can make prisoners of their chiefs.
General Taylor has indicated how real this
service chief. Each service maintains a set of
problem can be:
position papers furnishing that sendee’s current
viewpoints on any and all matters involving
Every Chief has to be alert to the danger of
strategy alternatives. Naturally these position
becoming a prisoner of his Indians, [action
papers reflect—or, what may be more impor
officers] who are generally able and enthu
siastic young officers trained to defend their
tant, are thought to reflect- t h e chief’s philos
views fearlessly before their superiors. I re
ophy, although many staff officers may have
member a briefing of the Army Chief of Staff
participated in the papers’ derivation.
several years ago, when the Deputy Chief of
The principal point is this: a sendee action
Staff, a lieutenant general, was passed a piece
officer interprets even' issue raised in every
of paper during the conference. With a laugh
paper in terms of what he believes to be his
he read it to the group. “If the Chief of Staff
own sendee’s strategy position. And, one would
tries to change line 2 of page 4, oppose him
judge, he must. He is probably intellectually
at all costs. Signed Majors Miller and Mock. 15
committed to his sendee’s positions. But, even
It is almost impossible to imagine how
if he had doubts about certain issues, he would
busy
a service chief is. The tasks to which he
not be likely to raise them while working as a
must
give some attention in his responsibility
sendee action officer on a jc s paper. The action
as service head are a hundredfold. Also he
officer cannot afford to spend too much time on
must
devote the major portion of his time to
any single paper. If he does, work on other
the
corporate
duties which lie incurs as a mem
studies is bound to suffer. Therefore, he would
want to be certain he was right and his su ber of the jc s .
As former Deputy Secretary of Defense
periors wrong before he decided to “muddy
Roswell L. Gilpatric suggests, the chief’s work
the waters.” His commanders probably have
load
can be overwhelming.16 The sendee chief,
told him to have ideas and to advance them
therefore, must rely to a heavy degree upon his
boldly, but they hardly want him to generate
staff,
and especially so in those areas where his
a debate at the top level on literally hundreds
own
expertise
and experience do not provide
of issues on every jc s paper to which he is
an all-inclusive guide. Obviously, modem
assigned! Sendee strategy positions d o change
strategy-making
is often one of those areas.
—but not because sendee action officers got
There is a real-an d , I believe, an increasing
their chiefs to agree to revisions while they
—danger that the service staff will take its chief
were working on a particular jc s paper.14
captive.
And, to complete a vicious circle, it is
Staff action officers also may become pris
likely to be a service staff that is itself a pris
oners of senior staff officers. This is a problem
oner of its chief because of the current set of
experienced by every large bureaucracy with
numerous responsibility levels. I see no neces position papers!
Finally, chiefs can become prisoners of the
sity to discuss this issue in any detail. As far as
other
chiefs. Sometimes a chief will have cor
sendee staffs are concerned, it will be either a
porate responsibilities which he believes over
slight or a grievous problem depending upon
shadow
service commitments. He may wish to
the degree to which human relations, leader
ship, and internal communication lines are in take a broad view on strategic matters even if
evidence at all command levels. However, the it means a short-term position loss for his own
potential for a unique manifestation of the staff service. But is a chief likely to take such a con
prisoner problem is found in the Joint Staff ciliatory' approach unless he is assured, some
when, for instance, the Joint Staff officers in how, that all other chiefs will act similarly? If
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the other chiefs do not adopt an analogous
approach, the pacificatory chief soon would be
reigning over a disappearing service! T h ere
fore, the natural tendency is to wait for some
o th er chief to initiate the concession process.
Such a process is possible; I am certain the
chiefs sometimes utilize it. But it is difficult to
make it the normal decision-making pattern
because of fears that reciprocity will not pre
vail. Like the other prisoner problems, this one
demonstrates that existent military bureauc
racy mechanisms intensify those tendencies in
the jc s strategic planning process leading to
accom modation at the lowest common de
nominator.
L et me make it clear that it is not my in
tention to ridicule either those who devised or
those who have utilized the jc s planning proc
ess. Given a belief that a single military view
point should b e projected upward, the present
system was the natural and logical resultant
—especially in an environment where the
individual services were not merged. There
is nothing inherently "m ilitary” in the jc s
planning procedure. It is quite typical of
many large-scale civilian organizations where
decision-making involves the adjustm ent of
positions held by semiautonomous suborgans.
W hat can be done to increase the m ilitary’s
input to defense policy form ulation? M ani
festly, there must be significant improvement
in the quality of military advice given to na
tional security policy superiors. But how is this
to be accom plished?
Many interested observers, both civilian
and military, have suggested that the problem
is essentially one of staffing. They believe the
"whole m an" approach to officer training and
advancem ent is outmoded in this world of in
creasing specialization.17 T hey feel that no sin
gle individual can ever accum ulate enough
expertise to know even the im portant weapon
systems of his own service, especially with
technology creating doctrinal and operational
revolutions almost daily. Particularly out
moded, they declare, is the idea that any of
ficer who has distinguished him self in the field
for a considerable num ber of years is thereby
qualified to do Pentagon-type work, specifically
in the strategy-m aking area. T h e military input

to defense policy formulation will increase
markedly, they aver, when the services decide
to staff their strategy-producing agencies with
what Professor Huntington calls “military
intellectuals,” military men with graduate de
grees in relevant social and engineering sci
ences who devote the major part of their
careers to intellectual endeavor applicable to
defense policy-making.
Unquestionably, this argument has much
merit. It is nonsense to expect an action officer
to write a valuable paper in two weeks on, say,
the jc s position vis-à-vis the Soviet-proposed
NATO-Warsaw nonaggression pact when, prior
to the assignment, that officer did not know the
history of such proposals, the political context
within which they have been suggested, or the
specific positions that the U.S. and its allies
have taken on past proposals of this nature. The
services a r e recognizing the need to relate edu
cation and relevant experience to critical plan
ning positions. And they are showing a willing
ness to dip lower in the rank structure to obtain
people equipped with the proper intellectual
and experience qualifications. Relatively young
officers are no longer com plete strangers in the
Pentagon.
I believe, however, that those who see the
answer to be improvement in personnel quality
have, by and large, missed the essential nature
of the present jc s defense planning process.
Any organization can use better people, and
this is certainly true of service and joint staffs,
although I think present service and joint staff
planners are far better than “staffing enthu
siasts” have considered them.
I would argue, therefore, that even if all
the services could fill their strategy-making
organs with ideally qualified people the prob
lem of a weak m ilitary voice in defense policy
formulation would remain. T he problem exists
primarily because jc s planning procedures
drastically reduce the opportunity for the mili
tary to contribute to strategy-making. If there
really were a single, fully analyzed military
viewpoint, the system might work.18 However,
due to the differing environments, experiences,
and operational requirem ents of military pro
fessionals in the m any sublevel organizations
involved, there is no single military position on
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the multitudinous defense policy issues which
constantly confront strategy-makers. There
fore, efforts to create such a position lead to
low-quality, least-common-denominator solu
tions which have been the typical product of
jc s planning procedures. These “solutions will
seldom, if ever, be accepted fully by top strat
egists, since—as I have tried to indicate mod
em defense policy issues are too important.
Ironically, until we learn that the military can 
not, will not, and shou ld not attempt to pre
empt defense policy formulation, advice from
military men will continue to be disregarded
because it will be demonstrably “waffled/'
to formulate a single military
point of view on strategy—through the jc s
planning process-has failed. The danger is that
planning—theorizing about war—may be done
mostly by people having no relevant knowl
edge of combat or of field preparation for
T he

a ttem pt

Postscript
It is gratifying to note that present members of the JCS
have recognized the degree to which consensus seeking can
inhibit the military input to national security matters. In a 14
September 1965 letter relating to the clearance of this article,
the Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff noted:
Although there is no question that there is a strong
desire for agreement, particularly at the “ Indian” level, the
present Chairman and Director have gone firmly on record
against the verv evil the author is speaking about. The record

Notes
1. Samuel P. Huntington. “Power. Expertise, and the
Military Profession," D aedolus. Fall 1963, p. SOI. I think this
is debatable. For instance. General Maxwell D. T aylors book.
T he Uncertain Trumpet (New York: Harper and Brothers,
1959) seems to have influenced the defense philosophies of
both President Kennedy and Secretary McNamara.
2. "Letter to Senator Henry M. Jackson from McGeorge
Bundy,” Administration o f National S ecu rity -S elected Papers,
Subcommittee on National Security Staffing and Operations,
Committee on Government Operations, U.S. Senate, Hi th Con
gress. 2d Session (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Of
fice, 1 9 6 2 ). pp. 5 -8 .
, .
3. In fact, experience, if irrelevant, may becloud analysis
and make one's defense policy advice inferior. In an era of
great technological change where, as Herman Kahn says, there
is a resolution in weapon systems every five years, military
strategists constantly must ask themselves whether their expe
rience is relevant to contemporary doctrines concerning the use
of force.
,
. .
4. I am not arguing that cost analysis and other analytic
assistance techniques are valueless. On the contrary, the strate
gist needs all the assistance he can get; but even under the
most imaginative utilization, many very important decisions
will not be subjected to mathematical and other modular frameworks.
,
5. U.S. Department of Defense, Brief o f the Organization
and Functions, Secretary o f D efen se, Deputy Secretary of D e
fense, D efense Staff Officers, Organization o f the Joint C hiefs
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various modes of combat. 1 believe that signifi
cant inputs to strategy from the military can
come only from individual officers having
broad experience in operational military prob
lems as w ell as superior understanding of all
those nonmilitary factors essential to formula
tion of national defense policy. These officers,
while necessarily representing responsible mili
tary organizations, must be permitted to speak
as individual members of a strategy-making
team. Under the present circumstances, the
military man finds it difficult even to get on the
bench of that team.
Until we learn that, on most defense policy
issues, a single “military” position cannot be
attained without unacceptable reduction of
quality, the input of a thousand modem
Napoleons into the Pentagon will make very
little difference, and defense policy formula
tion will remain the primary domain of the
civilian.
United States Air Force Academy

shows that their preference—to present dissenting opinions
rather than “waffling” a paper into an inferior proposal—
has borne fruit.
Although one happily notes this change in approach by- the
Joint Chiefs themselves, the process by which papers reach the
Chiefs still has not been altered in any essential way. The
process continues to emphasize compromise, and the JCS them
selves remain to a degree slaves of the procedure.

o f Staff, D epartm ent o f D efen se A gencies. Joint Service Schools,
prepared by Administrative Services Division, Office of Admin
istrative Assistant to the Secretary of Defense, April 1963, p. 13.
6. Robert S. McNamara, "McNamara Defines His Job,
New York Tim es M agazine, 26 April 1964 and Roswell L.
Gilpatric, “An Expert Looks at the Joint Chiefs, New 1 ork
Tim es M agazine, 29 March 1964.
7. Joint Staff action officers are usually colonels or lieu
tenant colonels. Service staff action officers are usually majors
or lieutenant colonels.
, .
8. In fact, a Joint Staff officer who is too active or obvious
in pushing the interests of his own service may lose his job.
9. individual services and service action officers will han
dle this matter differently. However, considerable intraservice
coordination is necessary. On most actions, intelligence, war
plans, logistics, or research and development staffs are involved
and must be consulted. For instance, on an arms control matter involving strategic forces, the Army arms control action
officer must get “concurring initials" from at least three other
Army agencies.
10. Individual service disagreements to the GHLLN aro
reflected by an accompanying paper outlining all the points
of discord and indicating why that service believes wording
changes should be made. This accompanying paper is called a
"P U R P L E .” If there is any chance of removing a service s
PURPLE, additional meetings (a t the action officers' or plan
ners’ level, as deemed appropriate) will be called by the primary'
Joint Staff action officer. For easy identification, papers in the
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B U F F and G R EEN stages actually are published in the ap
propriate colors.
11. The Operations Deputies are generals and admirals of
three-star rank who occupy concurrently key positions in the
staff of their respective services (usually in Planning and/or
Operations). They relieve the Joint Chiefs of many secondary
matters and do the “preliminary spadework on major matters
prior to consideration by the Chiefs.” Taylor, op. cit., p . 8 8 .
12. 1 admit to "begging the question” regarding the mili
tary organizations that should be represented at the “strategist”
level: perhaps the three services; perhaps the unified and
specified commands; or perhaps some other arrangement con
sidered functional. This is a complex and extremely important
question. However, my aim in this article is to argue that the
fully analyzed viewpoints of military strategists ought to be
represented (rather than amalgamated) at the highest policy
making levels.
13. W illiam M. Jones, “ On Decisionmaking in Large
Organizations,” RAND M em oran du m R M -3 9 6 8 -P R , March
1964, pp. 1 1 -1 2 .
14. I am not implying that the chiefs are narrow-minded.
Since they undoubtedly have been action officers at one time
or another, they are aware of the “prisoner” problem to which
I refer. They are likely to listen when an action officer argues
tor doctrinal changes.
15. Taylor, op. cit., p. 9 0 .
16. Gilpatric, op. cit.
17. For instance, in 1963 the Air Force divided its offielj ô/Tr?ni'
utilization fields,” 198 air officer specialties,
and 3 0 9 specialties and subspecialties. See U .S. Department
.
Force» O fficer C lassification M anual A FM 36-1 15
April 1963.
18. Between 1962 and 1 9 6 4 , there were indications that
a new JC S planning procedure-w hich tried to create a single
fully analyzed military position-w as utilized. The N ew Y ork
rim es stated (4 February 1 9 6 4 ) that General Maxwell Taylor
(Chairman of the JC S , 1 9 6 2 -1 9 6 4 ) wanted a single chief of
staff, with the role of the present Joint Chiefs changed to that
n^ v advisory body called provisionally the Supreme
Military Council. See Taylor, op. cit., pp. 1 2 6 -2 9 . However,

quires^f change' in*law:

Ge" eral T a* ° r

*-

T ^ i ,Í nf0rm^ observers in the Pentagon say that General
laylor, as Chairman, has come as close to being a de facto
chailge1^ 6^
as any man can be without a legal
. , “The Chairman’s staff group of about 25 officers, organ
ized on regional and functional lines, examines every paper
prepared by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and freely suggests
alterations intended to bring the papers into line with the
views of the Chairman.
. ,“ I f A ® revised papers are not approved by the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, General Taylor nearly always wins the ap
proval of Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara for the
versions he favors, it is said.”
In effect General Taylor created a truly joint staff within the
Joint Staff. Reputedly, General Taylor introduced another revo
lutionary idea: he assigned a paper to the Joint Staff with
instructions not to include service action officers in the planrnng process. The services were allowed only to comment on
the finished product.
A final technique of the present administration is the
foUowmg: One of the DOD Assistant Secretary of Defense
Offices (usually ASD/Intemational Security Affairs) sometimes assigns—through the JC S chairman—a particular strategic
problem to a Joint Staff agency. One study concerned the use
ol tactical nuclear weapons in a European limited war. The
Joint Staff agency was given a y ea r to do this study. The result
was an excellent, thoroughly staffed piece of work including
scores of war game results, etc.
W hile these ad hoc evolutionary arrangements probably
did increase the quality of JC S papers, they gave the impression
that single, fully analyzed, logical military viewpoints d o exist
in defense policy areas whereas this is normally not the case.
A tar better arrangement. I believe, is to permit the projection
upward of completely staffed papers from those military organizations which have current defense policy responsibilities—
even if this means (a s it inevitably w ill) that the military no
longer speaks with one voice.
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H E N ATO D efense College in Paris,
France, established fifteen years ago,
was the first truly international mili
tary school in history. T he students are middleaged officials from n a t o countries, who spend
five and a half months together studying politi
cal, economic, and military subjects as they
relate to the Alliance.
Attendance at this college—and I had the
good fortune to be a m em ber of its faculty for
three years—has convinced many of the need
for an extensive international military educa
tional system. L et us look critically at the n a t o
D efense College to see how it is different from
national schools and examine how this institu
tion could serve as a model for an Atlantic
Alliance university. Although a step in the
right direction, the n a t o D efense College is of
limited value because it offers too little and
comes too late in the lives of its students. Now
we need to decide w hether an effective educa
tional program can b e established that would
truly strengthen the Alliance.

T

NATO Defense College
T he n a t o D efense College welcomed its
first 47 students from 10 nations on 19 Novem
ber 1951. Its birth was due in large measure
to the efforts of G eneral Eisenhow er. Shortly
after becom ing Supreme Allied Com m ander
in Europe, he recognized the need for an
international college in order to secure wellqualified officers and civilians to fill key n a t o
positions. G eneral Eisenhow er summarized his
views on this su bject in a telegram to the n a t o
Standing Group:
My efforts thus far to find suitably
trained staff officers for key positions on high
level n a t o staffs and my discussions of n a t o
problems with officials associated with Na
tional and n a t o agencies have convinced me
that there is a high priority requirement to
develop individuals, both on the military and
on the civilian side, who will have a thorough
grasp of the many complicated factors which
are involved in the problem of creating an
adequate defense posture for the North Atlan
tic Treaty area. . . . These considerations have
brought me to the conclusion that it is highly

desirable to establish in the near future a
Defense College for the training of indi
viduals who will be needed to serve in key
capacities in n a t o Organizations.
n a to

mission
T he mission of the college today is based
upon s a c e u r s suggestion that the program
“. . . include a study of military, political and
econom ic factors which influence our n a t o
defense efforts as well as a consideration of
specific problems in both the military and the
political fields for which satisfactory solutions
may not yet have been found.”
T h e commandant is responsible for pro
viding instruction in four areas:
• Organization and aims of the North
A tlantic T reaty Organization and major factors
involved in n a t o defense
• Problems concerning the preparation
and conduct of n a t o forces for war
• Organization and working of
bodies and staffs

n a to

• Language comprehension of French
or English according to the needs of the indi
vidual faculty officers and members.
T h e n a t o D efense College was to be pat
terned after the m em ber nation’s highest mili
tary schools, such as the Im perial D efence
College in London, the National W ar College
in W ashington, and the Institut des Hautes
Etudes de D efense Nationale in Paris. How
ever, shortly after its inception it was apparent
that a pervasive difference existed between
national schools and this international college.
T h e mission itself emphasized the need for
language comprehension, which is complicated
by the fact that 13 different cultures with 10
different native tongues are brought together
for each course.1 The language and cultural
barrier is the key difference between the na
tional and international schools. Unfortunately,
this basic fact is least understood by the United
States. A senior W ar College commandant told
me: “Hell, it’s a waste of time to send U.S.
students to the n a t o College—we give them
the same subjects at home.” He missed the
point com pletely—it is not the curriculum that

N A TO Defense College
C o m m and an t
Deputies (4)
A rm y N a v y

A ir C ivil

C h ie f
of
Staff

Facu lty A d v ise rs (1 2)
Team s
Plann ing

C e n tra l Files
an d C o u rier

S e cre ta ry fo r
A d m in istratio n

A B C

S e cre ta ry for
Studies

Chart 1. Organizational structure of the NATO D e
fense College. One of the four Deputy Commandants
is appointed Director of Studies, and the French
Deputy is the Director of Administration. The dot
ted line indicates coordination on administrative
matters between the C hief of Staff and the faculty.
The Director of Studies is Chief, Planning Team, and
responsible for coordination of studies. The other
three Deputies are Chiefs of Teams A, B, and C.

is important but the associations and resultant
understanding from intercultural exchange.
organization
Multination organizations are expensive
of personnel and rank. The n a t o Defense
College proves no exception to this liberal
manpower policy. A commandant (lieutenant
general), four deputies (brigadier and major
general rank), and 12 faculty members (colonel
rank) are available to support 54 students.
(Chart I) In addition, administrative, messing,
and other sendees require a permanent staff
of 125 persons plus 10 part-time language in

structors. The college draws on outside lectur
ers to provide the vast majority of conferences
and spends about one month out of five and
a half on tours as guests of n a t o nations.
Proposals have been made to reduce the
number of people working at the college. For
example, it has been suggested that three of the
deputies be eliminated and a vice-commandant
be appointed. Funds, it was argued, could be
saved and administrative mishaps reduced by
elimination of such problems as faculty mem
bers working for three chiefs at the same time.
However, the facts of international life pre
cluded such efficiency. Three deputies come
from Standing Group nations; the fourth is on
a rotational basis from other n a t o countries. A
recommended reduction in almost any area
raises the cry, “But our national prestige!”
Another facet adding to heavyweight interna
tional staffs is what I call the formation of
“national clusters.” Each chief endeavors to
surround himself with key people of his own
country.
selection of students
How does one get assigned to the n a t o
Defense College? It is often a mystery. First
the mechanics: selection is made by each gov-

The garde républieain stands at attention to w elcom e distinguished visitors
to the Ê cole Militaire, the Paris residence o f the NATO D efense College.

NATO DEFENSE COLLEGE AND BEYOND
emment to fill 60 spaces based upon quotas
and criteria established by the Standing Group:
Belgium
3
4
Canada
Denmark 3
7
France
Germany 6
Greece
3
1
Iceland
7
Italy

Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

1
3
3
2
3
7
7

The commandant states in a letter to na
tional authorities: “I cannot emphasize too
strongly the necessity of designating outstand
ing members for the course. . . . ” and he en
closes Standing Group Policy Guidance on the
subject:
Students will be officers and civilian offi
cials of n a t o countries whose home govern
ments consider particularly qualified in tem
perament, education, professional background
and experience to serve in the future in high
n a t o or NATO-related positions. These qualifi
cations should be generally comparable to the
entrance and retainability criteria established
for enrollment in national defense colleges (or
comparable institutions) operated by national
governments. In addition, students should
possess a basic knowledge of either English
or French sufficient to effectively participate
in the college program from the beginning of
courses.

Rank of students was established at colonel/
lieutenant colonel level, with a representative
distribution among Army, Navy, Air Force,
and civilians.
Now let us look at how the governments
are meeting the established criteria, based
upon some 1500 graduates from 29 courses.
Average age approximates 43, but the spread
within classes is 32 years, 27 being the young
est and 59 the oldest. Their civilian education
varies from 8th grade to postdoctoral training;
military education from highest national insti
tutions to no advanced schooling; language
facility from speaking six languages fluently
to barely comprehending 10 percent of one of
the two official tongues. Experience ranges
from two obscure assignments at home to a
number of highly responsible positions through
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out the world. Rank ranges between major and
major general.
It is apparent that the variations in back
ground, training, and language comprehension
in no way compare with those at a national col
lege. Such wide differences require the college
to spend the first eight weeks in basic back
ground material, with emphasis on language
comprehension and providing opportunities
for getting to know each other. In spite of these
efforts there is still a remarkable difference in
the values gained by the various members from
such a school experience.
In spite of established standards and state
ments to the contrary, each nation does pretty
much as it pleases in the selection of its person
nel. An example of this independence is shown
by the United States. It has been asked repeat
edly to send its most outstanding officers—in
fact six special reports were written on the sub
ject. Nevertheless, it continues to provide indi
viduals who are not slated for general-officer
rank and who have just completed a lower-level
staff college. Those promoted to general officer
after graduation from n a t o Defense College
range from 3 percent in the United States to 35
percent for a smaller European member.
program of study
The 5)2-month course of instruction is di
vided into three segments. The first covers the
mission of n a t o , the resources available to sup
port this mission, and the threat against it. The
second segment investigates problems of direct
interest to n a t o but which arise in areas out
side the n a t o area, including the uncommitted
areas of the world. The third segment is an
analysis of how well n a t o is organized to meet
current and future problems and what courses
of action might best be adopted to overcome
them.
No written problem is required of the stu
dents during the first eight weeks. Past expe
rience has proved that, because of the language
and cultural barrier, little was gained from the
written problem except by the one or two indi
viduals in each committee who were respon
sible for its preparation. Written problems are
always a committee effort, and no individual
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thesis is required; the primary reasons are the
time factor, language difficulties, and the em 
phasis on teamwork.
The afternoons of the first eight weeks are
devoted to seminars, composed of six or seven
students, in which free discussion is encour
aged. T he sole writing required of the students
during the opening period of a previous course
was the preparation, by each com m ittee, of a
question to the commandant based on his talk,
“Historical Background of n a t o . ” T he difficul
ties involved were expressed by a G reek stu
dent: “Six men from six different nations of the
Alliance sat around a table at the n a t o D efense
College trying to draft a question. It took fifty
minutes to agree on the following wording b e
cause we just didn’t understand each other:
“If in the Fall (Autum n) of 1956, the U.S. was
not engaged in a Presidential cam paign, do
you think that the attitudes of the U.S. govern
ment concerning Suez and Hungary would
have been different?”
“A gentlem an’s course” has been the re
mark of many English- and French-speaking
students. A typical working day is as follows:
0 9 1 5 -1 0 3 0
1 0 3 0 -1 1 4 5
1 1 4 5 -1 3 0 0
1 3 0 0 -1 4 3 0
1 4 3 0 -1 7 0 0

1 7 0 0 -1 8 0 0

Language instruction
Lecture
Question period
Lunch
Com m ittee work on
written problem or
oral discussion group
Instructional film.

It is a five-day working week, with Satur
day morning optional for cultural visits to var
ious interesting sights in Paris and the sur
rounding communities. T he reading program
is light for the people who have native ability
in French or English. However, as the majority
come from countries that do not use French or
English as their basic language, most students
must do much homework at night and on w eek
ends if they wish to keep up with their col
leagues; some do, others can ’t. A Turkish friend
of mine put it this way: “I com prehend fully
about 50$ of a lecture that is spoken in French;
this may vary from 95% to 30% depending upon
the speaker concerned. However, when I utilize
the earphones in the simultaneous translation

from English to French the average drops to
25% and may be as little as 6%.”
as others see us
A crushing blow to national ego occurs
occasionally at student presentations which are
based upon written work developed in com
mittees. “A n a t o Philosophy” was the title of
a problem given to a recent class. The aim of
this project was “to analyze the ideological
foundations of the Alliance in order to see
whether a philosophy and doctrine can be de
duced and effectively applied by n a t o and
nations sympathetic to n a t o in the struggle
betw een East and W est for the minds of men.”
This subject involved consideration of the fol
lowing questions:
( a) W hat are the philosophical and ideolog
ical foundations of the Alliance?
(b ) T o what extent are these foundations
common to members of n a t o ; and insofar as
they may not be common, what effect does this
have on the strength of the Alliance?
(c ) W hat are the broad lines of a n a t o
politico-psychological strategy which can now
be adopted to enable the W est, under the lead
ership of n a t o , to win the vital “struggle for the
minds of men”?
Each com m ittee was required to prepare
a short paper of not to exceed 20 pages and
present the highlights to the class. One group
chose to point up how the 15 n a t o members
are abiding by the basic principles of the Alli
ance. As no m em ber of this committee was
from the United States, it provided an excel
lent insight as to a European viewpoint.- The
United States stood alone in racial discrimina
tion and was considered with four other n a t o
nations as having a “colonial problem” and
“outlawing the Communist Party. This singl
ing out of the United States for discriminatory
racial practices evoked questions from several
American students, who pointed up the Portu
guese treatm ent of the Angolese, the position
of the Algerians in France, and the colored in
the United Kingdom. Yet the European argu
ment persisted that Portugal, France, and the
U.K. provide an equality which does not exist
in the United States. A heated argument ensued

At the twelfth Annual Conference of NATO D efense College in June 1965, the central theme
was the sharing of nuclear responsibilities. The participants included (left to right) Brigadier
Honeyboume, U.K.; Mr. Newhouse, U.S., Marshal of the RAF Sir John Slessor, U.K.;
General André Beaufre, France; and Mr. Wilhelm Com ides, Germany, who led the routid table.

in one committee, in which a member said that
the same or worse ghetto conditions exist for
the Algerians in France and the Sicilians in
Italy. However, this thesis was not accepted
by the majority as being in the same light as
the widespread discriminatory treatment of the
.American Negro.
analysis o f sp eakers

Like every academic institution, the n a t o
Defense College endeavors to secure wellqualified speakers who can present their topics
effectively. Unfortunately, “lemons” are inter
spersed occasionally.
As a means of keeping my own interest

alive, in view of hearing six lectures on similar
subjects over a period of three years, I kept a
box score of lecture traits. The Anglo-Saxon
speakers averaged 52 minutes on the platform,
whereas the Latins averaged 72 minutes. The
longest-winded orator took 134 minutes and
had a 30 percent sleep count at the end of his
presentation. The briefest Anglo-Saxon speaker
spoke for 29 minutes.
Europeans have little use for training aids,
and Americans overplay the art. In one instance
a theater commander with four assistants had
charts flowing at the rate of two per minute!
They included a picture of the building where
he worked.
Seventy percent of the speakers read vir
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tually every word of their presentation from
a prepared text. Another 20 percent followed
only an outline or spoke from memory, using
their native tongue. Utmost respect went to a
German, Professor M ehnert, whose thoughtprovoking talk of 58 minutes entitled “Com 
munist China and Its Relations with the Soviet
Union and the Non-Aligned Countries” was
delivered in letter-perfect English with nary
a note.
The most distracting speaker was an indi
vidual who stuttered 104 times during the early
and middle portion of his presentation. One of
his compatriots said, “I was a nervous wreck
in sympathy with his difficulty but had only
admiration for his fortitude.” During the quesj
tion period he was more relaxed and the defect
less noticeable.
A novel approach to the “no notes” school
was demonstrated by a fonner U.K. military
attaché to Moscow, Colonel Burrows, who
spoke on life in the U .S.S.R. using only a large
map of Russia for background. After telling the
audience he would speak on the A B C s of the
Soviet Union, he proceeded to give an inter
esting and amusing presentation, using each
letter of the alphabet to introduce a topic.
T he Europeans at the college responded
more favorably to the philosophical talks that
required them to think. The “whiz kid” Ameri
cans scored highest, and the chart-carrying
speakers w ere awarded low ratings every time.
trips
During the 532-month course, the college
as a group visits the n a t o countries in Europe
and North America. On these trips distin
guished national authorities lecture on polit
ical, econom ic, and m ilitary matters. Renowned
cultural sights are visited, but members also
find time for informal local amusements, which
some say do more toward furthering closer rela
tions within the Alliance.
Briefings are given by n a t o authorities
during these trips, and opportunities are pro
vided to see units in action. F o r example, a
recent class visited elem ents of the Central
Army Group ( c e n t a c ) composed of French,
German, and United States ground forces. T he

students observed units of the 2d Armored
Cavalry patrolling the 322 miles of border of
W est Germany, E ast Germany, and Czecho
slovakia. H elicopter flights enabled the stu
dents to observe firsthand the troop installa
tions and a practice alert, c e n t a c also spon
sored a realistic demonstration on the 88-milesquare training area at Grafenwõhr, where a
com bined force of French, German, and United
States infantry, armor, artillery, and supporting
units staged an attack on a fortified area.
T h e close association provided by the ex
tended field trips does much to further inter
national understanding. E ach host country
makes a special effort to entertain the students
both in large party groups and in individual
visits to homes. One response to a questionnaire
summed it up: “This is the best way in which
I learned to know and respect other cultures
and ways of life.”
problem s
T h e college has its share of problems, and
the first four which I shall mention can, in a
wider sense, be found in the Alliance at large.
C om m u n ication . Lack of communication
and inability to understand each other are the
greatest weakness of this institution. Differ
ences in terms even of a commonly derived
language are often compounded during trans
lation. Lectures given in English are simulta
neously translated into French. Difficulty and
failure in communication breed mistrust and
foster dependence on fellow countrymen.
O v erstaffin g . An international institution
is prodigal of personnel and time. Five officers
of general rank, 12 colonels, and 125 adminis
trative personnel are engaged in servicing 54
students. E ach nation has its own way of pre
paring studies, giving presentations, keeping
records, etc. To learn each other’s m od u s o p e 
ran d i requires considerable time. The turnover
of military personnel every two or three years
further aggravates the problem by requiring
the process of learning anew.
Pay. A distinguished retired general told
a recent class that a master sergeant in the U.S.
Arm)' receives more pay than a French colonel.
One senior officer at the college is entitled to

President John Fitzgerald Kennedy, in welcoming the touring 23d Course to the United
States and the White House, em phasized that ‘ the future of the West lies in Atlantic partner
ship,” adding “Associations such as the NATO Defense College foster such partnership

a driver, aide, sedan, and secretary . His coun
terpart receives 1/3 the pay and none of the
other emoluments. These variations in benefits
are at times under much heated discussion. A
frequent question is, Why not equal pay for
equal work?
L a ck o f Sovereignty. The fact that mem
bers of the Alliance come together as equals
without a boss gives an air of informality. Stu
dents do not feel the great sense of competition
so dominant in national institutions. For the
staff and faculty the authoritative chain of com
mand is replaced by a "kid glove approach in
dealing with other nationalities. The result is
less work with less exacting standards; and
where feasible, reliance is placed upon brother
officers as orders are issued.
Living Facilities. Paris is Paris: her de
lights are never-ending. But it presents diffi

culties. The college itself has poor classroom
equipment and no accommodations. Each in
dividual is on his own to secure lodging in an
expensive and limited market. Most students
go it alone after hours or mingle with their own
nationals. Invitations to visit homes and de
velop close friendships are few. French atti
tudes reflect a war from 1939 to 1963 that has
frequently involved brother against brother
and a social life revolving around the family.

The NATO Educational
System of Tomorrow
Lack of sovereignty, communication dif
ficulties, overstaffing, and pay differentials are
some of the factors that make this Paris poly
glot different from national institutions. From
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the vantage point of the n a t o Defense College,
solutions are not easy because much of the
jurisdiction is beyond its control. However, fif
teen years of multinational experience has pro
duced sentim ent for change, to better prepare
the students for their role in n a t o affairs. This
change in concept has been pointed up by the
last commandant, who expressed his “deep con
viction that the failure to modify the College
would do a great injustice to n a t o . ” In a letter
to the Standing Group he urged that the course
be extended to ten months. “I feel so strongly
that the College must be reorganized in the
light of the present and future problems facing
the Alliance.” The extension of the course to
ten months, he said, would permit the college
to accom plish the following:
(1 ) Provide language training of sufficient
depth to give those students in dire need of
such training the basic background to do an
adequate job at the college.
(2 ) Provide opportunities for leadership
through development of studies, presentation
of oral reports, and analyses of n a t o problems.
(3 ) Provide an annual tour to North Amer
ica. T he college has visited North Am erica on
only two occasions. T he opportunity to visit
this bastion of the Alliance should be a m anda
tory part of the college curriculum.
(4 ) Require that a thesis be written by each
student, at the level of a graduate at a civilian
university.
Positive results can be achieved by acceptance
of these recommendations. But this improve
ment still begs the real issue.
Although the n a t o D efense College pro
vides students with a fresh perspective and
serves a purpose in training senior officials for
important Alliance billets, it appears to offer,
according to one distinguished graduate, “too
little too late.”
This “too little too late” philosophy was
supported by a questionnaire that I developed
for distribution to selected graduates, to obtain
their views on the value of the n a t o D efense
College and to secure recommendations for
improvements. In his covering letter the com 
mandant specifically invited “criticism on any
a s p e c t. . . you deem worthy of com m ent.” R e
plies were received from 124 graduates, and to

a rem arkable degree they backed the need for
international military educational institutions.
Over 95 percent said that the college gave them
considerable professional assistance in a n a t o related assignment. O f greater significance
were their written comments expressing con
cern that the present schooling was inadequate:
“Establish such a school for younger men and
on a one-year basis”; “Expand NATO-wide edu
cational opportunities, with our College at the
peak”; “Provide multinational courses for other
age groups.” Sir Law rence Darvall, former
commandant of the n a t o D efense College,
struck at the heart of the problem :
If we can plant the germ of new loyalties
in mature men, how much deeper are the
roots we could sink in the youth of the Atlan
tic community, if at their most impressionable
period we could gather them together in resi
dential colleges making them members of a
self-governing community which demands
much of them?
Does it not seem reasonable, if we are
seriously interested in furthering the Atlantic
Community, to establish a strong n a t o military
educational system? H ere we could provide
schooling at all levels for highly select military
leaders in international affairs—both for today
and tomorrow. I would visualize eventually a
n a t o university complex located at key areas
in Europe and North Am erica.3
Overall responsibility for this allied educa
tional program would rest with the North At
lantic Council. Policy guidance would be fur
nished by a M ilitary Education Subcommittee,
with senior officers, appointed by the Military
Com m ittee, to adm inister and guide the various
institutions. Levels of schooling would be pat
terned after the systems presently in-being for
the m ajor national powers. At the apex would
be the present n a t o D efense College, but it
would be expanded to compare favorably in
size, duration, and physical plant with the
United Kingdom ’s Imperial D efence College,
F ra n ce’s Institut des Hautes Etudes de Defense
Nationale, and the United States’ National W ar
College.
Below this top-level school (colonel and
general-officer rank) would be a field-grade
“ n a t o Command and Staff C ollege.’ General

Eisenhower recognized a need for such a
school at the same time he recommended es
tablishing the n a t o Defense College. He in
formed the Standing Group on 25 April 1951:
"I am . . . having my Staff Officers consider the
advisability of setting up a school for n a t o
Staff Officers for the study of staff procedures
and tactical doctrines. ’4
This ten-month course would be open to
senior captains, majors, and lieutenant colonels.
As part of the “ n a t o Military University,” it
would be situated so as to take advantage,
where appropriate, of speakers and other facili
ties utilized by the n a t o Defense College. Prox
imity to s h a p e , n a t o headquarters, and a f c e n t
would also be helpful.
The curriculum would qualify officers to
fill n a t o middle-level command and staff ap
pointments by studying modem war on an
inter-allied basis. Considerable time would be
devoted to tactical doctrine, with a view to
widening their knowledge of Alliance prob
lems—such as the multilateral force, n a t o divi
sion, standardization, and infrastructure.
Highly qualified junior officers would
spend ten months at a n a t o Basic Sch o o lArmy, Navy, or Air Force. The schools could
be situated in major training areas, with Army
and Air Force schools located in Germany.
Here, for example, n a t o ’s young Army officers
would have an opportunity to be near elements
of s h a p e ’s Mobile Force. School objectives
would include development of teamwork and
a basic understanding of the problems con
fronting n a t o at the unit level. All students
would be required to gain proficiency in an
additional language and be familiar with the
history and culture of each Alliance country.5
The Air Force school could be set up at Ramstein, where we have French, German, and U.S.
combat-ready Allied Tactical Air Forces.
A n a t o Naval Basic School might best be
stationed under Allied Command Atlantic in
Norfolk, Virginia. Young graduates from such a
school would be very valuable in furthering the
multilateral force. Seven n a t o nations are now
participating in a large-scale mixed-manning
demonstration aboard the USS R icketts. This
guided-missile destroyer, based at Norfolk,
carries 18 officers and 316 enlisted men. Grad-
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NATO M ilitary Academ ies
Arm y

N avy

A ir Force

Chart II. Proposed NATO military educational sys
tem , to supplement the traditional national systems

uates of a n a t o Naval Basic School could con
tribute much as part of such a mixed com
plement. Their school experiences with complex
weapon systems, language proficiency, and
understanding of their fellow sailors would
make them ideal candidates for m l f assign
ments.
This proposed n a t o military educational
system would normally supplement our present
national schooling. (See Chart II.) For exam
ple, selection of U.S. Air Force personnel to
attend the n a t o Air Force Basic School would
be from junior officers with 3 to 6 years’ service.
They would have completed, where appropri
ate, their basic course in the United States and
served as unit commanders for at least one
year. Volunteers would be accepted to fill our
national quota of 28 spaces. (See Chart I I I . )
Only those individuals with outstanding rec
ords, including French language proficiency,

Proposed Size a n d D u ratio n
o f the
N A T O M ilita ry Schools
N um ber of

U.S.

Length of

Students

Q u o ta*

Course

240

28

10 months

480

56

10 months

480
240
240

56
28
28

10 months
10 months
10 months

A rm y

960

112

4 y e a rs

N a vy
A ir Force

480
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56
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4 y e a rs
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N A TO Co m m an d ond
Staff C ollege
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A rm y
N avy
A ir Force
N A TO M ilitary
A cad e m ie s

'B a se d upon quota established by the Standing
G roup for the N A TO Defense College.

Chart III. Suggested size and duration o f com p o
nents of the proposed NATO military education system

should be considered. Graduates could nor
mally expect repetitive tours in n a t o ; in fact,
they would be selecting a specialized career
in international assignments. Eventually at
tendance at a n a t o school would be required
prior to being designated for any responsible
Alliance position.
Funds required to support the n a t o Com 
mand and Staff College and Basic Schools
would com e from n a t o sources. T h e cost for
such an undertaking is relatively small. A recent
n a t o D efense College com m andant delighted

in telling visiting dignitaries that the annual
cost of running the college approximated the
cost of one medium U.S. tank.
E ach college and school would have its
own separate funds for administrative costs,
including lecture fees, physical plant, and other
requirements. The salaries of all students and
permanent faculties would be paid by their
respective governments. The total annual cost
of running these five military colleges (based
upon a yearly output of 1680 students) would
be less than 5 percent of the m ilitary portion
of the n a t o budget. It is assumed that the bulk
of initial costs—land, buildings, etc.—would be
provided by host governments or by utilizing
existing facilities on n a t o installations.
As a longer-range program, there should be
established entry-type military colleges where
young men (ages 17-22) would receive inter
national schooling patterned after such institu
tions as the Royal M ilitary College, United
States military academ ies, and the École Spéciale M ilitaire de Saint Cyr.
If we truly mean to strengthen our bonds
of alliance, it would seem that a n a t o university
system would further this purpose and be in
accordance with President Kennedy’s concept:
The future of the West lies in Atlantic
partnership—a system of cooperation, interde
pendence, and harmony whose peoples can
jointly meet their burdens and opportunities
throughout the world. Some say this is only
a dream, but I do not agree. A generation of
achievement—the Marshall Plan, n a t o , the
Schuman Plan, and the Common Market urge
us up the path to greater unity.6
Athens, Ohio

Notes
1. The initial course had only 10 countries represented:
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France. Italy, Netherlands, Nor
way, Portugal, United Kingdom, and United States. W ith the
addition of Greece and Turkey ( 1 9 5 2 ) and Germany ( 1 9 5 5 )
to the Alliance, the college normally has 13 countries repre
sented, with 10 different native tongues. Luxembourg has sent
a member to two courses; Iceland has never been represented.
2. The committee was composed of an Italian army
colonel, French air force colonel, English naval commander,
Belgian army lieutenant colonel, Italian civilian, Turkish
civilian, and Portuguese civilian.
3. Although this article is directed to a military educa
tional system, I propose a comparable civilian schooling pro
gram, but that is the subject for another article.

4 . Closing paragraph in message from SACEUR to
Standing Group. Records indicate no further action was taken
on th is’ proposal.
5 . The language difficulties that will present problems in
each of the schools can be reduced by several actions. First,
preadmission tests should insure that students selected have
a basic knowledge of either French or English, the official
languages used at the NATO schools and in all other Alliance
assignments. Second, intensive courses should be given in the
two official languages during the school year; those students
who have already mastered one language should be expected
to become proficient in the second.
6. Address in the Assembly Hall at Frankfurt, Germany,
25 June 1963.

N CERTAIN respects the military profes
sion appears ill-suited to cope with the
dynamic changes in the world political
and technological environment. Its bureau
cratic and hierarchical organization has often
tended to reward parochial viewpoints and
foster institutionalized routine. Its dependence
on public support has sometimes served to dis
courage bold and timely changes in its internal
policies. Its commitment to optimum security
has made it resistant to innovations in defense
concepts and to nonmilitary initiatives in
strategy development. These apparent incom
patibilities with an environment of change
highlight a fundamental issue: Can the military
profession, never before so influential in Amer
ican society, adapt to the liberal values of that
society and still retain its essential character?
Though the military’ traditionally has em

I

phasized disciplined routine and conformity,
it is today experiencing a vigorous dialectic.
Within its ranks has emerged a liberalist ele
ment that challenges reliance on the estab
lished military maxims and seeks alternatives to
the traditional approaches to defense issues.
These spokesmen urge the encouragement of
individual intellects and creative talents within
the profession, in a constant search for better
solutions to technical military and politicomilitary problems. As a result, the officer corps
of the several services today embody two dis
tinct and competing attitudes toward their re
sponsibilities for national defense.
This dilemma of purpose has been re
vealed in many different ways. It showed up
during the spring of 1965 in the concluding
statement of the W hite Committee, which in
vestigated the cheating scandal at the Air Force
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Academy. On the one hand, the committee
found desire for a spirit of free inquiry to excite
the intellects and encourage the critical facu l
ties of Academy students. On the other, it
found dedication to the development of the
traditional character and leadership traits lead
ing to disciplined service in a military organi
zation. In T h e P ro fessio n a l S o ld ie r ( I 9 6 0 ) ,
Professor Morris Janow itz observed a similar
dichotomy of attitudes within the services at
large. One school of thought was seen stressing
the heroic martial virtues, the punitive role of
military forces, the value of standardized career
patterns, and “absolute” doctrines for employ
ing arms. T h e other was described as em 
phasizing m anagerial skills and criteria, an
adaptive policy-oriented role for military force,
the need for individualized careers, and “prag
m atic” approaches to warfare.
Such confrontations are not unusual in
corporate groups. In S o v iet S trateg y a t th e
C ro ssroa d s (1 9 6 4 ), rand scholar Thom as W .
W olfe discusses the doctrinal and strategic de
bates under way within the Soviet defense
establishm ent. These debates continue b e
tween groups described as “traditionalist” and
“m odernist,” or viewpoints predominantly
military and predom inantly political. On a
broader scale most political societies, including
the United States, have engaged for years in
what M ichael Howard has called a “dialectic
betw een freedom and security.” On one side
of the dialectic are those who see great evil in
hasty, “safe” action which may encroach on
individual liberties, who believe that force
must be used sparingly, and who regard a
plurality of views as a source of progress and
durability. On the other side are those who see
“foreign’ forces as the primary threat, who
believe in generous applications of coercive
power in com bating these forces, and, who
would subordinate all other motives to a singu
lar will promising to maintain conditions of
security.
T o generations of Americans, the military
has appeared to stand on only one side of this
debate. And, until the last decade or so, leading
members of the military profession have spoken
and acted rather consistently in ways to confirm
this view. Indeed, it is this fact as much as any

other that has been responsible for the pecu
liarly American kind of concern for civilian
control over the military. An objective review
of this historical issue will reveal that actual
seizure of civil power by the military ( a funda
mental concern for so many European peoples
and British colonists) has never been a prob
lem in the United States. Not since 1787, when
the Society of the Cincinnati offered George
W ashington kingship and the support of an
armed aristocracy, have American military of
ficers ever again represented a threat to our
political institutions. Moreover, it has become
commonplace to observe that ex-career officers
who have attained the nation’s highest offices
have carefully avoided uses of power that
would appear authoritarian or dictatorial.
W ithout historical evidence of a civil threat
from the military, one is left to conclude that
the American concern for civilian control has
been conditioned largely by mistrust of military
attitudes and m ental processes.
T h e judgm ent of the military professionals
is naturally constrained by concern for national
security, and properly so. If this were not so,
it is doubtful that they could perform their
unique functions in modem society. Incidental
to this issue, much has been written about
w hether or not a “military mind” actually exists.
Proper perspective is supplied by Charles Bur
ton M arshall in his observation that a military
viewpoint is essential. As he states, the military
profession has both the “prerogative and the
obligation” to view reality with a distinctive set
of attitudes.
A key to these attitudes is found in Janow itz’s view that “the development of a rational
approach to innovation cannot supplant an un
critical willingness to face danger—the essence
of the martial spirit.” Modes of service behavior
are necessarily shaped to instill habits and at
titudes that will best sustain reliable perform
ance in battle. Especially hazardous or complex
technical operations, such as the emergency
dive of a submarine, require automatic re
sponse to signals or verbal commands, allowing
almost no interpretation of the order. Individ
ual desire to respond to impulse or follow an
intuition must be subordinated to the course of
action most beneficial for the entire crew or
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unit. To sustain this essential combat point of had been developed and taught in its war col
view, officers are encouraged to regard organi lege following the Franco-Prussian war. Re
zational loyalty and obedience to proper au peatedly ordered advances in the face of
withering German machine-gun and artillery
thority as the highest military virtues.
fire
resulted in the slaughter of over a million
Related to these requirements are the
French infantrymen and eventually led to a
kinds of training and testing exercises in which
military organizations continually engage. Con mutiny in the field.
(3 )
During the struggle of the Air Corps
siderable emphasis is placed on repetitive,
routine drills which, though perhaps intellec for recognition within the U.S. Army in the
1930’s, strategic bombardment was emphasized
tually dulling, are nevertheless necessary for
to
the detriment of other air missions, and the
perfecting combat techniques and teamwork.
conviction grew that precision bombers could
Where mens lives are at stake, standardized
operate in daylight without fighter escort.
practices, arrived at empirically under combat
Penetrations to deep German industrial targets,
conditions, must be established. Thus, infantry
platoons constantly engage in bayonet drill in accordance with this doctrine, brought such
and typical field problems. Strategic bomber serious losses in October 1943 that the strategic
crews regularly fly practice navigation and offensive was halted until February of the next
bombing missions. In such exercises a para year, when escorts could be provided.
Military history offers many such exam
mount objective is to develop procedures that
are as simplified and free of confusion as com ples of a sendee doctrine dogmatically applied
despite changes in the conditions which
bat situations will permit. Quick reaction and
disciplined routine are primary goals, and con spawned it.
Unilateral service doctrine tends to be
formity with approved practice is encouraged.
self-perpetuating,
and its treatment in the curUnilateral service doctrines also tend to
riculums of professional military schools fosters
constrain military attitudes. Branches of the
the
trend. This can be dangerous in an era
military are unique among professional groups
in that each has developed a rather formal when combined arms and joint service opera
tions characterize conventional warfare and
body of rationale as a guide for its operations
and policies. This doctrine provides funda when whole nations can be destroyed in a few
hours with nuclear weapons. Yet parochial con
mental concepts and criteria against which new
cepts,
developed when naval weapons were
ideas can be evaluated. However, doctrine can
also act as a force for complacency and inflexi employed against navies and ground forces en
countered only other ground forces, continue
bility. This is particularly true if it is regarded
as providing adequate answers for every serv to hold sway. As a result, officers desiring to
ice-related controversy. Its value may be more think about war realistically are often impaled
apparent than real, its rhetoric more assuring on their own service’s doctrinal horns.
Today’s military professionals need in
than pertinent, as several instances will demon
fluences
to offset the effects of institutionalized
strate:
routine and approved doctrine. The technical
(1 ) In early 1886, Alfred T. Mahan derived
historically the concept that the proper use of sophistication of weapons and the complexities
of strategy require productive criticism and
naval resources lay in employing a battle fleet
to seek out and destroy the warships of the receptivity to new ideas. As in no other period
enemy. Adherence to this doctrine by the Navy of its history, the American military profession
today faces responsibilities that demand offi
Department in 1916-17 was a primary factor in
cers
with open minds, with a point of view
its near-failure to provide escort vessels for the
reflective of liberal values.
convoy operations needed to combat German
Such a point of view is based on an aware
submarine warfare.
ness
that methods, beliefs, and standards first
( 2 ) In World W ar I, the High Command of
the French Army stuck doggedly to the doc learned—even in one’s profession—are not nec
essarily the most appropriate ones. Thus the
trinal principle of offen se à outrance, which
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liberally oriented officer is prepared to make
fresh judgments, each one with full awareness
of context, perspective, uniqueness, and the
suitability of different criteria for objective
evaluation.
• Awareness of con tex t enables the
liberal man to view events or issues in terms of
the surrounding circum stances and the effects
which they will have on these circum stances.
As a result, any action he believes necessary
will be taken with full awareness of probable
consequences. For example, engineering d eci
sions with regard to a transportation system
cannot be divorced from costs or from impacts
which the system might have on its users.
• P e r sp ectiv e enables the liberal man to
see problems and events as products of their
formative stages. He can analyze causal factors
and understand why a problem exists. If suc
cessful, he is likely to develop fundam ental and
lasting solutions rather than those that cope
only with surface or tem porary aspects. For
example, problems arising betw een factions in
an organization cannot be solved effectivelv
without attention to the forces that led to ini
tial polarization of these groups.
• Being aware of u n iq u en ess helps the
liberally oriented person determ ine quickly
whether or not the special features of a prob
lem are crucial. If they are not, he can apply
solutions known to have been successful in the
past with a minimum of further deliberation.
If they are, he knows where to devote his ener
gies and what kinds of analysis are likely to be
appropriate.
• The man who recognizes that m any
cliff e ie n t criteria are suitable for evaluating
different issues is the man best equipped to
judge each issue or event on its merits. He is
least likely to rely on doctrinaire rationale to
meet a crisis. Being aware of a variety of pos
sible approaches to a problem , he is likely to
apply the kind of analysis and take measures
most appropriate in each instance.
These four qualities of mind already char
acterize an increasingly significant num ber of
our professional m ilitary officers. It is this
group that represents the liberalist side of the

current dialectic. Evolving amidst the tradi
tional trappings and bureaucratic inertia of the
profession, however, this group in its emer
gence has been upstaged by the more dramaticalterations in Departm ent of Defense organiza
tion and management procedures. Actually the
two developments are mutually supporting.
On the one hand, the liberalist element within
the military has helped provide much of the
raw study data on which top management de
cisions have been based and has served as a
primary source of talent for implementing the
resulting innovations. On the other, among
more liberally oriented officers the new man
agerial and policy-making procedures have
encouraged few er parochial concepts for em
ploying military resources. Unfortunately,
however, encouragem ent has not often been
accom panied by recognition.
In point of fact, significant numbers of the
officer corps are better prepared to cope with
the technicalities and policy issues of modem
defense than some of their critics have feared.
In 1956, for example, Denis Brogan asserted
that the higher civil servants in Britain’s Ad
miralty and W ar Office were better equipped
to deal with the new role of the scientist in
defense matters than were “the military bu
reaucrats of the Pentagon.’ His explanation:
“Oxford and Cam bridge provided a better edu
cation for this function than did Annapolis or
W est Point. Since that time, however, many of
the educational shortcomings of our service
academ ies have been remedied. Opportunity
has been provided to pursue academ ic areas of
individual interest in greater depth, and the
quality of instruction has been upgraded by
higher faculty standards. Officer products of
these institutions and of many civilian colleges
are being sent by the thousands each year to
the same graduate schools from which civil
servants in the d o d , a i d , and State Department
are recruited. In addition to professional skills,
these officers acquire the same kinds of exper
tise and academ ic background as many d o d
civilians who hold high-level positions. M ore
over, many of those who serve as faculty mem
bers at the service academ ies and staff colleges
are able to effect the rare combination of
practical military experience and extensive
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theoretical contemplation which give rise to
unusual insights.
This reservoir of military talent, combined
with the kinds of intellectual influence most
likely to encourage critical attitudes toward
traditional service constraints, suggests a need
for careful re-evaluation of typical approaches
toward civil-military relations. Neither the
American people nor their authorized officials
can afford to regard the military profession
strictly as an ultraconservative body whose
views will threaten liberty itself if given too
large a voice in national policy determination.
To deal summarily with the military as one
homogeneous group under a uniformly applied
doctrine of civilian control is to ignore the very
real differences in attitude and viewpoint which
exist among members of that body and their
potential for a broader, more constructive con
tribution to national affairs. The eventual effect
will be to stifle the emergence of an effective
leadership group within the profession and in
stead encourage narrow emphasis on tech
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niques and total obsession with security that
are so inimical to a truly liberal and vital
society.
The military profession itself needs to take
heed. The problems of fashioning an appro
priate defense for the future are complex. To
solve them demands a spirit of innovation, a
knowledge of fundamental issues, and a ra
tional objectivity far more extensive than in
years past. Unless the services encourage and
give recognition to their “liberals,’ the func
tions requiring these qualities of mind are
likely to pass more and more into civilian
hands. Witness the increasingly large roles
played in recent years by contract study in
stitutes and “defense intellectuals” in the
shaping of military policy. If the military pro
fession should encourage even more reliance
on civilian consultants by failing to encourage
similar study efforts and policy recommenda
tions on the part of its liberalist element, both
the profession and the vital balance in our na
tional policy-making process could suffer.
Falls Church, Virginia

SPA CE A C TIV ITIE S
IN A R G E N T I N A
T e ó fil o M . T aban era

President, National Commission on Space Research,
Argentina

lil

OWARDS the end of the Forties, a
group of technicians in Argentina be
came interested in rocketry and even
went so far as to build motors of several hun
dred kilograms’ thrust, using nitric acid and
aniline.
At the same time a small group of engi
neers, among whom I was present, founded
the A rgentine In terp lan etary A ssociation,
which became interested in all problems re
lated to astronautics. With a membership of
500, a third of whom were university gradu
ates and another third university students, this
association all through the Fifties carried out
an intensive program of publications, courses,
and lectures.
Argentina was represented by the writer
at the meeting held at the Sorbonne (Paris)
in 1950, when the foundations of the Inter
national Astronautical Federation were laid.
Since that time congresses have been held each
year, and the Federation now has a member
ship of over 30 associations from different
countries, among them the American Institute
of Astronautics and Aeronautics in the United
States.
However, until 1960, when the National
Commission on Space Research was created by
the .Argentine government, there were in .Ar
gentina no organized and permanent space
research activities to speak of. The National
Commission started its activities towards the
end of the year and prepared a national pro
gram, which has been in development for the
last five years.
The National Commission on Space Re
search, or Comisión Nacional de Investigaciones Espaciales ( c n i e ) , has been integrated
with 25 members proposed by different national
universities, the Atomic Energy Commission,
the Antarctic Institute, the Meteorological
Service, the National Council for Scientific and
Technical Research, and several research in
stitutes of the armed forces, among them the
Institute for Aerospace Research.
The National Commission has formed sev
eral committees composed of 10 to 20 techni■Éim or researchers active in different fields
■ 2 ^ E ‘i££_£esearch *n universities or institutes
These are the Committees on

T

Electronics, Space Technology, Physical Sci
ences, Biological Sciences, Political and Legal
Sciences, Education and Information, and Ap
plications.
The committees advise the commission on
the plans and proposals for research and pass
judgment on the tasks that each independent
group is carrying out in the various disciplines.
So far, c n i e has promoted plans in the
fields of aeronomy, ionospheric studies, cosmic
radiation, and meteorology. At the same time
it has furthered technological developments
related to rocketry and electronics and sup
ported theoretical studies in fields of interest
to these activities.
Ground research and studies have been
continued, as well as high- and low-altitude
experiments with balloons and rockets. It is
with this purpose that c n i e has promoted the
creation of a rocket launching center and the
Argentine Air Force has developed the Chamical launching facilities in the western part of
the country at 30° latitude.
ground research
The ground research studies are briefly
enumerated:
C osm ic R adiation M easurem ents, carried
out from (1 ) three continuous observatories—
Buenos Aires, Ushuaia, and Mina Aguilar, the
latter operated by the University of Tucumán;
(2 ) a neutron monitor on board the icebreaker
San M artin—joint effort with the Argentine
Antarctic Institute; and (3 ) a neutron monitor
for nucleonic components—the Cosmic Radia
tion Laboratory of the Institute of Mathematics,
Astronomy and Physics. The base will tie de
scribed later.
Ion osp h eric O bservations encompass sev
eral activities: (1 ) Vertical soundings, con
ducted at Buenos Aires, Trelew, Ushuaia, and
Antarctica (Deception) by the Naval Iono
spheric Laboratory ( l i a r a ) , which also coop
erated at the Chamical launchings with a verti
cal sounder of their construction; at Antarctica
(General Belgrano B ase); and at Tucumán,
for the study of ionospheric variation in the
equatorial and subequatorial region. (2 ) Satel-
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life observations of the Alouette from Trelew,
Ushuaia, and Antarctica ( D ecep ción ) by the
l i a r a and of the S-66 from Ushuaia by the
l ia r a
and at Tucum án Ionospheric Station
(under agreem ent with c n i e ) . The object of
this program is the study of variations in the
ionospheric equatorial anomaly. ( 3 ) Very low
frequency ( v l f ) studies by the Tucum án Ion
ospheric Station, which is working on the transequatorial propagation by means of measure
ments of phase and am plitude variations, jointly
with the U.S. National Bureau of Standards and
under agreem ent with c n i e .
A u roral O b serv ation s, conducted by the
Argentine A ntarctic Institute during favorable
periods from G eneral Belgrano in Antarctica.
This information will be used as a continuation
of the synoptic study of auroral morphology
within the International Year of the Quiet Sun
( iq s y ) programs.
O p tica l T ra ck in g o f S atellites, carried out
from the Astrophysical Observing Station of
Villa Dolores, Province of Cordoba, which is
operated under an agreem ent between the
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory and
c n ie . T he information obtained is used in
studying characteristics of the earth m agnetic
field, atm ospheric density, solar disturbances,
and, in general, phenomena affecting satellites.
Plans are under way to coordinate this station’s
activity with c n ie . The station cooperated in
photographing sodium clouds from Cham ical,
situated some 240 kilometers northwest of the
station.
R a d io A stron om y. Installation is practically
finished of the 30-m -diam eter radio telescope
of the Argentine Institute of Radio Astronomy
at Pereyra Iraola, near Buenos Aires, which is
to be engaged in galactic and solar research.
high-altitude m easurem ents
H igh-altitude measurements have been
carried out using rockets and balloons. A short
description of them follows:

Nike-Cajun
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R o c k e t M easu rem en ts. Rockets were used
for ( 1 ) the study of winds and turbulence in
the upper atmosphere by means of luminous
trails—sodium cloud experiments; and ( 2 )
sounding of the lower ionospheric layers, in
particular the sporadic E layer.
T h e sodium clo u d ex p e rim en ts w ere
started in 1962, with one series of launchings;
they were continued in 1963 and 1964, with
additional series of firings. They are part of a
cooperative program agreed upon with the
French National Centre on Space Studies, in
which several nations take part. T he rockets
used are French Centaures, and the sodium
trails ejected by them were photographed by
K-24 cameras situated at varying distances
from Cham ical and by the Baker-N unn camera
at the Villa Dolores Satellite Tracking Station.
Participating Argentine agencies in this pro
gram were the University of Cuyo (Sch ool of
E n g in e e r in g ), U n iv e rsity o f B u en o s A ires

(School of E n gineering), University of Tucuman (Sch ool of Scien ces), and the Air M in
istry.
T h e ionospheric experiments were carried
out under a cooperative program between U.S.
National Aeronautics and Space Administra
tion and Argentine National Commission on
Space Research. Tw o Nike-Cajun sounding
rockets were fired in D ecem ber 1964 from
Cham ical. T h e particular objective of the first
launching was the measurement of electron
density ( cw m ethod), ion density ( ion p rob e),
and electron tem perature (electron probe). The
objective of the second launching was the mea
surement of electron density and temperature
and of integrated solar flux (u v p ro b e). Useful
data were obtained from both launchings. Par
ticipating institutions in this program have
been the University of Tucum án (School of
Scien ces), University of Buenos Aires (School
of Scien ces), and different agencies of the

NM KM

Telem etry receiver and equipm ent for tracking m eteorological balloons and sounding rockets

SPACE ACTIVITIES IN ARGENTINA
Air Ministry. The payloads and equipment
from the ground station were constructed and
assembled by Argentine personnel at the God
dard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Mary
land, with elements supplied by n a s a .
B alloon Experim ents. For the last few
years the National Cosmic Radiation Center
has been carrying out a program of systematic
measurements of cosmic radiation. In 1964
twenty low-weight meteorological balloons
were launched, fifteen from Buenos Aires and
five from Chamical. This series includes the
monthly simultaneous joint flights with the
European sparmo groups.
Moreover, the Cosmic Ray Group of the
University of Tucumán has planned a program
for the determination of precipitating electron
density in the inner radiation belt. ( The Buenos
Aires group has also been working on this sub
ject for several years.) Launchings have been
carried out at Tucumán, Chamical, Buenos
Aires, and Base Matienzo, Antarctica.
current plans
As a continuation of the aeronomy program
initiated in 1962, launchings of Centaure sound
ing rockets for study of winds by means of the
luminous-trails technique were programmed
for 1965.
In another field, an agreement which has
been reached with nasa for cooperation in an
inter-American experimental meteorological
sounding rocket research network ( e x a m e t n e t ) includes plans for launching boosted
Darts and Areas rockets from Chamical and
eventually simultaneously from other sites in
Argentina.
Launchings of sounding rockets for the
study of cosmic radiation and ionospheric phe
nomena were also planned for 1965 and 1966.
national and international meetings
has organized several meetings, na
tional, regional, or international, which have
been instrumental in promoting interest in
these scientific disciplines, not only in Argen
tina but in other South American countries as
well. The Inter-American Committee on Space
cnie
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Research, which was created towards the end
of 1960, has been playing an important role
in this field. As a result of its activity, several
national organizations for space research have
been created in Latin American countries.
The first of such meetings on space re
search was held in Argentina in 1960 ( the first
of its kind in South America). It was attended
by approximately 40 foreign scientists, partic
ularly from the United States; among the latter
were Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, Dr. Homer E. New
ell, Dr. Martin Summerfield, Dr. Richard W.
Porter, and many others. Approximately 40
papers were presented at the meeting, and
they were later published by the Argentine
Interplanetary Association in its monthly mag
azine.
Sev eral n ation al m eetings w hich have
taken place in the last few years considered
specific subjects such as electronics and rocket
technology. In these small meetings, attended
by many Argentine technicians and scholars,
local papers were presented and discussed; the
meetings therefore provided an opportunity for
the university groups to publish the work being
done in space research. They will also further
the interest of young Argentine scientists in
these new disciplines.
Another regional meeting took place in
Tucumán, in December 1963, on aeronomy.
Organized by the National University of Tucu
mán jointly with cn ie , it was attended by sci
entists from Argentina and abroad. Among the
visitors were scientists and engineers from
Brazil, Peru, Chile, and Bolivia.
Later on, in July-August 1964, two im
portant meetings took place. The Latin Ameri
can School of Physics, held in Tucumán during
the month of July, gathered together a number
of Argentine and foreign scientists who de
livered courses on the different branches of
physics.
The Inter-American Symposium on Space
Research, held in August 1964 in Buenos Aires,
was the other meeting. It was attended by
approximately 100 participants, 40 of whom
were distinguished foreign scientists and tech
nicians. The papers presented are being pub
lished by c n ie .
Finally, in May 1965, Argentina was the
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site for the realization of the Eighth Plenary
M eeting and Sixth Symposium on Space R e
search of cospar , the Com m ittee on Space
Research, created by the International Council
of Scientific Unions.
T o w a rd s th e end o f M ay th e In te r American Com m ittee held a m eeting on the
influence of the space age on engineering edu
cation. T h e sessions were held in the College
of Engineering of the University of Buenos
Aires and w ere a prelim inary and preparatory
step for a similar m eeting which will take
place in 1966 in M exico.

This explains the presence of a great many ex
tensive salt flats.
launching facilities

T h e launching complex takes up an area
approximately 6500 feet by 650 feet. The longi
tudinal axis of this rectangular area points
towards the impact zone, in a direction 75°
east of north. In this area are the following
main installations: the launching pad, block
house, final checkout building, tracking radar
platforms, and tracking phototheodolite plat
forms. All the facilities have been planned to
perm it firings of sounding rockets capable of
C ham ical R ocket Range
reaching up to about 200 km in altitude with a
Soon after its creation and during the horizontal range of 150 km. (T h ese limits are
preparation of its working plans, c n i e consid elastic, however, since the im pact area could
ered the need for a launching site for scientific
also accom m odate rockets of somewhat greater
research rockets, taking especially into account
horizontal range.)
the dire need for launching ranges of this type
T h e concrete-surfaced launching pad area
in the Southern Hem isphere. D etailed surveys
is bordered on the southeast by a gas deflecting
of the m atter determ ined the selection of
pit used with the Centaure m obile launcher.
Cham ical, an Air Force base in the northw est A N ike-Cajun launcher (o f the semicircular
ern part of the country and inactive at that
azimuth rail type adapted from the Nike-Ajax
time, as the site for the future launching range.
guided missile launcher) is installed on the
T h e chosen location is geom agnetically
opposite side of the pad. Adequate lighting for
interesting, since it is situated immediately un night launchings has been provided.
der the southern subequatorial electrojet peak
T h e blockhouse and control center (45
and in the vicinity of the ionospheric network
feet by 22 fe e t) is situated some 250 feet from
of the 75 VV meridian (latitude 3 0 °2 0 / S,
the launching pad and is built of reinforced
longitude 6 6 °1 9 / VV, altitude 1360 feet above
concrete and protected with an external layer
sea level, geom agnetic latitude 1 8 °5 2 ' S, geo of dirt. T h e control and observation rooms are
m agnetic longitude 2 ° 18' E ).
air-conditioned.
T h e final checkout building (2300 square
P h y sica l C h ara cteristics. T he range is situ
fe
e
t)
is composed of a workshop (3 2 feet by
ated in a depressed zone betw een two groups
or subsystems of ridges from the so-called Sier 29 f e e t ) for final checkout of assembled rocket,
three assembly workshops used also for check
ras Pam peanas, which reach a maximum height
of 5000 feet to the west of Cham ical. T h e w est out of payloads, and storerooms. It is equipped
ern slope of the hills is rugged, while the east with the necessary electronic checkout equip
ern side is smooth and subjected to the conse ment.
At a distance approximately 5000 feet
quences of m echanical erosion.
from tlie launching platform, three areas have
Cham ical is situated in the arid subtropical
been selected for the installation of electronic
zone (m ean annual tem perature 1 8 ° C ). Rains
tracking instrumentation. One of them serves
are scarce (mean annual rainfall 300 mm), and
to accom m odate, when needed, a continuousthe num ber of days per year with clear skies
wave tracking system of the Doppler single
(th a t is, with cloudiness not more than 2/ 8)
station type. T h e other two are intended for
averages 130. On account of the irregularity
radars of the Super c o t a l type or M PS-19
and scarcity of rainfall, the classification of the
and/or
tracking and telem etry equipment of
zone varies betw een “very arid" and “arid.”

One of the two Nike-Cajuns launched from Chamical
in 1964 as part of ionospheric experiments conducted
through collaboration betw een NASA and CNIE

the Rawin Set AN/GMD-2 type,
The two phototheodolite platforms are
11-foot circular areas made of concrete. A third
phototheodolite can be installed on the radar
platform.
Other facilities include the assembly shop
and workshop, weather station, powerhouse,
and radio station.
A large converted hangar is used for the
final assembly, general checkout, minor repairs,
and storing of the vehicles before launching.
A refrigerating chamber is available that can

house rockets up to 30 feet long. A mechanics
and electronics workshop has been set up there,
which will be used only for minor repairs, since
highly specialized facilities are just an hour
away by plane from Chamical.
The weather station houses standard equip
ment for observations of the current conditions
of weather at the surface and at altitudes to
support the firings. It has its own radio trans
mitter and receiver for direct communication
with the main offices of the W eather Bureau
at Buenos Aires.
The base is equipped with different types
of transmitting and receiving sets for shortrange communication with observation posts
used in the sodium cloud launchings and also
for long-range communication with Cordoba
and Buenos Aires.
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I n s t r u m e n t a t io n . A m ong th e tra ck in g
equipm ent assigned to Cham ical there is a
Rawin Set AN /GM D-2, a radar c o t a l , a Super
c o t a l , an M PS-19, a continuous-wave ground
station, and a telem etry station.
T h e Rawin Set has been provided for the
tracking of balloons and rockets and as receiver
of m eteorological data. It is used with payloads
of the radiosonde type such as those available
for the Areas sounding rocket system.
T h e c o t a l radar has been designed for
autom atic tracking of rockets, metallized para
chutes, chaff, etc., up to a range of 45 km, but
is being modified in Argentina to a range of
90 km.
T h e Super c o t a l radar is a c o t a l radar
that has been modified in Fran ce to a range
of 300 km. It has a peak power of 800 km.
T h e M PS-19 radar will be supplied on loan
by n a s a for use in a cooperative program with
m eteorological sounding rockets. Its character
istics are similar to those of the Super c o t a l
radar.
T h e continuous-wave ground station has
been built with the cooperation of n a s a for
use in the ionospheric launching carried out
in Cham ical in D ecem ber 1964, in tracking
rockets, and in receiving telem etered data.
F o r the m easurem ent of param eters in
rocket and balloon flights, a telem etry station
has been envisaged, and it will be used jointly
with a tracking radar. T he continuous-wave

ground station and the Rawin Set AN/GMD-2
may also serve as telemetry receiver stations.
T h e optical tracking has been carried out
so far by means of a group of three Askania
phototheodolites.
L o g is tic S u pport. T h e base lies close to the
town of G obem ador Gordillo ( population
about 6 0 0 0 ), w here limited supplies are avail
able. It is situated at approximately one hours
flying time from the industrial city of Cordoba
and three hours’ flight from Buenos Aires. The
town has a railroad station (2 4 hours by train
to Buenos A ires) and a bus terminal ( six hours’
ride to C ord oba).
T h e rocket range has a 6000-foot unpaved
landing strip, running north, approximately 2
km west of the launching pad. There are pro
visions for temporary lighting for night land
ings.
T h e living quarters at the range can house
at present up to 100 scientists and technicians,
but this capacity could be expanded easily.
From the rocketry ventures of the Forties
to the more sophisticated launchings at the
Cham ical rocket range of today, Argentine sci
entists, technicians, and engineers have steadily
increased their space research. T h e developing
c n i e , w hich has organized several regional,
national, and international meetings on space
topics, provides a stable foundation for Argen
tina’s continuing advance in space activities.
Buenos Aires, Argentina

an a ppr o a ch to c o n f ig u r a t io n

CH AN G E A N A LY SIS
M a jo r W il l ia m

N SYSTEM S management the area of
hardware configuration change probably
has the biggest perturbating influence of
any program cost factor. Engineering change
orders have a highly disruptive influence.
Therefore, management attention has been
focused more and more on schedule-costperformance analysis of the change impact.
Often, delays in decision further complicate the
cost picture. The process of change order
analysis is generally fragmented. A compati
bility determination by the project/subsystem
engineer, configuration control board finding,
production effectivity plan, and funding re
quirements are seldom accomplished in con
cert. Part of the reason for this is that there is
no commonly accepted methodology for weld
ing these variable and usually functional areas
into a cohesive whole.
The requirement for changing the con
figuration of system hardware can generate
from many sources. Abnormally high failure
rates, interface problems between subsystemsassemblies-components, exhaustion or limited
availability of material, and inability to accom
plish volume production are practical examples.
Quite often there is a reluctance to bring
problems of this nature promptly to the surface.
As a result valuable time is lost, emergency
decision is generated, and a quick (rather
than long-term) fix is the outcome. It appears
paradoxical that change orders fall into either
of the two extremes—time-wasting indecision
or panic “quick fix.”

I

F.

M oore

Both industry and government top man
agement depend on functional analysis, coor
dination, and recommendation of essential
hardware change requirements. They antici
pate that experts in engineering, production,
procurement, funding, and program manage
ment will resolve the problem and make the
most cost-effective recommendation. Top
management expects parallel coordinated
effort but quite often receives independent or
in-series activity.
Failure to recognize the inevitability of
hardware configuration change is another area
of shortcoming. On relatively long-life missile
systems, the configuration changes fall into
three classes: compatibility changes, updating
changes, and changes relating to maintain
ability and operability. This change pattern,
depicted in Figure 1, impacts primarily during
the acquisition and operational phases of the
life cycle. Of course the changes are not always
readily separable into these classes on a time
scale. For instance, compatibility engineering

Figure 1. Change pattern
Acquisition___________________ j__________________ Operational
compatibility
update
m aintainability
& operability

tion functions into three broad categories—
procurement, fabrication/assembly, and in
tegration/test.
T he most significant parts of the flow
chart, for the puqoose of this analysis, involve
the fabrication/assem bly and integration/test
areas. This is primarily because the procure
ment of raw stock, vendor items, and subcon
tractor components is relatively more stable,
free of changes, than in-plant manufacturing
operations.
T he first important calculation required for
the methodology involves the equivalent units
in-process during the entire production run.
Figure 3 shows units in-process plant loading
for five years of production. The twelve-month
lead time has been compressed into four quar
ters for graphic clarity. Inspection shows peak
plant loading occurs during the last three quar
ters of fiscal year X and during the first quarter
of fiscal year Y. Therefore, if in-process hard
ware configuration changes are to be made,
they should be planned for implementation
prior to conclusion of the first quarter of fiscal
year X. Obviously, earlier accomplishment
would enhance the cost effectiveness of the
change.
From the content of Figure 3, two general
summation graphs can be made. Figure 4 shows
the effect of cost and the ability to make a
change in the production line versus field retro
fit as a function of time ( equivalent in-process
unit flow ).
For specific application, the curves are
probably curvilinear. In the case of Curve A,
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Figure 2. Production flow

changes occur during update programs, and
operational deficiencies can accum ulate to such
an extent that a second-generation update or
modernization program could be required dur
ing the operational phase. However, the
changes can generally be expected to occur
during the system life cycle as shown. Delayed
program milestones and increased cost are usu
ally the result of implementing configuration
changes. Tim e-cost-perform ance trade-offs are
made to optimize these key program factors.
In today s systems competition environment,
cost has becom e the dominant factor. W hat is
required is a method of equating the primary
function affected by the change, i.e., produc
tion, to the real world of funding restraint.

Analysis Methodology
Assume that a m ajor subsystem is being
produced at a modest rate but at high unit cost.
A production flow chart is given in Figure 2,
simplified by cumulating the various produc

Figure 3. Equivalent units in-process
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fabrication serves as a good production line
balancing factor. Cost is reduced accordingly.
Also, use of organic service labor to integrate
the change gives an apparent savings, although
it is mostly a question of out of one pocket
versus another. For the purpose of this example,
a linear trend for both factors will not unduly
bias the results. From Curve B a general spread
ing function can be established. For a typical
unit progressing through the production line,
a chart similar to that depicted in Figure 5 will
assist in making the decision as to in-process
versus field retrofit change.

max
in-process units

Figure 5. Spreading func
tion change order effectivity
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Bv accumulating these propensities for all
units in-process at a given time, using the
technique illustrated in Figure 3, one can de
termine the change impact. An abbreviated
example is given in Figure 6.
By applying the spreading function shown
in Figure 5 to the in-process units in Figure 6,
one can make in-production or field retrofit
determination. The calculations are shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 4. Configuration change factors
Figure 6. Quarterly loading of in-process units
the curvilinearity would result from the diffi
culty in sequencing the change in the line as
well as the impact of the units funneling into
the change point (backlog cost). Curve B
would probably show a gradual tailing off after
the point of maximum equivalent units inprocess is reached. In the case of field retrofit,
the projections are also curvilinear, particularly
for unit cost per change. Late in the acquisition
phase of the system life cycle, field retrofit kit
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T he next step in the configuration change
analysis procedure requires that cost factors be
used in conjunction with the progress function
(learning cu rv e). First, cost factors should be
established for the various phases of the system
life cycle and then applied to an in-production
or field retrofit change category. Figure 8
shows a typical cost factor relationship. Ju d g
ment is applied to this approach. By using the
in-production change cost as unity, one can
make direct extrapolation from the progress
functions. Then the project engineer and m an
ufacturing manager determine that the earliest

Figure 8. Cost factor by phase
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If the change were 100% effective on the
in -p ro d u ctio n u n its, th e co st co m p u ta tio n
w ould b e r e la tiv e ly sim p le. H ow ev er, the
spreading function depicted in Figure 5, which
was applied to the Quarterly Loading Chart
in Figure 6, determ ines the mix of in-process
change versus field retrofit. O f the 135 units
in-process during the illustrative f y quarter,
63 can be accom m odated via an in-line change.
The balance of 72 units in-process will require
field retrofit. These data, in conjunction with
in fo rm a tio n on p rio r-p ro d u ce d and to -b e released to m anufacture units, will allow a
total retrofit determ ination. Figure 9 summa
rizes the allocation.
T h e “final m anufacture” element of the
“field retrofit” category is generated by the leadtime determination. Allotment of the 36 units
to field retrofit biases that category' to a cer-

Figure 9. Allocation o f units to change category
time when release to m anufacturing can occur
is the first quarter of fiscal year Y. Production
planning and budgeting will assist in determ in
ing the magnitude and cost of the change. Partsaffected count, revised production flow, m ate
rial acquisition and scrappage, and revised
standard hour data usually serve as the basis
for initial projection of change cost. Later, this
estimate is revised after a pilot run or account
ing data are received on the initial release.
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CONFIGURATION CHANGE ANALYSIS
tain extent. There is a resulting slight overestimation of cost. The magnitude of the bias can
be reduced by performing the analysis on a
monthly production basis. If, for cost restraint
reasons, bias must be completely eliminated,
these units can be prorated between in-process
and field retrofit.
From these effectivity data, the changed
configuration cost estim ate, and the costquantity relationship for the original configura
tion, a revised progress function can be struc
tured. Figure 10 depicts, on an expanded scale
for graphic clarity-, the original and changed
configuration cost-quantity relationships.
The plot points of importance in Figure 10
include the effectivity point of the change, the
mid-point assumptions ( m p a ) , and the slope
of the two curves. First, the effectivity point

unit co»» (Mill)

Figure 10. Unit cost-quantity relationship
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is established at unit number 276. This is deter
mined from the data shown in Figure 9. Sec
ond, the m p a ’s for the two curves are estab
lished. The changed configuration curve has
two increments. The first reflects accelerated
learning typical of the initial portion of a unit
curve following unit number one. Since the
initial quantity is 25, m p a , coincides with unit
288. The second increment depicts the mature
portion of the curve. m p a : coincides with unit
333, halfway between unit 300 and unit 365.
Use of the mid-point assumption for such a
large quantity induces a certain bias; however,
it is a generally accepted procedure for pre
liminary cost calculations. The bias can be sub
stantially reduced at a later time by converting
the unit curve to a cumulative average curve
or by making multiple mid-point assumptions
for smaller incremental quantities. Finally, the
slope of the two curves deserves attention. The
90% curve of the original configuration should
be stable and time-tested, following delivery
of 167 units. However, the 92% changed con
figuration curve has many variables included.
The magnitude of the change on unit 276 is
manifest in the height of the vertical dashed
line. The $130,000 estimate for incorporating
the change in unit 276 is the product of inputs
from many functional experts. Cost analysis,
manufacturing, engineering, and purchasing—
as a minimum—should provide expertise for
the preliminary estimate. The slope of the curve
in the example indicates a 2% increase in cost
for doubled quantities relative to the original
curve. This increase is attributable to a rela
tively short final production run ( rapid tail-off
of in-process units after maximum plant load
ing). Also, it could well be caused by the
nature of the change. Increased complexity,
redundancy, or changed components can all
contribute to nonrecoverable cost growth on
sophisticated hardware. Conversely, if the
change were one of simplification, fewer man
hours expended, shorter test and integration
time, or less costly materials, the curve would
have a steeper slope.
Equating all the data accumulated is the
final step in the configuration change analysis
process. Figure 11, with its accompanying
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Fin al in-process change: MPA.. —
M PA , = a ve ra g e cost/change
$400* S320K = $80K
overage cost/change X q uan tity
~ total change cost
$80K X 65 units = $5.2M
In itia l in-process change: M P A , —
M PA„ = overage cost/change
$455K — $360K = $95K
ave rag e cost/change X q uan tity
= total change cost
$95K X 25 = $2.4M
Fin al
sume

field retrofit change (a s 
o p eratio nal phase im ple

m entation): Field retrofit in-process
units X (fin al in-process change
cost
Figure 8 fa cto r) = : final
field retrofit change cost
72 X ($80K X 2 .0 ) = $11.5M
In itial field retrofit change (a s
sume acquisition phase im plem en
tatio n ): (F in a l m anufacture units
+ previo usly delivered units) X
(in itia l in-process change cost X
Figure 8 fa cto r) = in itia l field
retrofit change cost
(36 - f 167) X ($95K X 1.5) =
203 X $143K = $29.0M

x

4/

Figure 11. Cost analysis

cost analysis “M ethodology,” depicts the cost
detail procedure.

change analysis involves many
complex variables. There is no single magic
methodology. There is one key, however, with
out which success is highly im probable: an
amalgamation of inputs from many functions
is essential. Engineering, m anufacturing, com p
troller, purchasing, and sales in concert can
provide the varied data and assumptions which
are needed. W orking in harmony, representa
tives from these agencies can insure that the
most critical facets are considered. E ach factor
C o n f ig u r a t io n

should b e evaluated before committing actions
are initiated. For instance, all too frequently
existing spares affected by the change are not
considered until too late. Also, the impact on
m aintenance equipm ent, training, and techni
cal data is grossly underestimated.
T h e methodology illustrated in this article
can provide a basis for orderly accumulation
and arrangem ent of known data as well as
forecasts. It cannot inject into the final product
the assumptive values that are the result of
creative thought, education, and experience.
Only individuals—professionals in their func
tio n -c a n impart the credibility that will make
the decision stand the test of time.
Lorton, Virginia

Military Opinion Abroad
GENERAL BEAUFRE ON TH E W E S T’S NEED FOR
COMMON POLITICAL GOALS AND
A COMMON STR ATEG Y
D r.

J o seph

W.

M ERICANS now have available translal tions of General André Beaufre’s two
books on strategy, An Introduction to Strategy
and D eterren ce an d Strategy A It should be
noted, however, that the author. Director of
the French Institute for Strategic Studies, wrote
both books specifically to regenerate strategic
thinking among the military and political lead
ers of France. Some of the research has been

A

A n n u n z ia t a

published in the Institute’s review, Stratégie.
General Beaufre is particularly impressed with
British strategic thought and its chief formulator: The first book is prefaced by Basil H.
Liddell Hart, and the second is dedicated “to
Captain B. H. Liddell Hart who has contrib
uted so greatly to the revival of strategy. Even
the translations seem to be directed toward a
British public rather than an American one.

f In trodu ction à la stratég ie, Librairie Armand Colin, Paris,
1963, and D issuasion et stratég ie, Librairie Armand Colin, Paris,
1964, both translated from the French by Major-General R. H.
Barry and published respectively by Faber and Faber in London,
1964 and 1965, and by Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., in New York,
1965 and 1966.
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In An In trod u ction to S trategy, General
Beaufre discusses the purpose and types of
strategy and introduces the problems of con
structing a “total” strategy in view of the nu
clear age and emerging world movements. His
underlying argument is that the W est has not
yet developed concerted, long-range political
goals in behalf of which the diverse forms of
strategy could be effectively and efficiently
utilized. H e holds that uncertain political goals
have been responsible for the W est’s erratic
strategy in Indochina, Suez, Korea, Berlin, and
Cuba. H e then attempts to demonstrate in what
instances direct (traditional military, nuclear)
and indirect (diplom acy, cold war threats,
guerrilla w arfare) strategy might b e used in
achieving such long-range goals.
In the August 1965 issue of Survival, the
American strategist Bernard Brodie reviewed
both books and criticized the first one for being
imprecise in its concepts (h e saw Beaufre’s
distinction between “philosophy” and “strategy”
as only some type of “philosophy of strategy” )
and unattractive to American pragm atic think
ing because of its idealism. In the D ecem ber
1965 issue of Survival, G eneral Beaufre wrote
a letter attributing B rod ies dissent to a seman
tic misunderstanding of the terms he had em
ployed and to B rod ies instinctive reaction to
a European method of exposition. Brodie re
plied by maintaining his original criticism,
while adm itting that British reviewer M ichael
Howard had received the book more favorably.
Howard had reviewed In tro d u ctio n à la stra té 
g ie in the M ay-Ju n e 1964 issue of S u rvival;
although he considered it somewhat unclear
in its distinctions between “politics” and “strat
egy,’ he thought it to be a masterful example
of the French logic that distinguishes European
studies on strategy from American ones.
In his letter, Beaufre made some inter
esting observations. He first explained the dis
tinction he makes betw een p h ilo s o p h ie and
stra tég ie. By a nation’s or hem isphere’s “philos
ophy” he is referring to its outlook on life, its
culture or tradition, which in the W est is G recoLatin and Christian, upon which it m ight base
its political goals. By its “strategy” he is refer
ring to all the m ean s—diplomatic, cold war,
military—which it might choose for the attain

ment of these specific, long-range goals. The
semantic difficulty seems to arise from the fact
that in English one does not usually refer to
a nation’s or hemisphere’s “philosophy”; and
since this can refer to a general theory, as in
“a philosophy of history,” Brodie unwittingly
attributed Beaufre’s concept to a W estern
“philosophy of strategy.” Similarly, the French
word p o litiq u e can be applied both to longrange political goals (p o licy ) and to practical
means such as diplomacy or war; Howard in
terpreted p o litiq u e in its practical sense and
found it difficult to associate “politics” with
strategy, since he supposed strategy to be
merely military. Bu t this is Beaufre’s view: a
long-range policy for the W est (concerted
political goals, based upon a common civiliza
tion) should precede implementation by the
various types of strategy ( diplomatic and mili
tary) at its disposal. It is evident that Beaufre
places more emphasis on the psychological as
pects of strategy, especially in its modem con
text as a d e ter r en t, than on nuclear weapons
themselves. (B asically, he is advocating that
the military is only one means, and an extreme
one at that, which civilian leaders have for
coercing adversaries into allowing their nation
to achieve its political goals.)
G eneral Beaufre makes a more fundamen
tal observation in his letter to S u rv iv al: it is his
“logical” or “C artesian” method of presentation
that Brodie instinctively objects to most. Brodie
and Beaufre had already exchanged their dif
ferences over the “logic” of Descartes and the
“pragm atism ” of W illiam Jam es. Beaufre ad
mits that the method of presentation in his
book is abstract, proceeding from general con
siderations to particular applications; but this
is for the sake of clarity and logic. T h e fact
that he has synthesized his findings into gen
eralized categories does not mean that he has
om itted an inductive investigation. H e protests
that forty years of wide experience and much
diligent research went into the preparation of
A n In tro d u ctio n to S trateg y ; but having lived
for many years under the pure pragmatism
(tactics) of Marshal Pétain (F ran ce’s lack of po
litical goals and a supporting strategy brought
about her defeat in 1940), Beaufre believes
that a nation must ponder the world situation
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as a whole, establish goals in the light of that
situation, and then proceed to formulate a
strategy that will logically implement them.
Beaufre is convinced that the synthetic method,
although “typically French,” is an indispensa
ble way of bringing some rationality to the
maze of strategic thinking in the world today.
He contends that Brodie should be less intran
sigent when encountering a method of presen
tation which is different from his own, pointing
out that many other strategists around the
world, including Liddell Hart, have been more
tolerant.
To an American pragmatist, Beaufre’s par
ticular brand of “logic” makes Brodie’s attitude
somewhat understandable. Beaufre gives to
both p h ilosophic and stratégie usages which
are not commonly given to them even in France,
where it is not customary to consider W est
ern civilization as having a p h ilo sop h ic or a
stratégie that is more than just military. More
seriously, his concern for systematization has
led him to compose simplified categories that
seem to have few exact applications in reality.
It is often desirable to reconstruct an orderly
synthesis out of a maze of intricate phenomena;
but the synthesizer risks mounting his argu
ments so that they seem to lead “logically”
to a thesis which he has decided upon a priori.
To a purely inductive analyst, it would appear
that General Beaufre’s “conclusions’' are prob
ably long-held opinions and are “objective”
only in that they make logical sense to him.
A purely pragmatic inquiry into the capability
and possible consequences of strategic “means”
which might serve national or international
goals would have to reach tentative conclusions
until the hypotheses or logical assumptions
have been proven through experimentation.
In his Forew ord to D e t e r r e n c e a n d
Strategy, General Beaufre admits that his syn
thesis is meant to give renewed confidence to
the French, who are “confused between re
morse for obsolete traditions, the illusion of
disarmament, and ‘abdication of responsibili
ties’ to the United States.” The General there
fore aims to prove “objectively” that traditional
strategy is not necessarily obsolete, that dis
armament is an illusion, and that there is no
need to abdicate France’s responsibilities to
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the U.S. Moreover, his “objective” analysis of
the direct and indirect strategies at France’s
disposal might convince the president of the
French Republic that an independent fo rc e d e
fr a p p e is a good idea but that there is a need
also to supplement it with conventional forces,
a national conscripted militia, and a continued
“partnership” in a loose federation including
Europe, the U.S., Britain, Canada, and even
possibly Latin America and Russia. But once
the pragmatist overcomes the transparency of
Beaufre’s “objectivity,” he might still consider
seriously his perceptions and proposals for
France and for the West.
W e have already noted Beaufre’s obser
vation that the Western democracies in modern
times have failed to interpret world phenomena
correctly, to establish clear-cut goals in the
light of these phenomena, and to see what ac
tions will be most effective in attaining their
goals. These failures brought about France’s
defeats in 1940, in Indochina, and Algeria; the
British struggles in Kenya, Cyprus, and Malaya;
the Suez, Korean, and Berlin crises; and the
American involvements in Cuba and Vietnam.
Beaufre is thus adopting General de Gaulle’s
pattern of thinking since pre-World W ar II
with regard to mechanized warfare, decoloni
zation, and the nuclear age. Of course, De
Gaulle’s is only one interpretation of world
phenomena in the light of which the West could
set its goals and decide upon a strategy—and
he may be wrong. However, Beaufre’s sugges
tion for clear and long-range thinking does
not seem untimely. The Western democracies
might do well to complement their hitherto
pragmatic approach with a more visionary one
that considers ultimate goals and the most di
rect means of attaining them. This approach
might avoid ineffective reactions to future
events which may or may not have a significant
bearing upon the attainment of these ultimate
goals. The vital question, however, is whether
the U.S. can ever concert its American Dream,
New Frontier, and Great Society with the na
tional aspirations of France, Great Britain, and
the other Western allies.

B

eaufre contends that the over
riding aspect of strategy in the nuclear age is
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not the m akin g of war but the d e te r r e n c e of
war. His second book should really be entitled
“The Strategy of D eterrence.” It discusses in
the main how to deter the clash of war so that
it will not interfere with national or hemispheric
objectives. T he greatest deterrent, he proposes,
is the th rea t of nuclear holocaust, which seems
to be the answer for peace in modem times.
For this reason, Beaufre is decidedly against
nuclear disarmament, for with the “risk” gone
nations might again be tempted to wage war
with relative impunity. H e estimates that a
nation can begin to deter an enemy when it is
capable of responding to an aggressive action
by destroying at least 15 percent of the ene
my’s total resources (counter-city rather than
counter-force); from this point on, the enemy
might not consider the stake involved to be
worth the risk, even if it is capable of destroy
ing up to 90 percent of the other nation’s re
sources. This mutual capacity to destroy a sig
nificant portion of the other’s resources should
produce a stalem ate in which both parties
openly admit that they are unwilling to risk
losing 15 percent of their resources or more.
To prevent such a stalem ate from neutralizing
the deterrent threat of nuclear war, Beaufre
recognizes the additional im portance of con
ventional and cold war strategies. Yet, conven
tional weapons alone do not deter war; rather,
they encourage it because of the relatively
little risk involved. T hey must b e supplemented
with tactical nuclear weapons, which will elim 
inate the merely conventional level and restore
to the nuclear level the one great risk that dis
courages further war. Similarly, Beaufre op
poses limited deterrent action, for it relieves
the enemy of the fear of releasing a general
nuclear holocaust; escalation must be mounted
swiftly to the tactical nuclear level if the enemy
is to be deterred by his risk. Cold war strategy,
however, can do almost anything without dan
ger; it can increase deterrent capabilities at the
conventional, tactical, and strategic levels, and
it can even neutralize a clear m aterial supe
riority. Moreover, Beaufre believes that small,
independent deterrent forces ( as compared to
those of the U.S. and the U .S .S .R .), if they
are under the control of “responsible” nations
like France, G reat Britain, and one or two

others, render more complex and effective the
general threat of world holocaust, broaden al
liances, and encourage cooperation among the
nuclear powers.
T h e “laws” of effective deterrence, as Gen
eral Beaufre sees them, lead him to make sev
eral strategic proposals for France and the
W estern democracies. The nuclear powers must
be prepared for all forms of conflict: the highly
probable, from cold war to limited conventional
war; the probable, very limited or sublimited
nuclear war; and the improbable, from violent
local nuclear war to general “spasm” war. A
strategy of nuclear deterrence requires com
plete preparation and flexibility for all possi
bilities : different kinds and levels of war, their
geographical limits, their duration, and their
engagem ent whether in the air, on water, or
on land. Furtherm ore, in order best to prevent
war, a strategy of deterrence in the nuclear age
must establish a military system that is not
only com pletely prepared and flexible but ulti
m ately supported by universal conscription
and a “national m ilitia”:
. . . however technical and specialized armed
forces may become, they must remain “na
tional” in the wide sense of the word, in other
words they must have their roots deep in the
country and be closely bound to it. For this
reason, alongside the technicians and the gladi
ators we now require the soldier-citizen con
cept produced by a militia. For all these reasons
solid national military institutions must be
maintained and preserved, (p. 136)
If these requirem ents for an effective strat
egy of deterrence are fulfilled, Beaufre pro
poses, then there will be numerous conse
quences that will help the fulfillment of political
goals: stability, freedom of action, solidarity,
a world concert of nuclear powers which will
c o n tro l (w ithout disarm am ent) the spread of
nuclear power to “irresponsible” nations. Nev
ertheless, while this strategy may produce some
detente, it is not likely that there will be an
immediate cessation of hostilities from China
and other underdeveloped areas of the world.
For this reason, “the A tlantic Alliance as a stra
tegic entity will be basic to our security for a
long time to com e.” (p. 141) In fact, Beaufre
believes that Atlantic unity ( eventually includ
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ing Latin America and the U .S.S.R .) should be
one of the long-range political goals of the
peoples of a common Greco-Latin and Chris
tian civilization:
This implies that on either side of the Atlantic
(the Mediterranean of our shrunken world)
peoples bom of the same civilization should
form a community. This is a worthy object and
is no doubt one of the most likely possibilities
in the very long run. (p. 154)
Aside from the pragmatist’s understand
able objection to General Beaufre’s deductive
method of presentation, one might still discuss
his perceptions and proposals. Theoretically, it
may be correct to say that the W est has not
agreed upon long-range political goals from
1940 to Vietnam. However, the West has made
no real effort to formulate any, and it is not at
all certain that the attempt will ever occur.
There has been some agreement among the
individual states as to the mutual interest each
had in protecting itself from Communist ex
pansion, but there are doubts that n a t o could
continue indefinitely if the common danger
were eliminated. Furthermore, some experts in
France, England, and the United States would
probably disagree with Beaufre that the crises
in Indochina, Algeria, Kenya, Cyprus, Malaya,
Suez, Korea, Berlin, Cuba, and Vietnam were
all inadequately handled because of a lack of
perception, long-range political goals, and pur
poseful strategy. Even though De Gaulle has
long had a political dream for France and re
vealed it in his demand for motorized armored
forces between the two World Wars, was Mar
shal Pétain’s shortsighted pragmatism the only
reason for France’s defeat in 1940?
The pragmatic approach seems to meet
successive struggles with all the energy that
can be immediately mustered, presuming that
the pace of changing events in the modem
world is too rapid for anyone to foresee more
than five or ten years into the future. It is pos
sible to recognize world phenomena when they
are already real facts, such as mechanized war
fare, decolonization, and the nuclear age, and
then base political goals and strategy upon
them. Polycentric Communism, overpopulated
and underdeveloped countries, and newly
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emerging states have recently appeared as real
ities, and new political goals and strategy can
now be formulated in view of them. However,
the passing of expansionist Communism, the
formation of a united Europe, and realization
of an Atlantic Community are not yet realities
(though the 6-nation Common Market is) to
which one can adapt new political goals and
strategy. Especially with regard to this last enu
meration, De Gaulle’s France and the other
nations of “Western civilization” are probably
more pragmatic than General Beaufre thinks
they should be.
Beaufre’s perception of deterrence as the
overriding aspect of strategy in the nuclear age
is a very' interesting one and no doubt contains
much truth. The threat of nuclear holocaust has
greatly stabilized the world since 1945 and will
probably do so for some time into the future.
But Beaufre seems to be especially impressed,
as are other Frenchmen, with the U .S.-U.S.S.R.
showdown over Cuba in 1962: he uses it as a
typical example of the risk to which an ad
versary might go before being deterred by the
threat of all-out nuclear war. This typical ex
ample took place between two level-headed
nuclear powers, however. Could threat alone
deter a less rational nuclear power, like China,
that might consider the stake involved to be
worth the risk of losing 15 or even 50 or 60
percent of its resources? In actual fact, is the
threat of nuclear holocaust alone enough to
deter bellicose forces in small, nonnuclear
countries in Southeast Asia, Latin America, and
Africa? Beaufre would probably answer this
last question by saying that guerrilla warfare
should be deterred not by conventional weap
ons alone but by quick escalation to tactical
nuclear weapons in order to instill quickly in
the nonnuclear adversary a fear of the risk he
is running. But this solution presumes that
the adversary is rational and will immediately
come to his senses and cease his hostile activity.
Beaufre believes that the mere threat of irra
tional action will consistently bring an adver
sary to rational behavior; however, the smaller,
nonnuclear forces may scorn the threat, con
tinue their irrational risk, and eventually force
the nuclear power to use nuclear weapons or
to remain rational and not use them. Beaufre
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characteristically sets great store by the effec
tiveness of psychology. Threat alone, he b e
lieves, is sufficient to deter war in the modem
world and to maintain the peace, thereby re
ducing to a minimum the eventuality of ever
having to carry out the threat. Similarly, he is
convinced that the talk of power brings prestige
even before it is warranted by the reality of
possessing that power:
Since the strategy of deterrence does not make
actual use of its weapons, technical develop
ments play a less decisive role than in a war
strategy. The technical qualities of weapons
are of course important, but their psychological
and political impact is so overriding that it
largely outweighs the technical aspect; thus
the French strategic force exerted an influence
well before it was actually in existence. The
strategy of deterrence is therefore far more
abstract and ambiguous than the strategy of
war. (p. 171)
T h e pragm atic thinkers of “W estern civiliza
tion” might not invest so much confidence in
the psychological use of threat alone as a deter
rent without the full capability of actually car
rying out the threat. They interpret Theodore
Roosevelt’s “Speak softly and carry a big stick”
to mean the big stick of capability in-being.
History has shown that empty threats of power
often are revealed to be mere bluff and even
tually force the bluffer into disastrous action.
General Beaufre’s proposals for a strategy
of deterrence in the nuclear age follow closely
the "logic” he sees in the possible situations
of conflict throughout the world. Briefly, he
recommends preparation for all forms of con
flict from cold war psychology to “spasm” war,
even though he feels that an effective strategy
would make the more violent forms of nuclear
war highly im probable. He also recommends
com plete preparation within the Army, Navy,
and Air Force for all geographical and dura
tional war situations in the nuclear age. How
ever, these sweeping recommendations are
ideal and theoretical; they do not take into
consideration such details as feasibility, fi
nances, organization, especially for a relatively
small country like France. His recommendation
for a national m ilitia established under uni
versal conscription is probably more interesting

and valuable to practical strategists, although
it appears to be a stand against having a nuclear
fo r c e d e fr a p p e negate the necessity of con
tinuing Fran ce’s army traditions. Beaufre’s
assertion that the formation of small, independ
ent nuclear forces by a few “responsible”
nations will add to world stability, freedom of
action, solidarity, and control of nuclear weap
ons is only partially convincing and seems
especially intended to justify Fran ce’s attempt
to be recognized as a full-fledged member of
an exclusive nuclear club. On the other hand
Beaufre exhibits more practical wisdom when
he counsels that worldwide nuclear control, not
disarmament, is most desirable and that the
nations of W estern civilization must develop
greater strategic solidarity if they are going to
be secure and eventually realize their common
political goals.
It appears, then, that General Beaufre is
as staunch a believer in a G reco-Latin and
Christian civilization as in a tradition of Car
tesian logic inherited from medieval scholas
ticism. He seeks primarily to uncover how
things ou g h t to be when looked at “rationally,”
as for instance in his peroration:
Without a long-term political aim, no present
day decision can be rational. But if our strategy
is based upon such an aim and if it is a vigilant
strategy, we can rid ourselves of the attitude
of passivity in face of events evidenced by
the anxious question “What is going to hap
pen?” and substitute for it the active creative
question "What ought we to do?” (p. 174)
But it seems evident from various reactions
in England and the United States, as well as
in other G erm anic and Anglo-Saxon countries,
that “W estern civilization" is no longer made
up com pletely of G reco-Latin and Christian
tradition, nor of medieval and Cartesian ra
tionalism. T h e em pirical and pragmatic process
introduced in the W est may seem in part waste
ful to the more traditional-minded; but it has
proven a prolific producer of novelty and
variety, often m erely through association or
accident, w hich syllogistic idealism has had
difficulty in rivaling. There may be much
wasted effort in the em pirical process, but at
the same time energy is stimulated and experi
ence is lived through that would otherwise
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have remained unknown. The dynamic prin
ciple involving “waste” is a relatively new one
in Western civilization and one which those
still finding virtue in the traditional attitude
of “conservation” find it difficult to accede to.
The difference has been variously described as
absolutism versus relativism, objectivity versus
subjectivity, “rationality” (or reason) versus
“irrationality” (or imagination), idealism versus
realism. At any rate, the W est’s two methods of
“logical” presentation, deductive and inductive,
correspond to at least two opposite ways of
gaining new knowledge. Despite the fact that
Beaufre’s opinions are based upon his experi
ence and are well thought out, some Western
ers no longer appreciate an investigation which
seems to reach inevitably “conclusions” that
are really preconceived opinions. Supporters
of either approach, deductive or inductive,
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should not ignore Western civilization’s evi
dent diversity.
If there is ever to be a fulfillment of united
political goals and a united strategy among
those nations of the world sharing a common
Western civilization, the parties will first have
to realize that their common bond must be
defined in broader terms than merely GrecoLatin, Christian, Cartesian, or even Atlantic
and democratic. Yet this is precisely the prob
lem which General Beaufre leaves for the
Western world politicians to solve. His main
intent, in both books, was to suggest that in
this nuclear age d eterren ce of war through the
maintenance of a constant threat of nuclear
holocaust is the strategy best suited to allow
the fulfillment of common political goals in
the West.
Aerospace Studies Institute

Air Force Review
A E R IA L CO M BAT PH O TO G R APH Y
C o lo n el W il l ia m S. B a rksd a le , J r

:RIAL tactics for close ground support
may be tested again and again during
peacetime as exercise follows exercise, but the
proof comes in combat. Only under wartime
conditions against a real enemy and hostile fire
can the Air Force finally establish the supe
riority of one technique over another. Similarly,
all weapons used by the Air Force are tested
many times. But once they are committed to
a war, they may not behave as they did under
the controlled, simulated combat conditions
of an exercise.
W hat is the nature of their malfunction
ing? To what degree do they fail to meet ex
pected performance levels? Only in part can
these questions be answered by the combat
pilots. And for this kind of application, even
telemetry' has narrow limits. The best method
is optical recording, through either television
or photography.
Video has the advantage of enabling both
instantaneous and repeated analysis; but the
bulk of present equipment, particularly if color
transmission and recording are necessary, ren
ders a fighter-borne system impractical with
present state-of-the-art equipment. A photo
graphic system, however, is both possible and
practical. W hile it does not allow for instanta
neous evaluation, the photographic product
can be enlarged many times for detailed in
spection. It also permits examination of a
split second of action and provides true, de
pendable color. Further, motion-picture instru
mentation can be run backwards and forwards,
a definite aid in optical analysis; it also offers
a finished product that is viewable with equip
ment as simple as a magnifying glass, an im
portant consideration in the field.
For 47 years the Air Force has attempted
to use aerial motion-picture photography for
combat documentation. During World W ar II
and the Korean War, it was necessary to rely
on 16-mm gun cameras for this purpose; the
results were extremely useful but left much to
be desired. By the mid-1950’s the variety of
weapons the Air Force was using even further
reduced the gun camera’s utility. Needed was
a single flexible system that could photograph
with clarity and detail the impact of a Bullpup
several miles in front of the aircraft or the igni-
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tion of bombs several hundred yards behind.
Such a system is now in-being. Daily, Air Force
pilots in Vietnam are documenting air strikes
against the Viet Cong, producing film footage
of air-to-ground action that is the best ever
obtained.
T he workable system grew out of equip
ment designed by the Aerospace Audio-Visual
Service ( aavs ) of M ilitary Airlift Command
( m a c ) for another purpose—the production of
training and orientation films. T h e two modes,
com bat documentation and production photog
raphy, employ com pletely different techniques,
but certain requirem ents are common to both.
For one thing, the pilot of an airplane is kept
busy with just the routine of flying, so the
photographic system must be an autom atic part
of that routine. For another, the photographic

system cannot in any way affect the airworthi
ness of the aircraft carrying it. The system must
be made com patible with the aircraft and not
vice versa.
Until 1956 most air-to-air production pho
tography was accomplished with hand-held
cameras in the rear seats of T -33 aircraft. Not
only was the field of view severely limited but
the resulting film was not steady, and the
cam era picked up reflections from the interior
of the aircraft’s plastic canopy. T o avoid these
problems, aavs technicians began experiment
ing with an externally mounted camera en
closed in a protective pod.
T h e first attem pt used a discarded T-1A
practice bom b dispenser. It had a hole cut in
the nose and a standard motion-picture camera
mounted inside. Crude though it was, it pro-

T he first AAVS p o d (left) carried only one m otion-picture cam era, an A-7
E yem o, from w hich the p o d took its designation o f T ype A-7. T he p o d cotdd
acqu ire production photography w hile m ounted on a ch ase plane, but its straight
a h ea d sighting elim inated any possibility o f its being used to docum ent air strikes
and w eapons delivery. . . . T he T ype I cam era rack (right), installed on an
F-100, was th e first attem pt to provide proper cam era angles for filming
w eapons delivery and air strikes. T he two cam eras prov id ed coverage both
fo re and aft, hut the open rack afford ed no protection to th e cameras.
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vicled the first air-to-air picture record of the
in-flight activities of the Thunderbird centuryseries fighters.
The system was not suitable, however, for
recording weapons delivery. The camera faced
straight ahead and could not be angled to fol
low the ordnance; nor could it simultaneously
record action behind the plane. When the air
craft pulled up after delivering a bomb, for
instance, the camera lens was aimed at the sky.
In addition, the pod imposed aerodynamic
limitations on the aircraft.
When the Cuban crisis developed in Octo
ber 1962, the u s a f Chief of Staff directed a a v s ’s
predecessor, the Air Photographic and Chart
ing Service, to provide over-the-target docu
mentation of air operations.
The photographic headquarters immedi
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ately placed motion-picture cameramen in the
rear seat of some Tactical Air Command ( t a c )
aircraft and simultaneously asked the Aeronau
tical Systems Division ( a s d ) , Air Force Systems
Command, to construct six motion-picture
camera racks modeled after a system being
used on aircraft in Vietnam. Within 30 hours an
a s d detachment based at Eglin a f b , Florida,
had completed the racks, with both fore- and
aft-facing cameras, and had sent them to
McCoy a f b , Florida, where photographic tech
nicians installed them on F-100 aircraft.
On 30 October, during a rocket and bomb
mission over the Avon Park Bomb Range in
Florida, the F-100 squadron tested the camera
system. It worked well, and resulting photog
raphy was good. The following day, despite
the malfunction of one camera, another test

In an early attempt to protect the cameras on the Type I rack, a modified
napalm canister was used (left). This pod was used during TAC weapons test
Exercise Full Scope in 1963. W hile successful when used on a chase plane,
this pod, like earlier models, was not suited to strike photography. . . . AAVS
combat cameramen (right) install a primitive pod, built in Vietnam, on the
wing of an AT-28. An A-7 Eyemo camera was internally installed, while two
P-1 70-mm sequential cameras were externally attached by means of an angle
iron and web straps. This pod was built and first used in combat in 1962.
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provided further confirmation of the system s
capability.
On 6 November, the commander of tac ’s
2d Air Division asked that a mount be installed
on an R F-101. a a v s and asd people made the
modification at Eglin and two days later re
turned the aircraft to M acD ill a f b , Florida,
where test missions were flown on 8, 9, and 11
November. Only ten percent of the film ex
posed was accepted, but the first two tests
proved the feasibility of the system. T he third,
because of an operating error, was considered
inconclusive.
On 12 November, after viewing the test
films, the t a c Comm ander, G eneral W . C.
Sweeney, ordered the cam eras used on an ac
tual mission over Cuba. A fueling mishap
caused the aircraft to abort, however, and no
over-target missions were flown with the sys
tem.
After the Cuban crisis, further modifica
tion began. T he racks constructed during the
crisis were simply that—racks exposing expen

sive cameras to the elements. An enclosure was
mandatory.
During Project Fu ll Scope, a tac test that
followed close upon the Cuban crisis, the serv
ice used enclosures that protected the cameras
and permitted some angular adjustment to
m atch the type of ordnance being delivered.
These were modified napalm tanks, and, al
though they worked, they did not allow suffi
cient cam era depression. Aerodynamically,
they also left a great deal to be desired, and
further modifications were made.
Photography from various tac exercises
and special tests at Nellis a fb , Nevada, through
out the rest of 1963 showed some improvement.
T he secon d p o d built in Vietnam had one
major advance: both the motion-picture and
70-mm sequential still cam era w ere inter
nally mounted. T he system h ad poor aerody
namic characteristics, how ever, and could be
used only on the slow prop-driven fighters.
T he Plexiglas port had poor optical qualities.

An LAU-10 rocket launcher is transformed
into a Type T\r camera pod. The retaining
ring for the rocket tubes is cut away (below).
Tubes and strongback are withdrawn, and
the strongback is retained. It is reinstalled
for attaching pod to aircraft (top). A frame,
which includes a track for mounting the cam
era, is fabricated and installed (middle). Nose
cones are fabricated for front and rear of the
tube. The pod is then attached to the aircraft
in the same way as the LAU-10 (bottom).
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The tests did provide further opportunity to
measure the effectiveness of various lenses, film
types, fram e rates, and cam era angles, but none
of the approaches yielded consistently good
results.
Meanwhile, throughout this entire period
of developing and testing in the States, photo
personnel in Vietnam were working toward
the same ends. In late 1961 they had paid $35
to have a steel cylinder made, and to it they
added optical safety glass ports both fore and
aft. Equipped with a 35-mm motion-picture
cam era carried internally and two 70-mm still
cam eras carried externally, it was mounted on
an A T-28 and used to obtain aerial strike pho
tography for the d o d ’s 1962 report to the Presi
dent.
By 1963, the Vietnam photo unit had built
another pod. This enclosure had larger ports
fore and aft and carried a 35-mm motionpicture cam era and a 70-mm still cam era inter
nally.
Eventually, out of the work done in both
the zi and Vietnam, there evolved an aerodynam ically acceptable pod, constructed from an
LA U -10 rocket launcher. This pod, designated
the Type IV , enclosed two 16-mm cameras, one
looking forward, the other aft.
In N ovem ber 1963, t a c Test 63-77 was
established to evaluate the new pods on several
t a c fighters. Initial tests of the Type IV pod
aboard an F -100 began in January 1964 and
were com pleted in eight days. The results were
impressive, but additional trials aboard F -100
and F -105 aircraft were requested. As a result
of these phases, a a v s made two additional m a
jor modifications. T he T ype IVA, like the basic
pod, had windows fore and aft; windows were
introduced on both sides to allow sidelooking
photography. A further modification, desig
nated Type IV B , added a bottom window.
In addition, a a v s tried out a closed-circuit
television viewfinder. This system would be
installed in the pod only when a a v s was shoot ing production footage and required accurately
fram ed film. T he viewfinder allowed the pilot
or back-seat photographer, as the case might
be, to see exactly what the cam era saw and thus
fly the aircraft to get the best possible picture.

AAVS and A FLC technicians working with people
from ASD and TAC d ev elo p ed an internal camera
system fo r th e F-100, F-105, and F-4. All systems are
attach ed to th e fu selage except on the F-100, which
has th e station attach ed to th e wing (above). The
F-105 blister (below ) requires aircraft modification
fo r mounting. T he node on the F-4 uses an existing
receptacle with special cover attachm ents (right).

i m
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This system also proved feasible in preliminary
testing.
Having completed the pod tests on the
F -100 and F-105, the test team turned its atten
tion to use of the pod on the F -104 and F 4 C
aircraft. It also began establishing the types of
cameras to be used, various focal lengths, cam 
era speeds, and the depression angles required
to meet varying altitudes, airspeeds, and ord
nance types. W hen not testing the system itself,
tac used the pods to record tests of various
types of weapons, and several hundred sorties
were flown for this purpose alone.
By late 1964—in time for Gold F ire 1—23
Type IV pods were available. Six went to
M cConnell a fb , Kansas, and Olathe Naval Air
Station, Kansas, which were part of the Air
Force Forces of Joint Task Force Sioux. The
rem ainder went to affor of j t f Ozark, which
was responsible for testing the concepts under
evaluation during the exercise. Cam era pod
photography began on 29 O ctober and con
tinued until the exercise ended on 11 Novem
ber. O f the 30,000 feet of 16-mm color film ex
posed, evaluators accepted 90 percent as m eet
ing data-collection requirem ents—a healthy
im p ro v em en t ov er th e 10 p e rc e n t fa c to r
achieved in early tests.
But still an obstacle remained, asd had not
yet com pleted exhaustive testing of the Type
IV s aerodynamic characteristics, so the pods
would not be used at airspeeds greater than
550 knots. This meant that if the pods were to
be tested in a com bat environment they would
have to be employed on aircraft other than jet.
A month-long trial at Eglin a fb during
January and February 1965 determined the
feasibility of m ating the Type IV with A1E
aircraft, a type used in Southeast Asia, and de
veloped the operating parameters for com bat
coverage. At the tim e the test began, two pods
were sent to Vietnam, and aavs specialists
there began work to modify A 1E wiring sys
tems to allow use of the pod. Follow ing suc
cessful completion of the test at Eglin, aavs
shipped more pods to Southeast Asia, and com 
bat aircraft began carrying them. At about the
same time, asd cleared the pod for operation
at speeds up to mach 1.2. Since then it has been
flown in com bat on several fighter types.

Although the pods are performing excep
tionally well, com bat requirements have high
lighted several drawbacks that were recognized
when the first pod was put on an aircraft. The
pod occupies an external store station that
would otherwise be used for carrying ordnance.
Since the pod is carried on the return leg of the
mission, when the aircraft would normally be
aerodynam ically clean, its drag causes in
creased fuel consumption. Also, if hit by ground
fire or attacked by enemy fighters, the pilot
must often jettison all external stores, including
the pod and its precious film.
To elim inate some of these difficulties,
aavs designed and Air Force Logistics Com
mand ( a flc ) engineered an internal motionpicture cam era system for the F-100, F-105,
and F-4. It uses a 16-mm gun cam era looking
forward and slightly downward and a 16-mm
high-speed instrumentation cam era looking aft
and down. Both cameras have been equipped
with variable focal length lenses, and a larger
magazine was added to the gun camera. D e
pending on the space available and the geom
etry of the particular aircraft, the cameras have
been either wholly or partly submerged in the
aircraft fuselage, or else mounted beneath the
wing. In each position the cam era protrusion
has been covered by a smoothly faired blister
to reduce aerodynam ic drag.
On the F -4 the modification was relatively
simple. A small radome, on the bottom aft sec
tion of the main nose radome, had been de
signed to house—for Navy use—an electronic
sensor. W hile this particular type of sensor was
not required by the Air Force, another elec
tronic sensor was being engineered for this
space in the Air Force version of the F-4. aflc
engineers com bined the wiring for the camera
installation with that of the electronic sensor,
so that the electronic “black box” could be
easily removed prior to a com bat documentary
mission and the cam era package slipped into
the small radome. aavs and aflc technicians
developed a cylindrical cam era housing to fit
the space available in the radome, together
with the necessary forward- and aft-looking
cam era windows.
On the F -105 the only available fuselage
location that would provide a clear forward
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field of view was so close to the center-line
multiple ejector rack that the ordnance loaded
on the rack would obstruct the field of view
of the aft camera. It was therefore decided to
house the cameras in two separate blisters,
one on the lower right-hand part of the forward
fuselage and one on the bottom of the fuselage
aft section, just behind the tail hook.
No internal space was available in the
F-100, so it was necessary to locate the cameras
in a blister on the bottom of the left wing,
between the fuselage and the inboard external
store station.
All three blister installations have been
tested at the u s a f Fighter Weapons School,
Nellis a f b , using live ordnance and combat
weapon deliveries. The blister camera system
demonstrated the capability to produce highquality motion-picture coverage of conven
tional weapon strikes using 2.75-inch rockets,
AGM-12 Bullpup missiles, 20-mm cannon
strafin g , and 750-pound general-p urpose
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bombs. The camera system imposes no restric
tion on the carriage of external ordnance or
fuel stores and causes no measurable aerody
namic penalty. The three aircraft—an F-100,
an F-105, and an F-4—that were used in the
Nellis tests of the prototype blister installation
have been deployed to p a c a f and are currently
engaged in documenting combat operations in
Southeast Asia. Additional F-lOO’s, F-105’s,
and F-4’s are being modified to carry blister
cameras and will be in use in s e a during the
summer of 1966.
Thus, motion-picture combat documenta
tion photography has progressed from the rela
tively crude systems of the mid-Fifties to the
modification of substantial numbers of tactical
strike fighters with camera systems especially
designed to provide a photographic record of
exactly what happens over real targets and
against real opposition.
Aerospace Audio-Visual Service (MAC)

V IE T N A M -T H E R IG H T PLACE
A N D T H E R IG H T TIM E
L ieuten an t C olonel D onald R. C urrier

E V E R before in Am erican history has
a m ilitary action been the su bject of so
m uch controversy as the current war in V iet
nam. Num erically, the antiwar groups in the
United States are a small but vocal minority
whose words and actions have been magnified
all out of proportion by excessive press cov
erage. At the same time, however, the United
States is receiving, with the exception of 39
other nations, practically no concrete help and
in some cases little sympathy from our friends
and allies around the world for our position in
Vietnam. W hat is wrong? Are we indeed m ak
ing a colossal blunder in foreign affairs, or are
we failing in some crucial way to make clear
the rationale for our being there?
Those who oppose our presence in V iet
nam fall into three general categories accord
ing to the nature of their arguments. T h e first

N

and least com plicated group is composed of the
true pacifists. T h ey believe that killing in any
form is wrong and that organized killing for
political reasons is especially reprehensible.
T h e pacifist position is not new. They have
been consistent in their opposition to all wars
and, in addition, have managed to keep them 
selves free of ideological bias. For this they
deserve respect if not agreement.
T h e second faction among the “antis”
m ight be called the legalists. Starting from the
premise that the Diem regime initially abro
gated the free election provisions of the Geneva
Agreements, the legalists claim that the war is
actually a civil war in South Vietnam. Conse
quently, they argue that we are violating the
principle of nonintervention of the United
Nations. T h e V iet Cong, according to them,
represent the true feelings of the South V iet
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namese people who support the Geneva Agree
ments. They maintain that the government of
South Vietnam opposes the people’s desires and
is fighting against unification by election be
cause they know they would lose. The legalists
scoff at the current Saigon government, claim
ing it is a dictatorship with no legal basis for
existing. They refuse to accept the President’s
statement that we are honoring a long-term
commitment to South Vietnam because, they
say, the government to which the commitment
was made has long since vanished. They cap
their arguments with the claim that the Presi
dent is exceeding his authority by involving
.Americans in Vietnam without a declaration
of war by Congress.
It is interesting to note that the position of
the legalists is almost identical to that of the
Communists, who always seek to cover their
actions with the cloak of legalism. Unfortu
nately, for the thousands of butchered South
Vietnamese, the legalists appear to be so con
cerned with the motives of the victims that they
ignore the legality' of the means and the mo
rality of the ends of the Communist aggressors.
The third faction of the “antis” comprises
certain political strategists without portfolio.
Characterized by high levels of intellectual
attainments in just about every art or science
except the intricacies of foreign policy, they
appear to hold a different view of history' than
most people. For some strange reason, they
view the advances of Communism in Asia with
little concern. They appear to believe that it
is the U.S. presence in Asia that is causing the
tension and that if we would just retire from
the area the Communists would be good and
change their violent ways. They seem to want
to concede hegemony over all Asia to China
on the basis, first, that there isn’t anything we
can do to prevent it and, second, that it will
somehow stabilize the world. They reject as
irrelevant the effect a failure on the part of
the U.S. to resist Communist aggression in the
small countries of Southeast Asia would have
on other countries in the world who have linked
their fortunes to us. To the credit of these po
litical strategists, they acknowledge that it will
be a difficult thing to extricate the U.S. honor
ably from South Vietnam. At the same time,
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they cry that we cannot possibly win in
Asia and that we had better prepare for a
catastrophe.
The political strategists who oppose the
war find considerable support for their posi
tion among certain members of European
states and to some degree in other parts of
the world far removed from the scene. Un
fortunately, the Communists, in their official
statements and actions, do not cooperate to
reinforce the position of these “experts." For
this reason, their following in the U.S. is pretty
much confined to those who fancy themselves
intellectually superior to the officials who hap
pen to be running the government at this time.
The official position of our government
rests on four main points. The first is that
Communist North Vietnam effectively blocked
the implementation of the Geneva Agreements
by preventing any possibility of free elections
in North Vietnam and by organizing the Viet
Cong for subversion of South Vietnam. The
second point is that the war is not at all a
civil war but a deliberate war of aggression
controlled and supported by North Vietnam
and increasingly by China. The third is that
South Vietnam, an independent state suffering
aggression from outside its borders, requested
our help, and we gave it to them and shall
continue to do so until the aggression stops or
they request no further assistance. The fourth
point is that failure of the U.S. to honor its
commitment to support South Vietnam, re
sulting in its subjugation, would begin a chain
reaction which would lead to the whole of
Southeast Asia falling to the Communists and
seriously affect the credibility of our commit
ments elsewhere.
The Administration’s attempts to explain
our involvement in Vietnam have not quieted
the protesters, but at the same time general
if not enthusiastic support for our policies is
reflected in every poll taken so far among the
people. The real problem facing the govern
ment. however, is how long this support will
last. The President has warned us to expect
far worse before things get better. Can he feel
confident that his consensus will not gradually
erode away one, two, or five years from now
as a result of mounting casualties, deferral of
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promised programs on the home front, and the
continuing carping by the opposition? In other
words, are the arguments as to why we are in
Vietnam good enough to sustain us over the
years which will probably be required to rescue
and stabilize South Vietnam?
I suggest that we can make a much better
case that the war in Vietnam is the right war
in the right place and at the right time. But
to do this we must take a much broader view
of the action than Vietnam, North or South.
W e must go to the basic ideological conflict
between Communism and the rest of the world
that is not Communist. T he Communist theo
reticians have always recognized that their
philosophy can never exist in security unless
it is universal. T he one thing that the leaders
of both Russia and Red China agree on, as
an article of faith, is that there can be no such
thing as a world half Communist and half free.
The Russians and the Chinese diverge,
however, on the strategy for attaining the goal
of universal Communism. This difference stems
from the basic beginnings and evolution of
Communism in their respective areas of in
fluence. Except for a short period in Russia
itself, the Russian Communists have never had
to fight for control of a single country they
now dominate. The Chinese Communists, on
the other hand, fought for over twenty years to
secure their revolution. Since 1945, Russian
soldiers have not used their arms in anger ex
cept for the bloody suppression of the H un
garian revolution. T he Chinese Communists
have fought in T ibet, in Korea, twice in India,
and in minor actions against the N ationalist
Chinese during the same period. T he experi
ences of the Russians make them no less intent
on world domination but far more inclined
towards political and econom ic penetration
than the Chinese, who wholeheartedly accept
M aos precept that power comes from the
barrel of a gun. It is this difference in strategy
—the ‘peaceful’ versus the violent—that char
acterizes one of the elements of the RussianChinese schism.
In the past twenty years, the United States,
as the first bastion of defense against the spread
of Communism, has coped pretty well with the
Russian brand of expansion. W e are uniquely

equipped to do so because of our vast economic
strength, our overwhelming military power,
and our geographical position in the world!
Today our strong nuclear deterrent, coupled
with an enlightened aid program and the po
litical understanding we have gained over the
years, is containing Russian Communism. These
factors have not, however, dimmed the vision
or altered the plans of the Chinese for a
Communist-dominated world.
Mao has said that China despises its ene
mies strategically while respecting them tac
tically. He is talking about the United States,
which he regards as his principal enemy, but
he is thinking of other wars and other enemies.
H e rem embers how his own forces, poorly
armed, clothed, and supported, took on the
N ationalist Chinese forces and, in the long run,
beat them. H e recalls how, in the 1950’s, his
armies, still poorly armed, fed, and equipped,
were able to hold the might of the United
States to a stalem ate in Korea. He remembers
how his little red brother to the south, Ho
Chi Minh, adopting M ao’s tactics, forced the
Fren ch to withdraw from Indochina.
Not only is Mao convinced that his strat
egy can win in Asia, he believes that the same
tactics can win anywhere in the world and even
the world itself. T h e Red Chinese plan for
world domination was only recently restated
by Lin Piao, the D efense Minister, who pointed
out that encirclem ent of the cities from the
countryside, a proven tactic, could be extended
to the encirclem ent of the developed areas of
the world—America and W estern Europe—
from the underdeveloped areas of Asia, Africa,
and South America.
T h e tactics of Mao have worked well for
him and for Ho in Asia. The lightly armed
guerrilla, living off the countryside, supported
at least passively by the peasants, now con
centrating for a strike against a single defense
post or village, then swiftly melting into the
countryside, is a form idable enemy. Weapons
of massive retaliation are useless against him
directly. South Vietnam, with at least four
times as many regular forces as the guerrillas,
would long since have been overcome if it had
not been for our help. Even today, greatly out
numbered and overwhelmingly outgunned, the
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Viet Cong still controls large parts of the
ground in South Vietnam. Once again the cor
rectness of Mao’s thinking is reinforced. He
believes that there is no way to counter such a
threat. In his view, victory in the end is inevi
table. Time is of no consequence.
Today we are fighting Mao’s favorite kind
of war in Vietnam, testing for all the world to
see whether or not his methods are invincible.
If we win—and by win I mean free South
Vietnam from the Viet Cong terror—we shall
prove to the world that they are only a phe
nomenon of time and place and not the guar
antee of success he proclaims. If we withdraw
or even negotiate for anything less than a free
South Vietnam, we shall have given the Com
munists the one great victory they m ust have
to exploit their philosophy of violent revolu
tion throughout the world. This is why we must
fight and win in Vietnam.
The theory of violence as a credible option
for Communist expansion must be disproved
now and forever, and Vietnam is the place to
do it. If we can stop Communism cold in South
Vietnam, we shall have done more to discredit
Mao and his followers than any other thing we
could do. W e shall have done it on mainland
Asia in a climate, on a terrain, and under con
ditions that are as favorable to the "Chinese
method” as could be found anywhere in the
world. If we can win in Vietnam, we will show
the world that the violent brand of Chinese
Communism can be contained just as we have
so far contained Russian Communism. Beside
this one point, all of the other current argu
ments in favor of our presence in Vietnam
pale into insignificance.
The strategic importance of South Viet
nam is not only its geographical position but
its significance as a testing ground against the
Communists’ violent approach to expansion.
Today the overriding factor in South Vietnam
is that there are many people who want to
resist engulfment by the Red Tide and have
been fighting and dying for years to prevent
it. As long as that will exists, they merit our
continued help as proof to other threatened
countries that they too can preserve their
freedom.
The defeat of Communism in South Viet
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nam, however, must have implications far be
yond the borders of that tortured land or else
it will indeed be a limited victory. As aggres
sion and terrorism are forced into retreat, the
fruits of freedom must come to those who
risked so much to save it—the people of South
Vietnam. The real payoff to the United States
will come not just from silencing the guns but
also from the creation of living proof that
both national and individual progress can be
achieved peacefully, and not at the awful price
of the loss of liberty and human dignity which
Communism exacts. A peaceful revolution
takes time. The conditions of the peoples of the
underdeveloped world are becoming more des
perate with each day. W e must have time and
stability to help them progress towards a bet
ter life, or we shall all be inundated by a human
sea of disaster. It is the height of folly for any
country' in the non-Communist world, particu
larly for the United States and the countries
of Western Europe, to think that it has no
stake in the outcome of the war in Vietnam.
The vision of Asia, Africa, and even South
America aflame with violent revolution, wast
ing and destroying all that free men have
created in terms of a peaceful, stable world, is
as horrible to contemplate as a nuclear war.
Today our fight in Vietnam is an attempt to
buy the time and the chance for the developed
nations of the free world to act.
In my opinion, there is every incentive to
intensify our efforts to free all South Vietnam
from the Viet Cong terror with decisiveness and
dispatch. Although there may be well-founded
reservations as to what military actions we
should take outside South Vietnam to supple
ment our “in country” efforts, these issues do
not and should not pertain below the 17th
parallel. The first step is to demonstrate both
by word and deed beyond a shadow of doubt
that we intend to do whatever is necessary to
insure this limited outcome. The military strat
egy of the Government of Vietnam and the
United States must be to run the Viet Cong to
earth, forcing contact at every opportunity,
drying up their sources of resupply, denying
them any rest, and demoralizing them to the
point that every vc soldier knows defeat is
ahead. To do this, we need to press ahead with
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our offensive in South Vietnam. W e must move
boldly into the areas where the vc is strongest,
taking full advantage of our vastly increased
air mobility and aerial firepower. W e have not
yet begun to fight the kind of aggressive action
it will take to stop the invaders—as evidenced
by the fact that the night still belongs to the
Cong in a good many of the areas nominally
secured. W e still haven’t convinced “C harlie”
that he can’t win by violence, and until we do
that, there is no foreseeable end to his terror
tactics.
O nce we have eliminated organized Viet
Cong units from a section of the countryside,
we must quickly follow with programs of aid
and rehabilitation, coupled with political
moves aimed at building up the people s con
fidence in the central government. Guaranteed
protection against Communist terrorism, a
sense of identity with the government as the
head of an independent state, and a vision of
a better and more peaceful future are the ulti
mate answers to Communist aggression. This
is the victory we seek in South Vietnam and
for the world.
One may ask, “Can China afford to let us
win such a victory in South V ietn am ?’ In my
view, the proper question is, “Can China afford
to intervene to deny us this objective?” Today
Mao knows well how strong our nuclear de
terrent is. He knows that he does not possess
a nuclear deterrent or a credible threat of nu
clear blackm ail even against our Asian friends.
For us, the situation for stopping Communism
will never be better than it is today. W e should

let it be known throughout the world that we
accept without question the truthfulness of the
Chinese statements of their plans for world
aggression. W e should announce that we con
sider ourselves to be threatened by these goals
because of the ever growing capacity of the
Chinese to put them into effect. W e should
make it clear that, while our objectives in
Vietnam represent no threat to China itself,
we cannot and will not tolerate either her di
rect participation in South Vietnam or any
diversionary excursions in other areas of con
cern to us. W hile our response in Vietnam is
strictly limited, we must leave no doubt in
M ao’s mind that these limitations will not pre
vent an adequate response to any offensive
moves on C hina’s part to alter the situation. W e
had the courage to give the Russians such a
message in Berlin and in Cuba, and they lis
tened. Surely we still have that fortitude today.
In conclusion, let us recognize the real
enemy and the real stakes in Vietnam. L et us
state unequivocally not only to our own people
but to the people of all the world that the
United States is in Vietnam not by accident but
by design in accordance with our continuing
policy to contain Communism wherever it
threatens our goal of a peaceful, stable world.
L et us make sure that the whole world under
stands that we are opposing not a group of
nationalists attem pting to unify their country
but an integrated, well-planned Communist
strategy of violent world conquest, whose most
recent thrust began at the 17th parallel in
Vietnam.
Air W ar C ollege

NEEDED FOR GOOD MANAGEMENT:
NEGLECT AND M ALDISTRIBUTION
L ie u t e n a n t C o l o n e l H e n r y S c h e in c o l d

E G L E C T and maldistribution of re
sources could very well be the key to
success for the average Air Force manager.
What I am talking about are the “Principle
of Calculated Neglect” and the “Principle of
Maldistribution of Quality Losses,” both out
growths of Paretos Curve. The purpose of this
article is to demonstrate methods by which
seemingly negative management can be used
to advantage.
J. M. Juran, a consultant management en
gineer, attributes these principles of neglect
and maldistribution to Vilfredo Pareto, the
Italian economist who first noted such a rela
tionship in the distribution of wealth. Loosely
translated, Pareto’s Curve says that in any
series of elements to be controlled a selected
small fraction, in terms of the number of ele
ments, always accounts for a large fraction in
terms of effect. (This is not to be confused with
the principle of “Management by Exception,’
which calls for increased attention on signifi
cant exceptions to expected results.)
To do an adequate job and still keep up
with the constantly increasing demands which
fall on his shoulders, the military manager must
ensure that he is utilizing his time most effec
tively and that inefficiencies are identified and
corrected quickly. What is called for is not just
emphasis on saving time and increasing effi
ciency but, of greater importance, increased
attention to what he spends his time on as well
as to the order in which he does things. It
follows that greater effectiveness in the utiliza
tion of time increases output.
My purpose, then, is twofold: first, to dem
onstrate how through application of the Prin
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ciple of Calculated Neglect the manager can,
with a little organization, multiply the effec
tiveness of available time by as much as 15
times; and, second, to show how he can more
effectively detect and identify inefficiencies
and ineffectiveness by use of the Principle of
Maldistribution of Quality Losses.
The Principle of Calculated Neglect is
based on the almost universal proposition that
in any situation dealing with significant num
bers of items it is easy to rank these items ac
cording to importance, from the most impor
tant to the least. The top 10% of these items,
by number, will represent more than 60% of
the total value of the entire listing. Conversely,
the bottom 70%, by number, will represent 10%
of the total value; and the remaining 20%, by
number, approximately 30% of the total value.
For example, in the average Air Force Base
Supply account, 10% of the items will represent
more than 60% of all issues; 70% of the items,
less than 10% of all issues, etc.
In short, the Principle of Calculated Ne
glect is based on separating the vital few from
the trivial many and concentrating on the
former.
An outstanding application of this prin
ciple is the Hi-Valu program of the United
States Air Force. This program was designed
initially to provide sensible management of air
craft spares and later was revised to include
missile parts as well. Before the initiation of
this dynamic management tool in the midFifties, all aircraft spares received generally
equal attention, regardless of relative value.
This meant that expensive and critical radar
components and engine spares received the
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same attention as rivets, radio tubes, and com 
mon hardware. There was no appreciable
difference in accounting, inventorying, or
stock-control methods, and all were given
equal treatm ent while in transit and in storage.
T he Air Force started by listing all aircraft
spares with unit values of $10,000 or more as
Category I or Hi-Valu spares, those with unit
values of $10 to $10,000 as Category II, and
those with unit values less than $10 as C ate
gory III. Almost without exception, Category
I and II items were coded as recoverable, and
accountability was m aintained throughout the
life of the item. On the other hand, Category
III items were coded as nonrecoverable, and ac
countability was terminated upon issue. It soon
becam e known as the “diamonds and popcorn”
program.
It is obvious in Figure 1 that 5% of all air
craft spares account for 75% of the total dollar
value, and, conversely, 75% of all aircraft spares
account for only 5% of the dollars, while the

Figure 1. Pareto’s Curve as a p 
plied to the USAF Hi-Valu program
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Category II spares are on a 20/20 basis (all
figures approximate). This is a classic example
of the Principle of Calculated Neglect in ac
tion: giving less attention to the large number
of low-cost items in the Air Force spares in
ventory, to the point of deliberately neglecting
them (to a degree).
After the program was initiated, the Air
Force took follow-on steps toward ensuring its
perpetuation, with built-in mechanisms for ad
justments as necessary. T h e vital 5% items were
selected and listed in specialized Air Force
Technical Orders. In addition, regulations were
published which made it mandatory that they
be given special handling in the form of fast
return of reparables to overhaul facilities, spe
cialized packaging and marking, segregated
storage, premium transportation, and faster re
action on the part of all agencies involved.
The application of this principle to every
day management is not difficult. First, a man
ager should list all known tasks, objectives, re
sponsibilities, and problems in order of impor
tance. H e should then group them into three
categories so that the top grouping (Category
A) would consist of 5% of the items, the bottom
group (C) would consist of 75% of the items,
and the mid group (B ) the remaining 20%. The
com pleted listing will autom atically reflect the
“vital few ” in the A category, and the C cate
gory will list the “trivial many.” T he probable
results are graphically portrayed in Figure 2.
Proportionately speaking, time spent efficiently
on Category A items will probably be more
than 15 times as valuable as time spent on
Category C items.
W hen the workload has been catalogued,
the m anager is in a position to apply his time
and energy to the most important tasks within
his area of responsibility. H e should delegate
Categories B and C to subordinates and ex
pend only about 10% of his time and energy in
monitoring these items of lesser importance.
T h e manager must keep in mind a most
important point: the B task ignored by a sub
ordinate today may becom e the A task for the
attention and action of the manager tomorrow.
T h e m anager who continually avoids the diffi
cult and the distasteful will, on inspection,
probably find that he is also avoiding the neces-
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Figure 2. Pareto’s Curve (the “Principle
of Calculated Neglect”) as applied to the
cataloguing of managerial responsibilities,
tasks, and problems in terms of importance
and im pact in a h y p o th e tica l situation

sary and important—the Category A tasks.
Generally, such a person will seek out mundane
tasks which he knows he can handle (the Cate
gory B’s and C ’s)—a retreat to the familiar that
will leave the important undone. Since this
manager cannot delegate his Category A tasks,
they probably will remain undone. Such a
manager, be he lazy or inadequate, is on the
sure road to failure.
The Principle of Maldistribution of Qual
ity Losses is based on a secondary application
of Pareto’s Curve, which suggests that in any
industrial situation less than 10%of the workers
performing a specific operation will be respon
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sible for more than 65$ of the rejects. Juran
says this is good in that it permits concentra
tion on the few real offenders, with the result
that great improvement at minimum cost of
investigation is possible.
Let me further demonstrate this phenome
non from personal experience. About ten years
ago, I was a supply officer on Okinawa. We
had 18 supply inspectors in base supply, and
our daily error rate in that department was
inordinately high. Quiet observation of the
output of all 18 inspectors over a period of a
week revealed that 75$ of the errors were
caused by two inspectors. They were tempo
rarily reassigned elsewhere. A dramatic de
crease in inspection errors was immediately
noted, without an appreciable loss in output.
(Reinspection of errors is time consuming.)
Applications of this principle in everyday
management are numberless. It can be applied
to aircraft and automotive maintenance, rec
ords keeping, ground safety, personnel evalua
tion, etc.
I am sure that managerial techniques simi
lar to those discussed here are in use in the
Air Force today; but in the face of increasing
costs, reduced manpower, and advancing tech
nology all ideas should be considered. The
progressive manager will not discard an idea
because it seems unfeasible or ridiculous. Any
thing is feasible if it is important enough.
Napoleon refused to recognize the existence
of the word impossible, and Alfred North
Whitehead said that almost all really new ideas
have a certain aspect of foolishness when first
proposed.
The principles advanced here are not new,
of course. Confucius recognized the need for
the Principle of Calculated Neglect 2500 years
ago. When asked for advice by a minor govern
ment official, he said, “Ignore minor considera
tions. If you let yourself be distracted by minor
considerations, nothing important will ever get
finished.”
322d Air Division (MAC)

THE NEW W ARFARE
C aptain W alter W . W eisbecker

H E “new w arfare,” in the manner of the
“new ethic,” is rightly the subject of
endless conjecture. At conferences,
symposiums, wherever military professionals
meet, the discussion is heard. Unlike the new
ethic, however, the new w arfare is a hard
reality. For among the military erudite there is
the growing realization that there now exists in
the world technology which can radically a f
fect the balance of power in a manner as new
as M ackinders theory must have seemed to
the Royal Geographic Society on that London
evening in the early 1900s.
T he question goes, W hat happens when
the Soviets develop a shoulder-fired antiair
rocket similar to our Army’s Redeye? Such a
missile, perhaps refined slightly, could toll the
knell for interdiction and close air support.
Every three guerrillas would have their own
antiaircraft battery, and attack would be infra
dig.
T he repercussions of this possibility, which
would negate our preponderant air superiority
or supremacy, open fascinating problems in
tactics and strategy to those who must over
come such a development. Initially such a
counterthreat would shift the emphasis of our
air power back very quickly to the long-range
politico-strategic lever so fam iliar in W orld
W ar II and during s a c ’s golden age in the
Fifties. But this lever will then suffer, in sup
position and reality, from the undoubtedly in
creased use of high-altitude surface-to-air mis
siles ( s a m ’s ) by the opposing faction. This
projection is being intensified because it is far
easier, both politically and militarily speaking,
to supply a dependent country with hardware
than with an air force.
Extrapolating these arguments, then, one
can easily imagine the severe and testing pres
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sure that will be applied to our air power and
that will ultim ately be the gauge of our flexi
bility of thought. Some may even imagine a
kind of latter-day standoff, a strategic Verdun,
a further example of offensive weapons on both
sides, neck and neck, and the specter lesson of
im pregnable fiefs and trench warfare relived,
with all their psychologically erosive powers
revived—and their uncertainty of victory.
How can we avoid such an apparently in
evitable though little-spoken-of development?
One solution, unmentioned imtil now, is the use
of a suitably reliable intercontinental ballistic
missile ( ic b m ) in conjunction with the most
powerful conventional explosives. An icbm
targeted directly against objectives heretofore
considered ta ctica l.
Im agine, if you will, the political shock
effect, the confusion that could be caused by a
rocket launch, again armed with conventional
explosives, directed against a foreign target.
Im agine the advantage to the United States,
with production-line capacity, off-the-shelf
availability of hardware, and home-ground
security and convenience supporting such a
program. Bu t perhaps the most striking prop
osition occurs in the contemplation of tech
niques utilizing econom ical thin-walled rockets
and solid fuels from a production line.
In a usage of this type, mission completion
appears to be no problem : witness the firm
m ission success statistics of the Thor. .And an
antipersonnel shot could cover many thousands
of square yards, yet not violate the Geneva
accord. Thus we have the advantages of
automation and avoid the disadvantages of
propaganda.
Nor is the safety factor critical, for a destruct discrete may easily be issued prior to
sustainer engine cutoff ( seco ) or vernier engine
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cutoff ( v e c o ) if the shot is not ballistically cor
rect. For here we deal tactically and not with
irrevocable strategic considerations.
Some may say this tactic awaits a further
shrinking of circular error probability ( c e p )
on target. But such shrinkage has, of course,
been the way of life in the missile as well as
all other fields. It may well be argued that this
error reduction is still a future development.
The worth of the original suggestion of
eventual i c b m delivery of conventional explo
sives will be enhanced by the development of
more powerful conventional explosives, cur
rently undergoing much review in the world.
No countermeasure to such use of rockets exists
at this time. But beyond that already very
stimulating fact, one may stare into—meet face
to face with—a future as elusive, challenging,
and imaginative as the future must certainly
have looked to the Wrights.
Even a superficial examination of, say,
Vietnam places the entire country within range
of the already utilized system of coastal en
claves. These existent fortresses raise use sug
gestions ranging from m ultiple antipersonnel
warheads covering distant perimeters to rock
ets extending areas of influence and no-passage
in ways yet to be defined. Imagine, for instance,
how the isolated and beleaguered defenders
of a friendly village might be able to call upon
the sky for another kind of aid, in all kinds of
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weather, even zero-zero. Here great load
carrying capacity would merge ominously with
exact circular error projection. Mastery of the
countryside, to the deepest and most inacces
sible terrain, would be ours—instantly—in a
very special way.
In short, Napoleon’s Sleeping Giant will
have lost the final game before it begins. It is
a foregone conclusion that even that massive
and implacable nation, in its highest and most
secret meetings, must have realized that its
long-range threat was a tenuous thread ren
dered unattainable by the hundreds on hun
dreds of precise ic bm ’s in this country’s silos.
Mathematically forever outdistanced there, the
giant has turned to the tactical scene.
Implementation of the suggested tactical
conventional missile would bring nonnuclear
automation to bear upon that great, landbound, primitively grouped army. It would
also provide the security which the free world
seeks.
So, no further in the computerized future
than a decision, one may see missiles launched
in local response, on the shortest notice, against
the smallest rain-swept stockade or fortified
battalion.
In short, it is possible to foresee any de
sired tactical target, even of a limited nature,
subject to automated 25,000-mph delivery of
conventional explosives.
McConnell Air Force Base

Books and Ideas
A M ER IC A ’S M OST FAM OUS BOM BER
D r . W il lia m S. C oker

T W O U L D hardly be an exaggeration to
say that no other airplane has enjoyed the
popularity of Boeing’s famous B-17, the Flying
Fortress. T he reasons for this well-deserved ac
claim are legion. T h e backers of long-range,
high-altitude, daylight, precision bom bing
pinned their reputations on the Flying Fortress
after 1935. Bu t this trust got off to a shaky
start with the B -17’s baptism of fire.
T he first Fortresses to see com bat were
twenty B -17C ’s acquired by the British in the
spring of 1941, under terms of the Lend-L ease
Act. T he first B-17C to arrive in England suf
fered a collapsed landing gear and never flew
again. “It was cannibalized,” as one observer
said, “. . . until the ship was picked as clean
as a Thanksgiving turkey.” Against the advice
of U.S. Army Air Corps officers on the scene,
the Royal Air Force on 8 July 1941 began to
use them on daylight missions to the C onti
nent. This early experiment can best be labeled
a “tragedy of errors,” in part because the “C ”
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model could not be classified an offensive
com bat plane on the same terms with later
models such as the “E. Also the r a f crews
lacked experience in using the B-17 to its best
advantage. By Septem ber the r a f had flown
them on 22 missions. O f a total of 39 planes
dispatched on those missions, only half bombed
primary targets, 2 bom bed secondary targets,
and only 2 1100-lb bombs hit the desired areas.
Eigh t B -17’s were destroyed or lost. Discour
aged by these efforts, Bom ber Command
turned the rem ainder of the Fortresses over to
Coastal Command for reconnaissance work.
The British called them “Flying Targets, and
Herr G oebbels, the German Propaganda Min
ister, derisively labeled them “Flying Coffins.
Even the early wartime experience of
American airmen in the Pacific could hardly
be considered an unqualified indorsement of
either the B-17 or strategic daylight bombing.
Nevertheless, the B-17 found itself in the thick
of the fight from that Sunday at Pearl Harbor
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when the Japanese caught several flights of
Fortresses trying to land at bases in Hawaii.
The record of courage and heroism displayed
by the B-17 crews in the Philippine Islands and
points south in the months following 7 Decem
ber 1941 would also be hard to equal. Un
fortunately, the actions of this small force were
hardly more than a pinprick against the over
whelming Japanese forces pushing toward
Australia.
In line with the decision to make Europe
the primary target before turning to the Pacific,
the Flying Fortress came into its own over
Festung E u ropa. By the summer of 1942,
American heavy bomb groups began arriving
in England equipped with a much-improved
Fortress, the B-17E. From its first mission with
the Eighth Air Force on 17 August, when 12
B-17’s hit Sotteville-Rouen, France, until its
last attack on an industrial target at Pilsen,
Czechoslovakia, on 25 April 1945, the B-17
made Goebbels eat his words. The deeds
of these airplanes and their valiant crews
have been recorded many times. The Flying
Fortress more than justified the faith of its
advocates.
Since model number 299 first flew on 28
July 1935, the Flying Fortress has been fea
tured in numerous articles, books, movies, and
lately in a television series. Now two decades
after its starring role ended, two new books
have been devoted to the Flying Fortress. The
first of them is much the shorter and contains
nothing particularly controversial that would
warrant extended discussion.
The study by Steve Birdsall is a volume in
the Morgan Books “Famous Aircraft Series.”f
The narrative is primarily confined to the his
torical development of the B-17 and the air
war in Europe, but there are a number of facts
and photographs pertaining to Fortresses in
the postwar years that are very interesting.
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For example, there are pictures of the boneyard
at Kingman, Arizona, here hundreds of B-17’s
are stored, and pictures of Flying Fortresses
used by the Israeli Air Force, the French Institut Geographique National, and the Brazilian
Air Force. Incidentally, the author points out
that the Brazilian Air Force still had nine B-17’s
flying at last account. He notes the end of
an era when a Boeing IM -99 Bomarc missile
destroyed the last QB-17 in June 1960.
Birdsall concludes his story with a review
of seven “memorialized” Fortresses and their
locations. To mention two of the group, “The
Swoose,” of Pacific war fame, was presented
to the National Air Museum in 1949 and is
still in storage at Kingman; and “Memphis
Belle,” whose crew was the first to complete
25 missions over Europe, is now on display in
Memphis. Memories will also be jogged by
pictures of such B-17’s as “Daddy’s Delight”
and “Satan’s Workshop.” The supplement con
tains a 23-page extract from the Air Force pilot
training manual on the B-17.

E dward Jablonski begins his ac
count with a brief historical sketch of the
Boeing Aircraft Company and its association
with the Army and Navy, f t He carefully traces
the evolution of the Fortress from the ill-fated
Project “A” (Model 299) through the eight suc
ceeding model changes to the last of the For
tress line, the B-17G. Some of the more special
ized models are also mentioned, such as the
B-17H, a long-range air-sea rescue plane; the
PB-1, the Navy’s antisubmarine and search air
craft; the XB-40, the Eighth Air Force’s heav
ily armed “escort-fighter”; and the XB-38, an
experimental model with four liquid-cooled
Allison engines in place of the regular Wright
R-1820 “Cyclones.” In addition to a large num
ber of previously unpublished photographs,

tSteve Birdsall, The B-17 Flying Fortress (Dallas: Morgan Books,
1965, $2.95), ii and 54 pp.
ffEdward Jablonski, Flying Fortress: The Illustrated Biography
of the B-17s and the Men W ho Flew Them (Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1965, $6.95), xxii and 362 pp.
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3 B oein g B-17 attacks the Floesti, Romania, oil re
fineries on 15 July 1944 as bom bs drop from
Another B-17 flying at higher altitude. Antiaircraft
flak bursts near the bomber, and smoke from bomb
çxplosions mixes with a German smoke screen below.

Jablonski’s major contribution is his success in
breathing life into the story by his abbreviated
biographies of the men who flew the Flying
Fortress.
The Eighth Air Force enjoys a hon's share
of this study, with the “Bloody 100th’’ playing
the leading part. The two excellent chapters
devoted to this bomb group tend to dispel
m a n y of the myths surrounding its supposedly
ill-starred career.
Sometimes, however, the Flying Fortress
gets lost in the related narrative. This is true
of the chapter on prisoners of war, which is
an enlightening discussion and includes some
unusual pictures. Much the same can be said
of the account of friendly and enemy fighters.
But the chapter on the B-29 Superfortress is
a fitting climax to the story of its illustrious
predecessor.
In the epilogue Jablonski attempts to mor
alize on the issues of strategic and area bom
bardment. He poses the delicate questions of
the bombing of women and children and the
destruction of nonmilitary targets. This chapter
is also a counterattack against apologias such
as Hans Rumpfs T h e B om bin g o f G erm any
(1963). In that book Rumpf attempts to shift
the moral responsibility for the destruction
wrought by the u s a a f and r a f from the Axis
to the Allies. It is inconceivable that the air
war against Europe can be blamed on anything
but the greedy ambitions of Hitler and his
sometime ally Mussolini. They began the war
and, after overrunning almost everything in
sight, attempted to make Europe an impreg
nable conquered fortress. But, as the late
President Franklin D. Roosevelt pointed out,
they overlooked one thing: they “forgot to put
a roof on it.”
The supplement contains some interesting
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and pertinent information on the B-17. A pho
tographic essay of a mission depicts events
from the moment of decision regarding the
target to evaluation of the strike results. The
tabulation of technical data and production
statistics on each model of the Fortress enables
the reader to compare the various series. A
brief semitechnical description of the design
and operation of the B-17, along with crosssectional diagrams, should satisfy the armchair
engineer. Finally, extracts from the pilot train
ing manual provide a wealth of information
about the duties of the crew members and
many other aspects of the Flying Fortress.
Jablonski’s account contains few errors,
but as in most good things a few oversights are
evident. Some no doubt are typographical, such
as the one listing the mileage from Lima, Peru,
to Buenos Aires, Argentina, as 6000 miles (p.
18), and “ironies” appears as “ironie” (p. 43).
Lt. Col. Gene Gurney’s name is spelled two
different ways (pp. xv, 341, and 344). There
were a few lapses in the indexing of the vol
ume: Lieutenant Lawley and Sergeant Mathies
(pp. 149-51) are not referenced under the
Congressional Medal of Honor entry although
other c m h winners are. One minor organiza
tional matter should be cleared up: On pages
141 and 233 it is implied that the Fifteenth Air
Force was created out of units from the Ninth
and Twelfth Air Forces and that then the Ninth
Air Force was transferred to England. Actually
some units of the Ninth were turned over to the
Twelfth, and the Ninth moved to England and
became operational there in October 1943.
When the Fifteenth was created on 1 Novem
ber 1943, six heavy bomb groups of the Twelfth
served as its nucleus. Thus, the Fifteenth Aii
Force did not inherit any units directly from
the Ninth Air Force.
Perhaps the major criticism from the his
torian’s point of view is that, except for a short
bibliography, the study is not documented, and
efforts to check statements are thus at a dead
end. To illustrate: General Carl Spaatz, Ja 
blonski states (p. 156), maintained during and
after the war that “Had the strategic bombard
ment offensive been pursued fully in all its
phases . . . Germany could have been beaten
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without the necessity of invasion.” Some air
leaders did hold this conviction; but the follow
ing account of a conversation with Air Marshal
Sir Arthur T. Harris, Com m ander-in-Chief of
raf
Bom ber Command, and the H onorable
John W inant, United States Ambassador to
Great Britain, speaks for itself. W hile discuss
ing the general strategy of the war in Europe
at High W ycom be on 26 June 1942, Spaatz
argued that the war could not be ended until
the Allies actually landed on the Continent.
Harris, on the other hand, contended that pro
longed bombardment of Germ any’s vital in
dustries alone could do the job, and he feared
that an invasion might mean another Dunkirk.
Spaatz conceded that no such effort should be
made until the Allies had uncontested aerial

supremacy. Ambassador W inant supported
Spaatz, but H am s remained unconvinced
(■S p aatz E x tract D iary, 26 June 1942). In an
article written after the war, entitled “Strategic
Air Power: Fulfillm ent of a Concept” (F oreig n
A ffairs, April 1946, p. 396), General Spaatz
concluded:
Strategic Air Power could not have won this
war alone, without the surface forces. . . . Fur
ther, the invasion by land was necessary in
order to force the diversion of German man
power from production, and even from manning the Luftwaffe. Thus, this war was won
by the coordination of land, sea and air forces,
each of the Allies contributing its essential
share to the victory. Air power, however, was
the spark to success in Europe.

T he B-17C o f 1940, uAth its new flat-paneled side
gun positions, one blister under the fuselage, and
greater armor plate, scored its first hits on the
Schamhorst and Gneisenau in the harbor at Brest.
■ . . High-flying Fortresses o f th e 385th Bom b Group
boldly aim their contrails tow ard the Messerschmitt
w orks in Brunswick. . . . C onsolidated B-24 Liber
ators of th e Fifteenth Air F orce (right) hit the
Ploesti oil refineries despite th e sm oke screen.
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In view of this record, it is a little surpris
ing to find General Spaatz quoted as believing
that the war in Europe could have been won
bv bombardment alone.
One additional statement that warrants
some discussion is the author’s comment that
the . . B-17 was the best combat aircraft ever
built.” (p. 142) No one would want to write
or say anything to detract from the enviable
and excellent record achieved by the B-17
during World War II. But the professional
competition and rivalry between B-17 and
B-24 crews inevitably led to comparison of the
two aircraft. Certainly no matter what is said
or what statistics are advanced, the question
of which of the two planes was the better will
never be resolved to everyone’s satisfaction.
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Alfred Goldberg writing in T he Army Air
F orces in W orld W ar 11 (VI, 207-208) makes
the comparison in a way that should at least
modify the more extreme claims. Initially, the
B-24 Liberator could carry more bombs farther
and faster than the B-17; the need for increased
armament on the B-24 in Europe eventually
offset these advantages. But the B-24 still en
joyed the nod over its rival in the ChinaBurma-India and the Southwest Pacific areas.
The B-24, sometimes nicknamed the
“Pregnant Cow,” also mothered two offspring,
the C-87 and the C-109. The C-109 was really
a converted B-24, but the C-87 Liberator Ex
press was a distinct transport model, of which
291 were produced. Together they gave the
Liberator a wide variety of uses—as bomber,

Selected B-17 and B-24 Statistics during World W ar II
B-17
A ccepted by A A F

1 2 ,6 9 2

B-24
1 8 ,1 9 0

Peak inventories (first-line a ircra ft only):
A rm y A ir Forces

A ll o v erse a s theaters

4574
(A u g 1 9 4 4 )
......

Theaters vs. G e r m a n y .................
More B—17's until A p r 1944 a n d a fter Sep
More B—24's A p r—Sep 1944
Theaters vs. J a p a n
More B—17's until Dec 1942
C rew s on hand o v erseas

C o m bat groups o v erse a s

Unit cost:
1942
1944

1944

6043
(Sep 19 44)

3006
(M a r 1 9 4 5 )

3808
(A u g 19 44)

2891
(M a r 1 9 4 5 )

2685
(A u g 1 9 4 4 )

168
(S e p 19 42)

992
(M a y 19 45)

3485
(M ar 1945)

4367
(Fe b 1 9 4 5 )

33
(A u g 1 9 4 4 )

4 5 V*
(S e p 1 9 4 4 )

$ 2 5 8 ,9 4 9
2 0 4 ,3 7 0

$ 3 0 4 ,3 9 1
2 1 5 ,5 1 6

Source: A rm y A ir Forces S tatistical Digest o f W o rld W o r II (W ash in g to n , 19 AS) passim; Wesley
Fronk Croven and Ja m e s Leo Cote, The Army Air Forces in World War II (7 vols.; Chicago:
U n iversity o f Chicago Press, 1948-58), V o l. V I, p. 206.

search and patrol plane, tanker, and transport.
Although the Fortress had been in produc
tion much longer than the Liberator, numer
ically the B-24 enjoyed a 3 to 2 advantage over
the B-17 by mid-1944, as seen in the accom 
panying table. T h e other figures provide a
statistical comparison of the a a f inventories
of the two aircraft during W orld W ar II.
According to official command statistics,
the Eighth Air Force lost 4754 Flying F o r
tresses and 2112 Liberators from all causes
between August 1942 and M ay 1945. T he attri
tion rate showed that overall B-17 losses (17.2%)
were .6% higher than B -24 losses (16.6%). More
important, B-17 operational losses in the Eighth
Air F o rce were 15.4% against only 13,3% for the
B-24. Contrary to popular opinion, the chances
of returning home from a tour of com bat flying

in the Eighth Air Force appear to have been
b etter for B -24 crews.
Still, m any persons preferred to fly in the
B -17 rather than the B-24. A num ber of war
correspondents made this distinction, but Jablonski adds th a t the reporters “preferred the
B-17s for no b etter reason than they did look
b etter in the headlines.” Colonel Beim e Lay,
Jr., who flew both aircraft in com bat over
Europe, adm itted that he favored the Flying
Fortress over the Liberator, but he also con
cluded, “You could fight a good war with either
bird.”
Surprisingly, for two illustrated books on
the same subject, there is little duplication in
the photographs used, and even the texts are
complementary. A ircraft enthusiasts will want
to add both Birdsall’s and Jablonski’s studies
to their collections.
Montgomery, Alabama

LIBERAL EDUCATION IN TH E M ILITAR Y
D r. G ene M. L yons
HE educational programs of the military
services constitute an undertaking of wide
range and great importance. Their range spans
from technical training for enlisted personnel
to advanced education in the physical sciences
and international relations for career officers.
Their importance derives from the role of the
services in a period of international tension and
the large number of men, both careerists and
short-term servicemen, who pass through the
programs.
James C. Shelburne and Kenneth J. Groves,
both members of the staff of Air University,
offer us a catalogue of military education pro
grams in their book. E du cation in th e A rm ed
F orces A Their purpose is “to indicate the
dimensions of the military training and educa
tional task and to identify the various cate
gories of the task.” They make “no attempt
. . . to evaluate the programs or to make judg
ments on the manner in which they have been
organized and conducted.” Their book is thus
limited. Nevertheless, the opportunity to catch
a sense of the broad scope of military- education
has value before we examine a more special
ized and analytical study by William E. Simons.
Early in their book, Shelburne and Groves
point out the factors that are the basis of the
educational process in the military. These
factors are worth remembering. The distinct
characteristic of the military- mission is the re
quirement for combat. Under conditions of
modem warfare, the range of combat condi
tions is broadened as the United States be
comes increasingly involved in the world.
Military education and training must meet
these demands by preparing officers and men

T

for the most basic and cruel jungle warfare as
well as for command and control of the most
complicated advanced weapon systems.
New weapons place additional demands
on the services. They tend to raise the mental
and educational requirements for military
service and set a high premium on retaining
skilled personnel. The total impact, therefore,
is greater specialization and a broader sense
of the military profession itself. With new
needs, the military profession has become more
complex, forced to acquire more skills as its
responsibilities and its tools have increased.
Nevertheless, its basic distinctiveness remains
the same—the requirement of leadership in
combat.
The changing needs of the military pro
fession have made an important impression on
traditional procedures. According to custom,
advancement went to the generalist, to the line
officer. But even as the services require greater
specialization, the traditional system penalizes
officers who remain in specialized slots for more
than a brief tour of duty and who do not move
widely over the manifold duties of the services.
Indeed, it is becoming increasingly difficult to
serve in many of the military specialties ex
cept at the risk of superficiality. Consequently,
there is tension between the traditional system
giving weight to the generalist and the newer
system requiring specialization.
The spectrum of educational programs
spelled out by Shelburne and Groves testifies
to the response of the services to the demands
of specialization. There are also signs of re
sponse in the statement they quote from the
Chief of Naval Personnel in 1964:

fjames C. Shelburne and Kenneth J. Groves, Education in the
Armed Forces (New York: Center for Applied Research in Education,
1965, $3.95), x and 118 pp.
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We are placing more emphasis on speciali
zation in the Navy today than we have in the
past. In other words, the so-called rounded
career is no longer as important as the officer’s
specialization or his subspecialization. We are
now requiring all officers to have a subspeciali
zation of some sort. . . . it could be in strategic
planning . . . political military policy, . . .man
agement, [or] . . . international relations. But
mostly it is going to be in technical areas like
communications, a s w . . . . or missilry . . . I tell
each selection board today . . . that they are
not to consider the well-rounded background
as important as how well a man has performed
and the degree of specialization he has achieved
in something other than his naval warfare spe
cialty.

The task of reconciling the need for spe
cialization with a broad sense of direction and
responsibility at the highest level of authority
is not, of course, limited to the military services.
It is symptomatic of much of American society
today. In government, in business, in other
professions such as law and m edicine, there
are increasing knowledge and inform ation, an
increasing im pact of technology, and increas
ing complexity, all of which require increasing
specialization and more com plicated division
of labor. Nonetheless, at the level of high direc
tion, as much breadth of understanding is re
quired as is depth of knowledge up and down
the line.
This need for both breadth and depth
poses a problem for the future leadership of
the armed services. H istorically the service
academ ies have provided the continuity in
military leadership. Today the need for officers
cannot be wholly or even largely m et by the
academ ies, and they must be supplemented by
Officer Candidate Schools and the Reserve
Officer Training Corps. Nonetheless, the acad
emies remain at the core of the American mili
tary as the critical starting point for that part
of the system of m ilitary education and training
which is devoted to the developm ent of the
profession itself.

M ajor Simons in his book, L ib e r a l E d u c a 
tion in th e S erv ice A c a d e m ie s ,f presents a valu
able examination of the historical development
of the academies and a friendly but critical
analysis of the response of the academies to
the changing demands of the military profes
sion. Simons, moreover, deals with his subject
within the broad educational context of the
relationships between professional demands
and liberal studies. Indeed, his book has been
published as one of a series of studies under
taken by the Institute of Higher Education of
Colum bia Teachers College on undergraduate
professional education. It is thus a contribution
to two fields, education and the military.
M ajor Simons’ book is an account of the
struggle betw een military professionalism and
liberal education for part of the curriculum and
a sense of purpose in the academies. T o M ajor
Simons, the liberally educated man is one who
“has developed an active awareness of at least
four fundam ental considerations: (1) context,
(2) perspective, (3) uniqueness, and (4) the
suitability of many criteria for objective eval
uation.” T h e kind of “open mind” that these
considerations produce is important in all pro
fessions, the author suggests, but especially in
the military where professional influences of
tradition and corporateness are particularly
constraining. The constraints are related, more
over, to the demands of hierarchy and disci
pline that are rooted in the profession’s unique
characteristic of preparation for combat.
In many respects, M ajor Simons’ historical
analysis of the service academ ies demonstrates
a kind of cycle. In their early stages of devel
opment, the educational programs of the acad
emies were more liberal than they were later in
the nineteenth century and even early in the
twentieth century. During these years, how
ever, the sense of military professionalism was
broadening. Thus, the author notes: “No longer
were the unique demands of specialized corps
significant forces in shaping service school cur
ricula. At the end of the century, the academies

f William E. Simons, L ib eral Education in the Service A cadem ies
(New York: Institute of Higher Education, Columbia University, 1965,
$3.50), xiii and 230 pp.
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could focus on fundamental preparation for
the general military command and staff respon
sibilities of the future.”
By the 1960’s, however, the academies had
come a long way, in the opinion of the author,
in developing liberal education in their pro
grams. There were still pressures to prepare
students for their first assignments as junior
officers and to equip them with the tools of
their trade through practical and technical
instruction. Nonetheless, the overriding aim in
the academies was to lay the intellectual foun
dations for career development; and in the
quest for this objective, there emerged a more
theoretical treatment of the sciences, a wider
array of courses in the social sciences and the
humanities, and the opportunity for an increas
ing number of students to choose electives and
to adopt areas of special interest beyond the
professionally prescribed curriculum. There
were, however, weaknesses, and, in the words
of the author:
. . . most shortcomings can be traced to a com
mon problem. Limited opportunity for broad
reading or research, mechanistic approaches
to lower-section instruction and to laboratory
work, undemanding “standard answer” test
items, and limited opportunity for advanced
study all result from the desire to pack “a little
bit about a lot of things” into a finite period
of available time.
Several years ago, the late David Boroff
published in H a rp ers a series of popular arti
cles on the academies. The pieces were biting
but insightful. Unlike Major Simons, Boroff
wrote from the skepticism of the liberal intel
lectual in confronting military institutions. But
he also wrote from a real concern that military
officers had to be fully prepared for the variety
of complex roles they must assume in today’s
world—as combat leader, scientific manager,
adviser to foreign governments, financial ad
ministrator, engineering director, Presidential
consultant, etc.
BorofFs study of the academies was nei
ther exhaustive nor wholly systematic. It was
largely impressionistic. Nonetheless, Boroff
was a teacher and had done an earlier series
of articles on civilian colleges. He thus brought
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experience to the task, and, in the main, the
academies came off poorly. “Academically,”
Boroff concluded, “West Point is a second-class
college for first-class students.” At the Naval
Academy, he found,
. . there is a kind of
‘Brother Rat’ m entality.. . . The prevailing tone
is rambunctiously adolescent. . .
And, finally,
at the Air Force Academy, “the academic ar
rangements are calculated to make the cadets
see their academic life as a series of units or
missions to be completed, not as a never-ending
continuum.”
The Boroff articles appeared during the
time when Major Simons was working on his
book. In many respects, Simons found the
Boroff criticisms to be “shortsighted and cur
sory.” But, in one respect, at least, he found
them “quite poignant.” Simons saw justice in
the criticism that the “service academies have
tended to approach education as something
that can be divided into standard, bite-size
units which the students can consume one at
a time.” But where Boroff attributed this “re
ducing” tendency, in considerable measure, to
a largely inexperienced and often transient
faculty, Simons found the teaching at the acad
emies to be “quite satisfactory,” in some cases
“outstandingly skillful.”
However harsh Simons may have found
Boroff to be in his assessment of teaching at
the academies, he himself points to the need
for strengthening the intellectual commitment
of faculty members. At all of the academies
the faculty must work under pressure from the
military training staffs that emphasize “the
manly virtues of courage, stamina, and aggres
siveness” and frequently communicate “a gen
uine distrust of intellectualism and a disdain
for the contemplative approach to problems
. . . ” Moreover, all of the faculty at the Military
Academy and Air Force Academy are officers,
as are a large portion of those at the Naval
Academy; and, except for a small number of
“permanent professors,” these officers spend
limited tours of three to five or six years either
in advanced study or teaching. Under these
conditions there are limits in the capacity of
the academies to achieve the goal called for in
an Air Force Academy advisory committee
report:
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An economics faculty must be composed of
economists; in turn an economist (historian,
physicist, etc.) is more than a person who, after
a certain amount of training, spends four years
in economics and then goes back to his post
as a fighter pilot or administrative officer. In
short, a faculty member must be a professional
with a permanent commitment to his discipline.

In the final analysis, M ajor Simons, despite
his own critical view, concludes that “too often,
critics lose sight of the fact that the fu n d a 
m en tal service academy issue is the prepara
tion of career officers for the military service
and that experiences and activities essential to
this task cannot be sacrificed—even on behalf
of greater liberalization.” O nce he has said this,
Simons weakens much of his argument for
strengthening liberal education at the acade
mies—for deepening the intellectual life of the
faculties, providing greater diversity in courses
and procedures, and allowing time for greater
reflection and study in depth on the part of
students. Even though he argues that there
need be no conflict betw een general education
and the mission to produce “dedicated [m ili
tary] professionals . . . ,” he gives priority to
the pressures of professionalism.
In one respect, Simons is realistic. But, in
another, one wonders if he has sufficiently
taken into account the changing nature of the
military profession, particularly the increasing
pattern of specialization that I have discussed.
From one viewpoint, it might be argued that
specialization puts added pressure on early in
doctrination into the military profession. But,
as Simons himself points out early in his book,
there are especially powerful professional con
straints in the military—in the wearing of the
uniform, the strict regime, the concepts of rank
and obedience, the tight hierarchical structure,
the sense of devotion and dedication.
These constraining professional pressures

will be with the officer all his life; they will
becom e an integral part of his very existence.
W hat would seem most important to develop
in the early, essentially undergraduate years at
the academies is the spirit and sense of liberal
education, the open mind that Major Simons
emphasizes. It is this perspective on knowledge
as a continuing quest which, if given deep
meaning and purpose during the officers form
ative years, could provide a basis for the broad
sense of direction that high command will
demand in later years.
But the propensity to pack “a little bit
about a lot of things” into the curriculum,
which M ajor Simons finds a weakness at the
academ ies, is no less evident in many of the
other military education programs described
in the book by Shelburne and Groves. In r o t c
programs and the war colleges, there is often
as great a tendency to add a bit here, offer two
more hours of instruction there, on developing
nations, guerrilla warfare, or the international
m onetary system, in order to insure that every
aspect of a complex area of study has been
covered. Too infrequently is there a willingness
to be content with more limited coverage and
to try to stimulate a sense of deepening and
reflective inquiry into problems that cannot be
solved by reference to a manual.
T h e American military education system
is a vast and adm irable construct. Its achieve
ments have been phenomenal, in war and in
peace and in the gray periods of strife and ten
sion. This system can never becom e “civilianized”—nor should it. But it can—and should—
becom e more “liberalizing” than it is, at the
academ ies and at the war colleges. The reasons
lie in the demands and burdens placed on our
military leaders today. For these tasks, we need
men with a driving sense of inquiry as well as
a deep devotion to duty.
Hanover, New Hampshire

GERMANY REUNITED IN A UNITED EUROPE
D r . C hester V. E asum

W

HEN IN a new crisis period some fif
teen years ago it seemed necessary to
encourage the German Federal Republic to
begin to rearm, the move was accompanied by
protests of reluctance on the part of at least
some thoughtful Germans. One of their con
cerns was the fear that the new defense force
might follow too closely the pattern set by the
R eichstvehr in the days of the Weimar Republic
and be found politically intractable and unre
liable. Relations between civil and military
authority were—and apparently still are—being
prudently studied.
When Bavarian Franz Josef Strauss suc
ceeded Theo Blank as minister of defense,
Americans in Germany soon noted some im
provement in the organization, development,
and efficiency of the new Bundestvehr, but they
wondered how cooperative the new minister
would be, once he was in better position to
assert himself. He is a very aggressive person.
So when the editor of D er S p ieg el, Rudolf
Augstein, who had been critical of the Ade
nauer administration all along, published what
the government called “defense secrets” ob
tained by questionable means, thus exposing
himself to a charge of treason under German
law, Adenauer and Strauss went after the
pestiferous gadfly with heavy hammers. He
had long been “asking for it” by very cleverly
taking full advantage of the freedom of the
press which had so far sheltered him. One of
his last acts before being taken off under arrest
was to order a greatly enlarged edition of D er

Spiegel, knowing that there would be buyers
for it.
Germans generally, however, who had
been wondering how much longer D er S piegel
could go on skating on such thin ice, were aoon
much more seriously concerned over the gov
ernment’s heavy-handed abuse of its police
power, so reminiscent of Nazi Gestapo methods
of painful memory, than over Augstein’s abuse
of the freedom of the press. The grand old
chancellor was untouchable; but Strauss could
go—and he went. Now, in his book, T h e G rand
D esign,f Strauss says wryly that “when the time
came to leave it was not for reasons of health.”
( p. 96) He continued as president of the Chris
tian Social Union, the Bavarian wing of the
Christian Democratic Union, which so far sup
ports the Erhard government. One wonders
what his political future will be. As to that, he
professes in this little book to be not at all
ambitious or even interested; yet one wonders.
Herr Doktor Strauss is young—barely past
50—and vigorous, and of course he is still in
terested. In a hard-hitting little book tran
scribed and translated from taj)e-recorded
interviews, he proposes nothing less than a
United States of Europe, to include France,
Britain, Germany, and as many central Euro
pean states now satellites of the U.S.S.R. as can
be attracted into it. Such a Germany could
then be unified as a member of the European
community. He pays lip service to the con
tinued presence of United States armed forces
in Europe during the transition period while a

f F r a n z J o s e f S tr a u s s , T h e G ran d D esign : A E u ropean Solution to
G erm an R eunification (N e w Y o r k : F r e d e r ic k A . P r a e g e r , I n c ., 1 9 6 5 ,
$ 3 . 9 5 ) , 1 0 5 pp.
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new deterrent is developed under united Eu ro
pean control, and he is “prepared to accept”
that no German should ( just at first) be prime
minister, foreign minister, or defense minister
of such a European government, (p. 2 6 ) G er
many might, however, as mediator, facilitate
the admission of Britain to the Common Market.
W hat seems to m atter most to Strauss is
that the western European mainland nations
“cast off their pensioner m entality.” ( pp. 1 2 -1 3 )
He considers it undesirable that any one of
them maintain a “special relationship with
Am erica.” Only an integrated Europe could b e
come an equal partner of the United States.
W hat he most clearly advocates is the erection
of a European pillar of stability no longer de
pendent upon the United States but equal and
friendly to it, the two to m aintain the peace in
Europe and America and thus contain the
Communist powers while no longer being
afraid to trade with them. There must be by
1970 a common policy for trade with the E ast
(p . 2 4 ), then a nonaggression pact betw een
the nato countries and those of the W arsaw
Pact. (p. 4 2 )
Some of the author’s statem ents are strik
ing but mutually inconsistent if not contradic
tory. “T h e unification of Germ any cannot be
achieved either by force or by the acceptance
of Soviet conditions. T h e attem pt to use forci
ble methods would mean unification in a cem e
tery and acceptance of Soviet conditions would
in the long run mean unification in a common
prison.” (p. 14) “It is our duty to push and probe
and seize the initiative w herever we can ” (p.
25), though it is a dangerous illusion to imagine
that M oscow’s policy of political control of her
satellites has really relaxed. Yet “. . . there could
develop in the next generation a feeling that
we might do better to deal in the m atter [of
reunification] with M oscow.” (p. 79)
The former m inister’s patience is wearing
thin. (One wonders when it will b e exhausted,
as H itler said on occasion that his was.) H e is
im patient with “annual declarations” of intent
to reunify west and central Germany.
They can have their regular annual meetings;
the result will be the same and can continue
to be the same. . . . We can no longer live with

the situation that presented itself . . . when the
Americans and the Russians shook hands across
the Elbe [and] Europe no longer existed as a
political unit. (pp. 40, 41)
Sometimes this practical politician who
considers him self such a realist seems to this
reviewer to be flying high and fast, far ahead
of the avant-garde.
Our aim is to counter the fragmentation of the
European continent and to insure peace by
abandoning national thinking in both Western
and Eastern Europe. We decline to consider
any new frontiers to divide one nation from
another. What we must establish is the right
of any European to the home of his choice in
a free and united Europe under the rule of
law, stretching from the Atlantic to the River
Bug and the Black Sea. We are not interested
in negotiating the recognition or non-recogni
tion of national rights, which could only re
establish in Central Europe the antagonisms
of the past. (p. 45)
Ju st imagine a former E ast Prussian, for
example, choosing to return, or even a former
Silesian! (p. 88) Yet, he concludes, “The final
goal must be for all Europeans to live where
they choose, a prospect only to be achieved
by the abolition of the old national boundaries
of Eastern and Central Europe.”
The author concedes that Germany cannot
just now turn in its old U.S. nuclear umbrella
for a new Fren ch fo r c e d e fr a p p e , but he sug
gests that it might be convenient for the
United States to strengthen its position in Latin
America and Southeast Asia by recalling some
of its armed forces from Europe whenever a
united Europe is better prepared to defend it
self without them. H e concedes that D e Gaulle
seems at times “disillusioned” by the unreadi
ness of the Federal Republic to “engage in
common action” with him; but “Germany and
Fran ce cannot behave like two football teams
who pack their own goal[s] and refuse to play
with each other” (p. 63) and “. . . difficulties
with de Gaulle must stand in the way of coop
eration with F ran ce.” (p. 67)
In C hapter IV, “Prospects in Germany,’
Strauss drags in again many of the hoary old
excuses for the Germans' having permitted the
rise of H itler: “the extraordinary complaisance
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of Germany’s western neighbors”—as if the
Germans would not have united behind Hitler
even sooner than they did in resentment of just
such outside intervention as he says that “those
of us who stood in opposition to the Hitler
regime hoped desperately” would occur, to
save them from it. (p. 72) Instead, the Weimar
Republic had been “grudgingly treated,'' and
“democratic statesmen such as Stresemann and
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Briining were denied what was conceded to
Hitler almost with open hands." To him it
seems neither intelligent nor pertinent to ask
why the Germans themselves did not get rid
of Hitler. This reviewer once heard Count
Sforza say virtually the same thing about the
Italians’ acceptance of Mussolini. He did not
find either convincing.
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ics, La Plata University. Long dedicated to the study of astronautics, he founded the
Argentine Interplanetary Association, has been vice-president of the International Astronautical Federation during six terms, and a member of the International Academy of
Astronautics; has represented Argentina before the Technical Committee for the Peaceful
Use of Cosmic Space of the United Nations for three terms; has been president of the
Inter-American Committee on Space Investigation; vice-president of the National Com
mission, International Year of the Quiet Sun; and has been named by the United Nations
to form a special technical committee to report regarding available installations and
facilities for space investigation and rocket launching at Thumba, India.

M a jo r W i l l i a m F . M o o r e , USA F ( R e t ) , (M .B .A ., George Washington
U niversity), is M anager, Program Measurement, Manned Orbiting Labora
tory Department, General E lectric Space Technology Center, Valley Forge,
Pennsylvania. After training as an aviation cadet, 1948—4 9 , he served
successively as a fighter pilot. 82d Fighter Squadron, Hamilton A F B , C ali
fornia, to 1 9 5 1 ; Assistant Operations Officer, 82d Fighter-Interceptor
Squadron, Hamilton A FB , Larson A F B , W ashington, and Keflavik, Iceland,
to 1 9 5 4 ; Assistant Croup Operations Officer, 4 7 5 0 th Air Defense Squadron,
Yuma A FB , Arizona, to 1 9 5 6 ; student. University of California, to 1 9 5 8 ;
Central Procurement Contracting Officer, and Chief, Aeronautical Equip
ment Branch, SAM AP, Clark A FB , Philippine Islands, to 1 9 6 0 ; Project
Officer, Atlas, Titan, Minuteman Inertial Guidance Systems, Ballistic Sys
tems Division, Los Angeles, California, to 1 9 6 2 ; student, Air Command
and Staff College, to 1 9 6 3 ; and Missile and Space Staff Planning Officer,
Directorate of Production and Programming, Hq U SA F, until his retirement
in 1965.

Db . J o s e p h W. A n n u n z ja t a
(Doctorate, Sorbonne) is an
Education Specialist, Docu
m entary R esearch D ivision,
Aerospace Studies Institute,
Air University. Under a Fulb right Travel Grant and a
French Government Assistantship in 1 960-61, he studied at
the Sorbonne while teaching at
a French lycée near Paris. Un
der a Fulbright Fellowship he
studied for another two years,
meanwhile lecturing at the
Catholic University of Paris.
During his three years abroad
Dr. Annunziata also visited ex
tensively in Russia, Poland,
East Germany, Scandinavia,
Morocco, and the Middle East.
At Yale University, 1963-65,
he held both Yale and Boies
Fellowships while a candidate
for Ph.D. in comparative liter
ature.

L ie u t e n a n t C o l o n e l D o n a l d R. C u r r ie r (M .B.A ., Uni

versity of Chicago) is a student at the Air War College. He
entered the service in 1942 as an aviation cadet and served
as a B -24 navigator with the Fifteenth Air Force in Italy.
After the war he completed his education in 1948 and worked
in private industry as a chemical engineer until his recall to
active duty during the Korean War. His assignments dunng
the last 14 years have been in research and development
with the Air Research and Development Command, Air
Force Systems Command, Office of Aerospace Research, and
as Assistant for Plans and Programs, Air Force Office of
Scientific Research, Washington, D.C.

C o l o n e l W i l l ia m S. B a r k s 
. ( B.S., Virginia Polytech

d a le, jr

nic Institute) is Commander, Aer
ospace Audio-Visual Service, Mili
tary Airlift Command, Orlando
AFB. Florida. Commissioned in
the Army Artillery in 1937, ht>
transferred to the Air Corps and
completed flying training in 1939.
He served at Langley Field, Vir
ginia, and MacDill Field, Florida,
for two years; then as Deputy
Commander, 6th Ferrying Group;
and Commander, Flying Trans
port School, Air Transport Com
mand, Homestead AAB, Florida
(1 9 4 2 ). In India he commanded
the 1330th Air Base, directing air
lift “over the hump,” and later
served as Director of Operations,
then as Chief of Staff, India-China
Division, ATC. Other assignments
have been as Commander, 503d
Special Mission Group, National
Airport, Washington, D.C.; as
student. Air F o rce In stitu te of
T ech n o lo g y , W rig h t-P atte rso n
AFB; with the Reactor Develop
ment Division, Atomic Energy
Commission, Washington, D.C.;
as Deputy Commander, 322d Air
Division. 1955; Vice Commander,
Air Photographic and Charting
Service, Orlando AFB, Florida,
1957; Vice Commander, 314th
Air Division, South Korea, 196364; and Senior Air Adviser to the
Pennsylvania Air National Guard,
E astern T ran sp o rt Air F orce
(M A T S), until his present assign
ment in April 1965.

L ie u t e n a n t C o l o n e l H e n r y S c h e in c o l d (M .S.. Air Force Institute of Technology) is Chief,

Supply Division, Directorate of Materiel, 322d Air Division (M A C ), Chateauroux Air Station,
France. While serving as a B -17 bombardier with the Eighth Air Force in August 1944, he was
shot down over France and was a prisoner of the Germans for a week before escaping during
an air raid. Recalled to active duty during the Korean W ar, he served as a unit supply officer
at Keesler AFB, Mississippi, from August 1950 until his assignment to Kadena Air Base,
Okinawa, where from 1953 to 1957 he was successively Squadron Supply Officer, 30th Bomb
Squadron, Wing Supply Officer, 19th and 307th Bomb Wings, and Group Materiel Officer,
18th Fighter-Bomber Wing. He flew as a B-29 aircraft observer. Other assignments have been
as Base Accountable Supply Officer, 56th Fighter Group, O’Hare International Airport, Chicago,
1958-59, and at Kincheloe AFB, Michigan, 1959-61. After attending the University of Omaha
under Operation Bootstrap and the Advanced Logistics Program at A FIT, he joined the
322d Air Division in August 1964.

W il l ia m
S. C o k e r
( Ph.D ., University of Okla
homa) is under contract with
the Aerospace Studies Insti
tute, Air University, to write
a history of the Eighth Air
Force in World W ar II. He
entered the Army Air Corps
in 1941, attended radio and
aerial gunnery schools, and
then compiled nearly 2 5 0 0
hours as a crew member on
B -2 4 ’s, B -1 7 ’s, and B -2 9 ’s
during combat tours in the
North Africa—Italy and ChinaBurm a-India theaters. Since
his retirement from the Air
Force in 1962, Dr. Coker has
taught history at the Univer
sity of Oklahoma and at Kan
sas State University and has
published articles in several
historical Journals.
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C a p t a in W a l t e r W . -W e i s b e c k e r (A .B ., University of Pitts
burgh ) is a deputy combat crew commander, Strategic Air
Command, McConnell Air Force Base, Kansas. A writer of both
fiction and nonfiction. Captain W eisbecker has been a frequent
contributor to the national magazine and book market. In indus
try from 1958 to 1960, he was a financial analyst of corpora
tions and cartels and received a national award for marketing
excellence by Dun and Bradstreet, Inc. Captain W eisbecker is a
graduate of the Squadron Officer School, Air Command and
Staff College, and Air Force Missile School.

D r . C h e s t e r V . E a s ü m (B .A ., Knox College; Rhodes Scholar,
B A., M.A., Oxford University; Ph.D ., University of W isconsin)
is Visiting Professor, Department of History, Hiram College,
Ohio. Dr. Easum taught at Culver Military Academy, 1 9 2 1 -2 7
and 1 9 2 8 -3 0 , and at the University of W isconsin, 1 9 2 7 -2 8 and
from 1930 until he became emeritus professor in 1 9 6 4 . As an
Infantry lieutenant, he served in Germany during W orld W ar I
and with the Army of Occupation. He returned to Germany
( 1 9 3 6 - 3 7 ) to conduct research in Berlin and Munich. From
1954 to 1956 as a U .S. Cultural Attache he served as contact
between the U .S. High Commissioner to Germany and the
German universities, and as chairman of the binational com
mittee that administered the Fulbright program.

D r . G e n e M. L y o n s (P h .D ., Columbia University) is Professor
of Government and Director, Public Affairs Center, Dartmouth
College. After graduating from Tufts College in 1947, he re
ceived a License ès S cien ce P o litiq u e at the Graduate Institute of
International Studies, Geneva, in 1 9 4 9 . He worked with the
International Refugee Organization from 1948 to 1952 and with
the United Nations Korean Reconstruction Agency from 1952 to
1 9 5 6 . He has been at Dartmouth since 1957, and in 1963 was
appointed Orvil E . Dryfoos Professor of Public Affairs. Professor
Lyons was coauthor with Professor John Masland of E ducation
an d M ilitary L e a d e r s h ip ( 1 9 5 9 ) ; author of M ilitary Policy and
E co n o m ic A id ( 1 9 6 1 ) ; coauthor with Professor Louis Morton of
S ch o o ls fo r S trategy ( 1 9 6 5 ) ; and author of numerous contri
butions to professional journals and other publications. He is
presently studying strategic command and organization of
international forces under a Carnegie Corporation grant.

AW AR D
The Air University Review Awards Committee has selected “The Joint Chiefs of
Staff and Defense Policy Formulation" by Major Lawrence B. Tatum, USAF, as the
outstanding article in the May-June 1966 issue of Air University Review. Major
Tatum s article has also been designated the outstanding article for fiscal year 1966.
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